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Chapter 12: 'Towards a Critical Emancipatory 

Theory of Effective Accounting 

This chapter is intended to be a brief overview of the kinds of con

tributions which integrated analysis could make to the study of accounting. 

It indicates how the notion of critique may uncover forms of repression 

perpetuated by present forms of accounting. This chapter is not intended 

to provide a comprehensive, detailed argument of the relation between 

accounting and the normative criterion of a rational consensus. To do so 

would require yet another large piece of research which hopefully will be 

conducted in the future. Thus, our remarks here will be brief and sign

post future lines of research in a general direction. They should be 

seen as "Suggestions for Future Research" and are intended to give an 

illustration of the breadth rather than the depth of critique in 

accounting. In so doing there are three sub-tasks which are completed 

in the following order. 

a. We identify and evaluate a small set of emerging accounting concerns; 

b. We attempt to integrate this set and thus help to shape the whole; and 

c. We discuss the lacunae which still exist in present-day accounting 

and highlight the critical insights which may be provided by an 

integrated theory of emancipatory accounting. 

By this we hope to constructively develop a critical spirit in 

accounting and to situate its present narrow, technical concern within 

wider issues of morality, enlightenment and emancipation. Using the 

inSights developed from an analysis of nurse training, we now take 

accounting knowledge as currently composed and discuss relations of 

domination. The domain of accounting discourse is drawn round the 

discussions conducted by accounting professionals in industry, public 

accounting firms, in the academy, in academic and professional journals 
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and publications and in debates which involve accountants and other groups 

in society. 

12.1 A Brief Review of "Critica1"Research in Accounting 

In analysing the effectiveness of current modes of accounting we 

begin with a set of literature which has a more or less 'radical' 

thrust and which seek to question the mainstream focus on objectivistic, 

technical issues. In the last six years, there has been a discernible 

~rowing concern for the taken-for-granted assumptions which undergird 

accounting theory and practice; this has manifested itself in a number 

of articles or books scattered in diverse accounting and non-accounting 

literature. 

This literature may be roughly mapped into two somewhat separate 

sections: 

i. that which questions the relation of accounting systems to micro

organizational practice, and 

ii. that which seeks to relate accounting and its historical development 

to societal forces and changes. The former collection is exemplified by 

work which argues that accounting information is not "objectively" used 

and accepted but is influenced by and influences the distribution of power and 

authority within organizations; accounting systems may be ammunition 

machines which legitimate and rationalize ~erful interest groups within 

organizations (see, Burchell et al, 1980; Cooper, 1982; Cooper, 1981; 

Cooper et aI, 1981; Puxty and Chua, 1981; Hills and Mahoney, 1978;. Pfeffer, 

1981; Banbury and Nahapiet, 1979; Nahapiet, 1981). This questioning of the 

accounting function in organizations is also closely allied with the 

argument that accounting is influenced by and acts as a means of social 

construction; that it is a form of sense-making (see, Boland, 1979; Colville, 

1981; Tomkins and Groves, 1982). Mintzberg ( 1973, 1975) has also questioned 
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the extent to which accounting information is actually used in organizations. 

Gambling (1977) and Meyer and Rowan (1978) have pointed to the symbolic, 

ritualistic and esoteric uses of accounting information rather than its 

technical functions. Wildavsky (1965, 1978) has provided insights into 

how political processes influence the functioning of budgeting systems 

within state departments. Becker and Neuhauser (1975) have shown how 

the visibility given to particular criteria of effectiveness has been 

aided by the accounting system and this reinforces structures of domination. 

The powerful are helped to observe the less powerful and are also able to 

effect a particular normative structure. Also organizations which made 

visible the criteria of efficiency were more efficient while those which 

~mrh<.lfi''ied patient care were more "caring". 

Essentially this literature is beginnir.g to indicate that accounting 

numbers may not always be "facts"; that accounting is a social science that 

influences human affairs and societal welfare. (Tinker, 1975) That 

accounting is more than a social-engineering type of technology whose main 

concern is to produce "rational" information to help decision makers. 

Researchers and academics are beginning to realize that we know little 

about how accounting systems function in practice and evidence is gradually 

accumulating to show that accounting numbers are not necessarily the 

technical calculations that one assumes. Accounting, it is argued, is 

created and ascribed a purpose rather than being inherently purposeful 

(see Burchell et al, 1980). It may be used as a solution that seeks a 

problem (March and Olsen, 1976) and as a means of giving retrospective 

meaning to an action which often emerges without a clear objective 

(Weick, 1979). 

Consistent with this conce/'n there is a growing emphasis on diffe-

rent methods of research. There is a noticeable movement away from the 
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objectivistic, functionalistic box to the more subjectivistic domains; 

from a single-minded concern with a technical interest to a hermen;utical, 

pragmatic interest. The role of meaning, of sense-making, of the 

manipulation of meaning to serve certain economic interests are issues 

which are being highlighted. There is less evidence of the necessity of 

using statistics to "prove" an argument and greater reliance is placed on 

observational techniques, archival research and historical analysis. A 

greater softness in the data and evidence is being tolerated and supported 

by this emerging research. 

The second assortment of literature seeks to highlight the social 

significance of accounting. As Burchell et a1 (1980) point out a multitude 

of social implications have been attached to accounting. Marx, for instance, 

viewed accounting as an ideological phenomenon which served capitalist 

interests and which acted as a form of mystification, hiding the true 

nature of social relationships. Few accounting researchers have 

followed the explicit arguments of Marx in reviewing accounting practice, 

but there are some attempts to use the conceptual framework of Marxist analysis. 

Cherns (1978) for instance argues that accounting helps to produce work 

alienation in segmented, stratified organizations and societies by measuring 

only monetary values to the exclusion of 'real' value in society.In particular 

he attacks the equating of a bottom line profit figure with the benefits generated 

by a micro-organization, the equivalence of benefit to the organization as being 

in-the-last-instance benefit to society ·and the abstraction of human qualities 

with monetary values. Johnson (1977) in discussing the relevance of professionals 

as a class in society, arguee that professionalism can arise only when the .. .' 
'\ 

ideo1ogic~1 and political processes sustaining indetermination (the 
~ 

mystique created in the knowledge base) ,coincide with the requirements of 

capital; that is, where cor.e work activities fulfill the global funct~on of 

capital with respect to control and surveillance. Accountants, he argued, 
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performed a dual role - that of surveillance and that of a collective 

labour force. 

Cooper (1980), in discussing Tinker's (1980) suggestion for a 

political economy of accounting also suggests that present-day Accounting 

is overwhelmed by the assumptions of capitalism. It is based on the notion of 

" market transactio~s whj ch are regarded: as objective and free from bias. 

Accounti~g repor.ts are based on "privc:·te" costs and revem:.es; the right of 

private property is assumed to exist and the privilege of legacy and property 

transferer.ce is t.aken-for-graT:t~d. Performance, profi tabili ty and the, 

acceptability of capital projects is measl~red in terms of discounted cash 

flows to the investor and compared against alternative patterns of consumption 

utility. More recently, Tinke:r, Merino and Neimark (1ge2) have sought to 

argue that accounting theories of value ar.e based intrinsically on marginalist 

theories of value which were essential for the development of capitalist 

relations of production. The labour theory of value, first hinted at by 
" 

Adam Smith, developed by Ricardo, Marx, Veblen and other radical economists 

was criticized and "suppressed" because it was not in the interest of 

capitalism. Thus they argue that the Canonist Value Theory was overthrown 

by mercantilism; the conventional price definition of mercantilism was usurped 

by inchoate forms of capitalism; Ricardian Socialism was reflected and 

undermined by the ideological requirements of capitalism and in fact current 

revivals of political economy in accounting were only possible AS a response 

to the increasing contradictions of late capitalism_ 

Finally, Soo, Puxty & Oliga (1980) in their analysis have also used 

Marxist critiq~s of international capitalism and the malprActices of 
~ 

multinational companies in 3rd World countries to argue that accounting 
10 . 

numbers were not merely a product of.a requisite international' division of 

labour but a means whereby international capitalism was 'exported' to Third 

World countries. Such countries were undeveloped 'in order to keep the First 
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World developed and the development of international accounting standards 

was one means of standardizing international exploitation practices. Further, 

the mysteries of transfer pricing enabled the transfer of wealth from Third 

World countries in a manner which was extremely difficult to detect and 

which efficiently diluted the multinational's contribution to wealth generation 

in Third World countries. '. 

This explici t Marxist tone is also shown in the argument by Weber (1969) 

that accounting and the monetarization of value has helped the emergence and 

maintenance of a particular order inherent in economic rationality. For Weber, 

money is the most perfect means of economic calculation and is formally the 

most "rational" means of orienting economic activity. 

A similar unease with the extension of 'accounting numbers to the transcendental 

qualities of human interaction is also discussed by Cherns (1978) who felt that 

the measurement of the quality of working life would always objectify and devalue 

that which could not be measured. In both sets of' arguments there is an indication 

that accounting helps buttress a part] cular mode of raticnali ty, economic 

rationality and this in tUl~ is supportive of capitalist relation~. Tinker 
" 

et al (1982) also briefly mentionf'. that accounting has till now emphasized 

en individualist philosophy, the individual owner· or the investDr and his 

demands are cill-important. This t.as prompted questions about the class 

affiliation of "individuals" and the part· accountants play in class conflicts. 

What Tinker et al failed to point out is that such a focus c·n individualism is 

CC.'Jlf'.onant with a capitalist ideology based on meritocracy and ine.ividual 

appropriation of social products. That individualism :in accounting is 

. Essentially consistent with a bourgeois political philosophy based on the 

" . 
rights of thE: individual and thE, merit~f single effort~ Further 

discussion on this aspect of the links between accounting and capitalism will 
r 

be further discussed below. 

There has also been a few attempts tc analyse the precise manner in 

which .the prcfessional.elites ,coI~ wjth the diverse constituencies in their 
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erwironment. The politics of standard-setting are now being highlighted and 

the creation of the ASC is itself seen as a result of negotiation among 

pot,ent parties: a critical media, concerned agencies of the st.atE, baffled 

holders of capital and a profession keen to preserve its powers of self-

regulation and control (see, Burchell et 01, 1980; Gray & Hope 1982). Al thougt 

. 
thE: ASC is often formally. advocated in the namf, of the users' interests, the 

articulation of standards is now more clearly seen as reflecting the tensions 

within its institutional context. Lafferty (197Q), for instance, points out 

the £,mharassing U-turns ,,'hich the ASC has had tc make in the face of 

industrial pressure with respect to accounting for research and dE":velopment 

and deferred taxation. More recently, debates surrcunding inflation accolmting 

have revealed a number of conflict.ing demands: the concern of state agencies to 

"correctly'" tax corporate income, the des'ire of small practi tioners to protect 

their clients interests out of self-interest and the necessity fer professional 

elitEs to maintain their credibility and monopolization of expertise in the 

face of increasing criticisms of historic cost accolmting. .. 
The visibility of such relations and negotiation have not, however, 

und€·rmi.ned the societal legitimacy of the knowledge base of accounting c.lthough 

it clearly implies that accounting 'truth' or theory is not a scient~fic 

a priori but a political product created through a conE'cious and perhaps 

ur.conscious process of complex negotiation. Neither have consist.ent critiques 

of a marginalist theory of vc:..lue dethroned its reign. As yet we lack detoiled 

knowledge 'for the continuing legitimacy and power of bodies of knowledge wt.ich 

have apparently be€,n discredited to a degree; al thoiIgh there he.s been some 

attempt to ac::co,!nt for E'uch inertia by resurrecting a vague capita.list 

conspiracy idea (see, Cooper, 1980). But it could also be, following 

Foucault I s arguments that half-conscio.us, unintentional forces are at. 

work which produce nonsubjective systems of logic. Concepts of value, 

for instance, could be due to a non-intentional, complex process of 
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percolation. (see Burchell et al, 1982, for an illustration of these ideas.) 

This mapping of accounting literature which is les!O mainstream in its 

focus on organizational and social realms, is however imperfect. 

There is a small sf,lection of papers which do not fit easily within either 

of these two categories, which do not relat.e \"ell even among themselves but 

which tend to have a strong p£ychological element in the argument. Berry 

(1979) uses the work cf Melanie Klein (1959), . J~ques (1955) and Menzies (1970) 

to argue that accountant.s could play a major role as a stabiliser and 

repository of order in organizaticnswhich are systems of psychotic anxiety 

and social defence mE',chanisms. The unpleasantness of control, tl.e anxiety 

and uncertainty inherent in m~intaining organizational well-being are projected 

onto the accC'unting system which generate nwnbers that play an anxiety

suppressing, symbolic role. Its main purfose, or at least its partial 

funct.ion, is to act as a psychological defence against uncertainty aT'.d anxiety 

which threc,ten the ego of individuals within the firm. Such a use of psycho

analytic concepts is also seen in the work of Laughlin, Lowe, Puxty & Chua 

(1981) who sought to link the development of theories of accounting to the 

psychological tendf:ncies of subject-maker.s. Using primarily Jungian typologies 

of the pSJ-·che, the paper argued that such factors could help explain thE' rise 

of certain kinds of theories at different historical time r·eriods and that the 

perEonality of the subject maker is often a neslected explanatory variable. 

Collectively this isolatEd set of papers, each in its own way, is 

attempting to postulate psychological explanations for various kinds of 

indi vidual ane. social behaviour; arguing that psychology and psychoanalysi s 

may have a valuable contribution to make to studying accounting. Such 

arguments were r.ot unexpectedly discarded as "esoteric" and "non-accounting" 

by mainstream accCountants. Ours, for inst.ance could only be said to be not-well

received. In addition, 'radical' accountants who firmly believed jn the 

determination of social forces, in the all-powerful knowledge of materialist 
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explanations condemned such arguments as "psychologizing" or examples of 

"psychological reductionism". Man, it is argued, is essentially the product 
" 

or the victim of historical forces. To emphasize his psychology was to 

ignore the material causes of action and behaviour. 

12.2 Integrated Analysis as a Contibution to Critique 

This brief and limited review of the more thought-provoking research 

in accounting shows the beginning of reform in a traditional, technical 

form of accounting which assumed the rationality of accounting numbers. 

Research is begiining to critically evaluate how accounting relates in 

practice to groups within organizations and society. This research is 

"healthy" and forms a fledging, emergent awareness which has a potential 

demystifying effect. Integrated analysis may contribute to this emerging 

trend in two important ways. Firstly, it is based on an explic~t, normative 

criterion of a rational consensus. Secondly, as formulated it enables 

an integration of a variety of methodological frameworks and a means of 

understanding of the whole. For welcome though this emerging literature 

is, present forms of critique tend to be partial. 

Partial analysis could result when each piece of research sees only 

a narrow subject area as the "appropriate" object of study, for example, 

the political processes involving accounting information systems in orga-

nizations. Such research may not then be related to other forms of 

radical critiques, for example, Marxist analyses of the role of the 

accounting profession and its relationship to the State. Partiality could 

also arise in that each epistemological and methodological alternative is 

. 
argued to be the comprehensive answer to mainstream theory. Thus Marxists 

may believe that Marxism alone is the most acceptable form of critique and 

may deride attempts at providing psychological explanations. Phenomenolo-

gists may place too great an emphasis on the individual, everyday sense-
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making of individuals without relating such interactions to macro-

societal change. Quantitative data collection and analysis may be mista-

kenly discarded in the belief that statistical theory is of little 

relevance to the understanding of social science. Such unintegrated 

partiality might even degenerate into dogma. The present individualistic 

and competitive system of credentialism which pervades the academy 

This brief review already shows that the analysis of accounting 

as ideological devices in organizations has been conducted somewhat 

separately from the analysis of accounting as a social mediator at 

the macro-level. Groups which are identified as the power beneficia-

ries at the macro-level are not analysed with respect to societal 

linhages, modes of rationality and historical changes. As Burchell 

et al (1980) put it: 

"Unfortunately, however, very little is known about either the 
nature of accounting thought and practice or the interplay bet
ween the social and orgunizational. Some scholars have made 
occasional comments which have pointed to the social origins 
and significance of the accounting craft, although these have 
either not remained uncontested for very long or else have 
not been subjected to further inquiry". 

(Burchell et al, 1980) 

Smart (19B!) and Sheridan (1980)have drawn attention to the Marxist 

resistance against other forms of critique and criticisms of the 

omissions in traditional Marxism. Earlier in this thesis we have 

detailed the debates as to which methodological framework is 

"better" • 

Our argument for integrated analysis is based on a theory 

of holistic human behaviour. Man acts within a complex background 

of "motifs"; conscious and unconscious aims, non-aims, personal 

predilections, societal influence, chance, luck and coincidence. 

Behaviour is related in fine networks through the artificially created 
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domains of politics, economics, history, language, philosophy, sociology 

and the natural sciences. To see behaviour as being complet~ly deter-

mined in one domain is to study man with but half a mirror. 

In preserving only one particular level of analysis, critique 

loses its value for we fail to see the linkages between different 

levels of analysis and the contribution of each. But integrated 

analysis does not mean pursuing a single line of research. Rather 

we are arguing for integration in such a manner that the holism of 

integration may be a part of the necessary diversity of specific 

criticisms and local emphases against prevailing thought. We do 

not argue that an analysis of accounting systems as organizational 

legitimation systems is useless, or that phenomenology has nothing 

to offer to a study of the construction of meanings. Neither 

do we argue that the relation between accounting and the growth 

of capitalism is all-encompassing. Nor that traditional Marxist 

emphases on the determination in-the-Iast instance of economic 

relations of production is sufficient. Each of these kinds of 

analysis has a part to play and each links with the other in 

complex ways. The institutional and the societal levels of analysis 

are not separate, neither are the psychological and social. 

Accounting knowledge is not and cannot be an isolated sphere separate 

from the moral, political and economical spheres of discourse. 

Human behaviour has not been the sole result of a capitalist 

to~spiracy or the chance happening of a series of interesting 

coincidences. Rather all these intricate facets 'are present in 
, 

the fine tapestry of social analysis. 

There is yet another reason why integration cannot be equal 

to the reduction of the variety of criticisms made against mainstream 
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accounting. The technical rationality of mainstream accounting hss 

subtly expanded and now influences many spheres of our lives. It 

is almost a truism to note thQtaccounting policies at the institutional 

level influence our range of consumption and production possibilities. 

A budget is created not only for the State but also the family unit 

and the individual. Within the parameters of a money-based economy 

the calculation of monetary values is essential. Because accounting 

and its means of characterizing entities is ubiquitous, the resistance 

against mainstream definitions of accounting cannot be identical 

in form and object of struggle. Just as the network of accounting 

relations and its mode of domination ends by forming a dense web 

thatpasses through ihdividuals and institutions without being 

permanently or wholly localised in one of them, the form of radical 

critiques should also traverse social stratification and individual 

unities. There should be a variety of criticisms but the concept of 

a rational consensus enables the anchoring of this diversity within 

a norm of enlightenment and emancipation. Without integration we 

tend to perform only partial analysis that does not link well d~ffe

rent types of knowledge forms which have been argued to be required 

in order t~at we might understand social reality in all its complexity. 

Without a concept of emancipation or an explicit normative criterion 

we fool ourselves as to the "descriptive" nature of our research 

and become entangled with the problems earlier of the researcher 

being a "disinterested observer". Finally, by using only partial 

analysis we distance ourselves from the active, creative influence 

of human activity which not only is shaped by but shapes the movement 

of history. 

We are not arguing that integrated analysis is the only form 
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of social analysis that will bring about enlightenment and elLan

cipation. As Geuss (1981) points out, a critical theory need not 

be the sole means by which agents attain material emancipation 

but it should be one which agents could accept. In addition, 

the concept of a rational consensus does not specify the moral 

norm that should be followed by agents in a collectivity; it 

specificies the process whereby agents may be provided the oppor

tunity to ascertain for themselves in unconstrained discussion 

this regulatory norm. As such the notion of critique as 

propounded by Habermas does not "impose" a particular idea 

of justice (like Rawls) or a rigid concept of social welfare. 

And it recognises that social phenomena cannot be understood 

via the means of one particular level of interest. It does not 

advocate the abandonment of conventional methods of study but 

highlights the contribution of each. 

Our arguments for integrated analysis, for rational 

consensus and for an incorporation of critique in discourse is 

also based on a particular concept of the role of the theorist 

as well as epistemological and ontological arguments about the 

concept of society. In eff~ct WE argued indirectly for the 

creation of an integrated academic, one who sees the social 

world as a whole and social study as a holistic, practical ac-

tivity. The academic envisaged is, to some extent, similar 

to Gramsci's (1971) concept of the "organic intellectual" who 

emerges from the working class and challenges bourgeois hegemony 

through the struggle, assimilation and the conquest of traditional 

intellectuals. An integrated intellectual is similar in that 

he seeks to identify sources of repression and is meant to be a 
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little the "conscience-conscious" of both the dominated and domir..ant; 

to speak the stifled and hidden aspects of collective living. H~wever, 

he/she is also similar to Foucault's concept of the 'specific' intellectual 

who works at precise points, according to lifestyle and occupation (e.g. in 

the hospital, tbe asyllli~, the university, familial and sexual relations etc.) 

Deleuze & Foucault, 1977). The integrated intellectual is similar to 

the extent that he/she discusses particular facets of oppression (whether 

at the organizational or societal level) but is able to see the linkages 

with other forms of repression. Foucault argues that an intellectual has 

a three-fold specificty: that of class position, that of conditions of life 

a.nd work; and that of tie politics of truth in society. Our concept of 

specificity emphasizes the specificity of intellectual focus but unlike 

Foucault's concept, is encased within a framework of holistic linkages. The 

integrated intellectual is not merely the local expert, the person of special 

knowledge but he/she is also aware of tile intersections between specific and 

holistic knowledge. Moreover we depart from Foucault's insistence that people 

no longer require the assistance of academics to obtain critical knowledge; 

that people know perfectly well, without illusion and in fact they know better 

than the intellectual and are perfectly capable of expressing their 

dissatisfaction. Tnis assumption of perfect knowledge and of automatic 

resistance of structures of l·ow£·r stems from Foucault's concept of power, whj ch 

he refuses to rcot in economic relations of production; preferrl"9 to offer a 

more diffuse, subtle complex of relations. Because power is everywhere and 

resistance is the other face of power, resistance too is everywhere. As 

pointed out earlier, this concept of resistance tmderestimates the strength of 

legitimation structures and Foucault gives few reaso~ for this belief. There 

is no detailed empQrical evidence which is discussed as showing that a plurality 

of resistance now exists. On the other hand, there is argument that ideological 

structures may be sufficient to cope with political and economic contradictions, 
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(see Habermas, 1976bjAdorno 1955; Marcuse, 1978). 

Integrated evaluation and analysis thus equates with a parti~ular 

concept of intellectual activity. It also implies that mainstream 

accounting literature, like other forms of mainstream social science 

literature is dominated by unhelpful f~nctionalist approaches, which 

survive partly because tl.ey buttress a particular mode of production. 

Indeed, their very emergence and thE: delineation of accounting as a 

monopo.ly of competence was enabled by historic changes in the 19th century. 

The scarcity of work to date on ,the relation of accounting to capitalism 

already indicates that each domain was related to the other in a symbiotic 

relation; each strengthening and being strengthened by the other. We will 

further discuss thf: relationships later. 

We conclude our argument here by restating the reasons for proposing 

an integrated imperative: 

a. the necessity for holistic analysis of complex bE:haviour and 

b. the simultaneous requirement for specific, multiple emphases which are 

able to counter a widespread technical accounting rationality in such a 

manner as to retain the part-whole linkage. 

In the next section, we hope tc indicate tentatively areas in which an integratea 

evaluation of accounting theory qnd practice could provide new insights. In 

particular we hope to demonstrate the usefulness of integrated analysis. 

12.3 Contributions to a Critic~l, Emancipatory Theory of Effective Account.ing 

The emphasis ln integrated analysis is an examination of ~orms of 
.. 

repression and ideology which prevent~groups in society from participating on 

a rational basis in order to achieve Unconstrained consensus. It is a method-

ology which seeks to develop linkages and uncover couplings which traverse 

traditional divisions among methodology, methods and disciplinary matrices. 
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Our format is largely identical to that used for a critique of 

nurse training for there are similarities at a general level between 

these two occupational monopolies. Thus this section is organized under 

similar sub-headings: 

12.3.1 The Emphasis on an lndividual Machine. 

12.3.2 The Expert on Value and Information. 

12.3.3 The Relation Between Accounting and Capitalism. 

12.3.4 Neglected Processes in Accounting. 

The significant difference between this tentative, integrated critique of 

accounting and that cf m:.rsing is tt,at the latter was rooted directly in 
\ 

empirical research in an organization. We have developed a general theory of 

O.E. but were unable to conduct extensive empirical research into accounting 

"problems" or practice in organizations. Neiti,er were we ourselves able to 

conduct an in-depth historical analysis into the gro\o:th of monopolization i.n 

the accounting profession. Thus our suggestions for an effective, emancipatory 

accounting are argued partly from available research from organizational and 

sociological analysis. Th.ese suggestions remain speculative hypotheses 

which should be confronted and debated. Hopefully they are sufficiently 

polemic to make us que'Stion the c.ssumpt.ions on which we practise or teach 

accounting. We realizE-,. he.weyer, that for a more developed, integrated 

understanding of accounting phenomena, much more detailed emancipatory-

motivated organizational and societal analyses need to be conducted. We know 

so little about accounting knowledge-as-power both at the micro-organizational 
\ 

and macro-societal levels. ~ere we attempt to highlight future areas of 

research in a ten~tive, exploratory ~irit. 

12.3.1 The Emphasis on an Individual Machine 

J 
Tinker et al (1982) demonstrate clearly th~,t accounting concepts of cost 
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and marginalist theories of value are grounded in the utility-based, 

subjective preferences of individual consumers for final goods. They point 
~ 

out that cost, as defined by Fisher was the market estimate of future 

earning power which could be assumed to reflect the expected future returns 

to a specific individual. This view of the sovereignty of the individual 

• 
owner was adopted by Hatfied (1909) and'Sprague ( 1900) who similarly ignored 

the separation of ownership and manag€':ment by focusing on the individual 

owner-manager and accountants today still work with the fictitious model of 

a corp:>ration as a "being" of individual shareholders. Even those who 

recognized the separation of ownership and control have managed to define 

accounting wealth e.nd profit as subjective present value or value as 

compared wj th present consumption and have proposed that the corp::>:rate "person" 

should be allowed to retain sufficient resources to allow the maintenance of 

physical capital • 

. Further~ in accounting for labour as a cost, as a factor of production, 

as a resource, labour power is transformed into an object. A number on a wage 

packet, a cog in the production process, a tool to be dropped when it no 

longer serves as an efficient unit. Also, the bulk of the cost of 
~ 

maintenance of a surplus pool of labour which serves as a buffer for 

capitalist crises is borne by the community at large. Although redundancy 

contracts are now shifting these costs onto the firms themselves, compensation 

remains highly inadequate for the unquantifiable loss of self-respect and 

self-confidence 4 Unlike nursing, accounting is rooted in marginalist, 

individualistic theories of value, which did not conceive of man so much as an 

individual body) than as an individual machine. Man became labour, to be 
'\ 

controlled and manipulated so that labour "costs" were kept low enough:to 

guarantee a replenishment o~physical' and mor.,etary capital. In nursing, there 

are weak muxmurings. of psycho-social care, of treatin~ man as a Mind-Body with 
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a psyche and a sociality. In accounting, the very mention of evaluating the 

firm's or a society's contribution to human well-being seems incongruous, 

Effors to introduce a neo-humanist face to accounting in the form of "human 

resource accounting" are themselves ideological, valuing human beings in 

terms of their discounted earnings and· in terms of their contribution 

to an enterprise, As H::>pwood (1976) and Marques (1976) question, should we 

be more concernec. to measure and cor.trc.l human resources or should we be 

more concerned with the development of resourceful humans? Are we 'right' to 

focus on the human being as a resource to the enterprise or should we be 

looking at the enterprise as a resource to the human being, as a means of 

developing potentiality and ability? 

The constant criticism by academics of the calculation of private costs 

and the eltternalization of public costs and nuisances has also bl'ought forth a 

fom of "social responsibility accoUnting". Although not widespread, this 

movement ne"ertheless appears to right the wrongs wrought by asocial firms. 

But there is a danger that instead of loosening the power of capitalist firms, 

these social accounts are no more than pL~lic relation exercises which could 

encourage firms to develop a tight: system of corporate patronage. That is, 

the "success" of the firm is now equated with the success of a community • 
• 

Newby (1977) describes how relations of corporate patronage can grow deep; 

citing the PilkLngton family's dominance of St. Helens - a benevolent 

paternalism over both factory and town on the one hand tempered by a 

largely successful demand for complete loyalty and obedience from the workers 

on the other. Martin and Fryer (1973) also describe how the'Casterton family 

were able tc de\-elop a political and social hegemony in Casterton Mills, .. 
Lanchashire. Aided by a combination of geographical isolation, economic 

dependence on a very small number of large firms, demographic stagnation 
../ 

and a large pool of unskilled labour, the family was able to control many 

aspects of social life. 
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The advocation of social responsibility accounting could thus allow 

the emergence or thE. maintenance of such subtle systems of domination; there '. 
are still many one-company or or.e-industry tm'DS in the U.K. as recent 

closures of steel-works and coalmines in the North-East region of England 

reveal. "Socially responsible" accounts could in fact reinforce the power 

of capitalists and provide ideological justification for unequal class 

relationships. For paternalism is potentially a method whereby class 

differences become defined and grows out of the necessity to stabilise and 

morally justify a fundamentally inegalitarian system. It does so by 

a series of contradictions, alternating bet~een autocracy and obligation, 

cruel ty and kirodm: ss, opf.ression and bE:ne,-olence, exploitation and protection. 

Each facet derives from the necessity to maintain simultaneously both social 

differentiation and class idertification withjn a hierarchical social 

structure. 

Far from being liberating, the trends toward "human resource" and "social 

responsibility" accounting may in fact not re-institute holistic analysis. 

Rather they could further obscure and disguise the inequality of current 

accounting and give a human mask to essentially inhuman calculations. 

It is interesting here to compare a) this traditional, individualist, 

asocial, machine focus in accounting w:th the individualistic, asocial, body 

image in nursinC;i and b) thE: feE'ble attempts to account for human resources 

a~d social responsibility with the ideological apparatus of the nursing 

process. The comparison appears to justify Foucault's argument that in the 

late 18th and 19th century there was a great int~rest in the study of man and 

his body per se. In medicine and nl,rsing the interest in man as a body was 

both the cause and result of the development of anatomoco-physiological 

medicine. In accounting and economics this image of man as a body was 

transformed into man as a physical embodiment of labour-power; a machine ,,'hich 

could be disciplined and put to work. Accountants, did not study man in quite 
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the same way that doctors and nurses studied him and analysed his 

anatomy and physiology. Man became even more abstract and w~s re

presented as a cost and treated as being only one of the means of 

production and eventual consumption. It was not till the 20th cen

tury through the work of Taylor and the rise of scientific management 

that accountants became interested in the body capabilities of man. 

For the basis of standard costing stems largely from the ability of 

work-study managers to decide what is an efficient productive 

process. In the main, accounting has developed an even more abstract; 

objectified image of man. Nursing bound its image of physical man 

with bands of emotional pathos and altruistic caring. Accountants 

have been able to progress by representing labour as a unit of 

production to be controlled. 

Capitalism may not have "caused" the 19th and 20th centu-ry 

accountant's image of man, it enabled and sustained the emergence 

of such an image. Portwood and Fielding (1981) argue that accoun

tants were ab1.e to legitimize their monopolization of "expertise" 

only within the rise of capitalistic relations of production. The 

impetus to form a professional association was argued to be aided by 

the passing of the joint-stock companies Act of 1844, the Companies 

Acts of 1856 and 1862. These made possible the widespread owner-

ship of stock, implied the need for greater financial surveillance 

and required companies to have their accounts audited regularly. 

With the growth of capitalistic relations, the right of the ent-

repreneur to appropriate profit seemed 'rational' and was legiti-

mized. Value could not longer be defined as the amount of SOCially 

necessary labour expended in production. Rather it seemed "more 

appropriate" to relate it to the utility of consumption and the subjective 
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valuation of the individual consumer. The situation was similar in nursing. 

Capitalism did not "cause" medicine and nursing to see only the body and 
'. 

to expand health care. But it is certain that the requirement for a healthy, 

hardworking, obedient labour force became a conscious idea in man's minds 

and was well-suited to capitalist needs. (see, Foucault, 1981). A philosophy 

of individualism meshed well with individualistic concepts of wealth and health; 

and capitalism, marginalist theories of value, money wealth and physical health 

were comfortable bed-fellows. The sovereignity of the individual and his 

body rights gained prominence r 

The responses of nursing to historical change in the 20th c~ntury have 

been argued to result from a complex negotiation between the demands of the 

state, the professional elites in nursing and medicine, the criticisms of 

patients and the ~ears of qualified nurses. The responses in accounting to 

criticisms of partial analysis appear to have been a similar compromise 

between the demands of industrial concerns, the state and a critical academy 

and public. Essentially human resource accounting and social responsibility 

accounting do not disturb the image of man as a machine. Few companies 

publish such accounts and even if they did, underlying relations of production 

are left uncnangec. However, weak though the spotlight has been, it has 

enabled the state to shift part of the financial burden of managing externalitie$ 

onto the firms themselves; thus relieving itself of a drain on its threatened 

state coffers. The movements also appear to help satisfy public demands for 

greater corporate accountability and give industrial giants yet another 

veneer of societal legitimacy. The attempts to give accounting a human face 

appear to be just strong enough to allow certain state demands to be met and just 

weak enough to protect companies and to satisfy an ill-informed public. In 

this instance, the profession has not felt the political need to demonstrate 

its competence and make such accounts mandatory. There has been little desire 

to demonstrate that accountants can create "human resource" and "socially 
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responsible" accounts competent.lY. Nevertheless, it is to be expect.ed t..hat. 

such 'new' complicated calculatior.s would have helped develop the 

mysterious craft of accountilig and added an air of esoterism to an already 

well-established b(;dy of specialist skills. 

In order to shift the machine-focus in c.ccount.inS-, radical char,ges in 

the system of measurement appear necessary. There arE some researchers 

(see Cherns 1978) who appear to imply that any form of accounting or 

measurement of value is intrinsically ideological. That measuremfmt has 

its own logic and its 0Vi n machinery. That however clever WE" are at 

measuring, we will always devalue that which we cannot measure. That 

measuremf:nt itself breeds parasitic relations which make its existence 

recessary and ethj cal. That measurement will always diVergE': from societal 

and incividual needs. Cherns, in fact, recapitulates at the end of his 

paper and does acknowledge the feasibilit} of altErnative systems of 

measurement which has a different concept of man. But his conCE'rns are 

worth discussing - is accouI,ting mE':asurement, the present translation of 

all facets of spcial life int.o monetary values., intrinsically objectifying 

in its characterization of human behaviour? Can or should man be measw-ed 

.,.;i th a yardstick sc unreliabj e as worthless pieces of paper? Shot",ld 

c,ccountant.s sfek t.o measure the quality of life and the contribution of 

companies to societal well-being? 

nlese questions deserve long answers and here we attempt but a brief 

hesitant or,ei being aware that WE' lack detailed knowledgE' of the r.istoricaJ. 

de\"elopment of measurerr,ent and its societal ramifications. In thE' natural 

sciences, measurement appears to possess less an ideological content in the 

sense that using numbers to characterise innate forces and structures, or to 

match these structures tc similarly calculated h~man capacities do not 

directly detract from the humanity of man. Moreover, such systems of 

measurement have helped to expand man's control over forces of production 

\I .. hich can potentially satisfy the societal ne€',ds of a global community and 
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widen the band-widths of survival. Measurement and technological development 

can playa significant role in diminishing man's dependence on the elements. 

However these liberating effects are not always free from power relations and 

at times even in the natural sciences measurement is a function of power and 

domination. An expansion of forces of production may not benefit all 

communities equally. But this does not mean that systems of measurement are 

intrinsically objectifying but that they may be manipulated. The act of 

measurement is clear enough; it is why we measure and what we measure to 

what effect which should be the subject of free discussion. For it is these 

facets which imbue the measurement system as a whole with purposes and 

which could give the act of measurement itself an ideological basis. Thus 

we would dispute Chern's argument that measurement has its logic and we 

will always devalue that which we cannot measure. Certainly this may be 

the case but it depends on the assumptions which gird the measurement system 

and societys perception of its role and non-role. 

In Renaissance t~mes, what bound knowledge together was a philosophical 

theory of resemblances; it was analogy, sympathy and resemblance which 

maintained the world in its identity. This system of resemblances, which 

held everything together, yet distinct, was inscribed in the universe itself 

in the form of signs. Human knowledge was a matter of unearthing and 

deciphering these Signatures. Man could not and did not measure man, space, 

the heavens or the earth like we do in modern times but these did not 

denigrate the value of these discourses. On the contrary the assumption of 

resemblance united studies of natural phenomena with discussions of magic, 

the scriptures and the writing of the Ancients. Measurement came more into 

the forefront of human thought in the'Classical age when the theory of 

resemblances was replaced by the importance of representation and order. Now 

measurement took on a distinct role, that of forming relations of equality and 

inequality, of establishing the simplest possible elements and of arranging 

differences according to the smallest possible degree. This general sense of 
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order in measurement governed all knowledge endeavours and imbued them 

with a belief that the relations between things were to be conceived in 

the form of order. This did not mean that all knowledge was reduced to 

mathematics, but knowledge fields tended to be based on a notion of order. 

General grammar and natural history, for example, were then concerned with 

analysing a general structure and of developing comprehensive classifications. 

In particular, this notion of universal order enabled writers to see the 

connections between various branches of empirical knowledge. They wrote 

with equal authority on a variety of fields, producing theses on the theory 

of wealth and exchange as well as knowledge and language. (see Foucault's 

The Order of Things (1970) for a fuller argument of these ideas). 

This sketch of history appears to reveal that what is potentially more 

liberating or more dangerous is not the act of measurement but the under-

lying philosophical theory of man, his world and the knowledge representations 

thereof.. These philosophical lInd~ptnl1i(J9S give rneaniFlg and legitimacy to 

societal structures, are constituted in power networks and breed particular 

forms of knowledge. They are not necessarily antecedent to the development 

of knowledge domains but tend to be expressed, solidified and to spread 

within the discourses of particular historical time periods. It is these 

assumptions which require examination and free consensus.. It is these 

assumptions which govern our systems of measurement.* 

In addition, measurement and in particular accounting is important 

because we live in a world of scarcity and inequality. Without some form 

of reckoning, some highlighting of who benefits and how, we would not be 

able to initiate a more just distribution of socially produced goods. 

Finally, unless the global community decides freely to revert to self-

sufficiency or self-subsistence in some cases, we require some form of 

exchange and some means of characterizing the justice of exchange. 

* Cherns briefly discussed these notions at the end of his paper in a rather 
undeveloped discussion of prevalent values in societies. 
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Accounting and the ascription of value thus could make visible created 

patterns of scarcity and equalize relations of exchange. But muc~ depends 

on the assumptions. 

It is for these reasons that we have first proposed not a more 

superior methOd of number-crunching but a different philosophical basis 

for accounting, one which sees man as a potential being who is being prevented 

by specific social practices and ideology from participating freely in 

self-determination. This basis should seek to integrate both the work and 

interaction aspects of man and to critically evaluate sources of repression. 

When and if we begin from such a philosophical basis then a new form of 

measurement system could evolve. Marx's labour theory of value and 

Ricardo's insights into the prior necessity of a distribution of income 

could serve as a starting point for a new Lheory of political, economical 

value. We could analyse the effects of defining value not by the wishes of 

buying consumers, but by the amount of physical labour put into production. 

Tinker (1980) also gives an interesting idea of how new sets of accounts may 

be constructed, showing in greater detail the distribution of wealth among 

elites and manual workers. Such distribution accounts could be produced 

on a year-by-year basis to show the distribution of various participant 

groups, e.g o employees, shareholders, management. We could also think of 

different classifications for the beneficiaries of organizational action and 

the users of accounting information. Sex, race, social class, economic 

earning capacity are, at present, all neglected categories. Detailed analyses 

of the financial practices of multinationals, of interlocking directorates, 

of organizational cliques, clans and of monopolistic controls could better 

call corporations to account than present "socially responsible accounts"o 

The form of external reports could in fact act as a balance-sheet of the 

extent of equality or reciprocity in the exchanges between organizations and 

society; instead of being useful only to the holders of capital. (see Tinker 
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et al, 1982; Merino & Neimark, 1981; for specific examples of companies 

being scrutinized "in the public interest" and for a historical crj.tique 

of the development of disclosure regulations). 

In the field of cost and management accounting we could begin to 

explore budgets as tools of surveillance and means of generating both 

psychotic and neurotic anxiety which in turn produces defensive behaviour. 

We could begin by analysing whether most social-psychological research 

in this area has directly or indirectly contributed to greater managerial 

control and power. We could also develop different budgets which are more 

determined by workers than at present. If value is defined in terms of 

socially necessary labour, then it is the producers of value who should also 

participate in deciding what should be "standard" costs and how should 

next year's budget be decided. It is they who could voice opinions about 

a "desirable" working week. The value of physical labour can then be more 

equally related to mental processes. of surveillance and control; the latter 

at present is not budgeted but is allowed to spread in ever-widening circles 

and is power exercised by o~e group over another. 

In the field of macro-accounting we c.ould have more information about 

government expenditure in various ,:gencies, its use in foreign countries 

and the links between macro-organizational profits and state power. At 

present, there is no comprehensive accounting system which reports on, for 

example, company contributions to political parties or personalities, 

governmental industry linkages and multiple roles (i.e. the in~strialist 

politician). Although efforts are being made to improve public financial 

accountability (see, Accountancy, March, 1982; The Financial Times, March 

1982) the motives are only to create greater surveillance and control within 

existing work hierarchies and to expand traditional marginalist theories of 

value to non-commercial bodies. In no way do present Governmental efforts to 

tighten "financial efficiency" in state agencies disturb present financial 

linkages between the state and industrial capitalist concerns, between the 
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state and other states or change the power-dominated relations among 

agencies within the" state system. On the contrary, such efforts to 

introduce traditional accounting into welfare agencies are likely to 

further entrench monetary valuation and a technical mode of rationality. 

Moreover, the expansion of traditional accounting to public agencies 

show the accounting profession has partially succeeded in its task 

of monopolizing knowledge and of granting itself a legitimacy and 

status in society. The dangers of government intervention appear 

to be receding as accountants now become more involved with the 

surveillance of State operations. For now the State is allowing 

the accounting expert to right financial crises within itself. 

12.3.2 The Expert on Value and Information 

The urgency of reviewing the philosophical underpinnings of 

accounting is further emphasized when we remember that the accountant 

is an expert on value and information. The accountant, especially 

in his role as an auditor, is one of the few persons in society 

who can demand man to account, to reveal his financial dealings and 

to deliver him to higher authorities of the State when he is found 

wanting. ThE: accountant has been empowered by the State and indirectly 

by society to examine man's dealing and to ~pply norms of correct 

behaviour in money matters. In this sense of surveillance and control, 

the accountant resembles the earth-bound priest who calls man to 

give an account of his deeds. The accountant defines what is of 

VALUE and what is not, what is a proper manner to ACCOUNT and what 

is not. He performs similar social control functions to the doctor 

who pronounces on life and death, on rationality and irrationality; 

the lawyer who pronounces on right and wrong and the priest who 

judges what is moral and immoral. To some extent all these experts and 
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judges overlap and buttress one another in their separate roles; tile 

doctor often has to calIon 'the expertise of the lawyer, the lawyer on . 
the psychiatrist and the priest and the accountant on the lawyer. The 

institutions of medicine, law and the church, due to the particular mode 

of corporate capitalism which prevails now requires the institution of 

accounting. 

But it is to the priest that the accountant is most similar for both 

have societally-endowed rights to call upon man to give an account and a 

reckoning to other men.* The role of a supernatural God is less prominent 

in the accounts of accountants in the 20th century but the position of the 

state and of the community of capitalists takes on a similar status. It is 

assumed that man should give an account of their action as it effects the 

behaviour of other men and nation stat~s. Like the priest, the accountant 

may be privy to man's dealings and yet as an auditor he does not have to be 

invited to examine the books. The doctor and lawyer are called upon by 

the patient or client; the accountant and the priest have a right to call 

man to account and the former is empowered to value and to measure wealth. 

The accountant, like the priest tells us when our accounts with other men 

(or God) are not qUite in balance; both help us to accumulate, expand and 

preserve our treasures, the one earthly gains and the other extra-

terrestrial promises. The priest interprets the parable of talents as 

enjoining man to develop his God-given abilities to the glory of GodD The 

accountant takes the gold coins at their face value and teaches man how to 

produce 2 or 3 gold coins from one; how to multiply wealth through 

industrious, individual efforts of cau~ous investment. The accountant, like 

the priest shapes the meaning of value, wealth and morality. Accounting, like 

theology is intrinsically bound up with questions of ethical choice and how 

'best' to pass our time on earth. 

* 

It thus seems incomprehensible that theaccountinq expert disdains any 

Clever ley (1971) draws a similar analogy but his reasons are different from 
ours. 
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interest in morals and ethics and claims that his calculations are purely technical 

and arise from inevitable theories of value and 'rational' decision-making. 

That his meanings do not shape how we value wealth and organizational action. 

Clearly they do. And it is an indication of the strength of economic 

rationality when we accept the institution of money-based markets as a 

sacrosanct, taken-far-granted structure. When we do not ask what is a 

good accountant in quite the moralistic, heart-searching way that we ask 

what is a good nurse. Why is a good nurse always a good woman? Why is a 

good accountant not equal to a good, moral man? Why is morality, ethical 

uprightness and a sense of caring for society less evident and is relatively less 

demanded of the accountant? To be sure, the accounting professional elite 

often claims to serve the needs of society but why do we not analyse whether 

accounting does? The recent furore over professional ethics in relation to 

touting for local authority business (see, Accountancy Age, 18th March, 1982) 

shows that even accountants may not behave in a manner consonant with 

prevailing definitions of ethical conduct. Why then is medicine and nursing 

so obviously linked with ethical practice while such questions do not appear 

in the accounting domain with the same intensity? 

The preservation of physical life and the fear of the unknown (death) 

has been made into an ethical debate. We have to create one around the 

definition of value and the measurement of wealth4 These are not neutral 

concepts which can be technically defined by accountants. They are ethical 

categories which are shaped by the forces and structures of social groups and 

the effort of individual personalities. To account is to make a moral choice 

about what to measure and how. 

Moreover, accounting is potentially powerful because it has now been 

built up into a comprehensive information system of a certain kind. Accountants 

often claim that accounting is the most important information system for 

decision making in institutions. Our review shows that there may be some 
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justification for this in the sense that accounting numbers are relied upon 

to legitimize and rationalize interests. If accounting numbers are used 

as ammunition, if accounting information and its mode of thinking is as 

widespread as we contend, then we should examine the basis of which the 

expert calculates his numbers o On what basis does he make up his sums? Why 

does he value certain types of assets in certain ways, depreciate others in 

different ways? Why is labour cost a cost and dividends a rightful 

distribution? Why are taxes and interest payments usually separated from the 

main body of expenses? If nobody yet knows a correct method of calculating 

transfer prices on what basis are multinationals transferring now? 

For the danger in allowing experts to monopolize areas of competence is 

to fail to question the uncertainties and value biases in their craft. 

Gambling (1977) has attempted to unmask the ritualism and magic which 

surrounds accounting numbers showing that they tend only to have a symbolic 

value and could be easily passed over when required. A variety of accounting 

methods may exist to represent a single event and these can either be left to 

lie unless required to justify particular claims. At the moment, we lack 

detailed knowledge of exactly what kinds of rituals are being performed by 

accountants and their numbers and what the conditions are which permit the 

practice of certain rituals. Wny for instance, do some companies capitalize 

patents and others expense these costs? But thEre are soft murmurings and 

indications that the elaborate, expensive process of auditing may not perform 

the task it is to perform. Ball & Brown (1968) also discovered that the 

information content of corporate annual reports and accounts is reflected in 

Share prices prior to their announcement. Investors do not appear affected 

by changes in accounting policy and corroborate accounting information with 

other sources of data. 

Thus there appears to be a large degree of uncertainty in accounting 

techniques which is supplemented by rituals whose processes we are still not 
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sure of. But the uncertainty and the rituals can easily enh.ance the 

accountant's expert image and the mystique of his craft; particularly 
~ 

among the poorer, less-well-educated sectio~ of society. The uncertainty 

could also appear to reinforce the accountant's claim that their craft is 

an art requiring many years of training and practice, demanding both 

experience and skill. And most of all, such indeterminacy is often the 

basis of the expert's claim to monopolize knowledge. Instead of such 

uncertainty being evident of incompetence and a lack of skill, it is 

re-interpreted to equal the complexity of knowledge demanded of accountants. 

And there is a danger that we begin to believe in the judgment of the 

expert completely, that we dare not question the basis of his expert power. 

That we accept the normalizing gaze of the person who knows best. 

The accountant expert also plays an important role in surveillance. 

It is here that his usefulness to capitalistic expansion is more clear for 

without widespread control· of cost, people and machines which are 

impersonalized into budgets and accounts,~the expansion of large-scale economic 

units would not have been possible. It is through the budget and its norms 

and standards that managers are able to discipline their subordinates. 

Variance analysis enables them to pinpoint easily where the deviations are; 

and the network of discipline that is extant in the prison, the school, the 

hospital, the asylum, the family and the church is also required in the factory. 

Indeed 19th century accounting developed within and sustained the image of man 

as a trainable, pliable machine. 

Such a disciplinary, surveillance role is learnt by accountants 

early in their training. Like the learner nurse, the trainee accountant , 
'\ 

forms the bulk of the labour force of auditing firms. He is initially 

aSSigned the low-status, repetitive 
./ ' 

and taught definite methods of work. 

deterministic jobs in accounting 

He is assigned budget datelines 

and subjected to the control of audit seniors, managers and partners. 

Often on a large audit, he ·sees but a small part of the overall functioning of 
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the institution he is supposed to be investigating-

His professional examinations, like those of the learner nurse's 

perform similar symbolic functions and ensure conformity to certain 

definitions of "correct accounting" and proper auditing_ Also, the 

examination is so"difficu1t" that only a certain sppply of qualified 

accountants is created each year. At present, the~ is no official quota 

as to the number of qualified accountants created each year but numbers are 

small and the supply of experts remains relatively low. In short, 

discipline is enforced through the normalizing gaze of the examination and 

of superiors who stand in an authoritative hierarchical posi~ion. In 

addition, the trainee performs fragmentary tasks and~perhaps does not 

protest at his lot believing that greater skills, economic rewards and 

social status await at the end of the 3-year rite of initiation. 
r, 

Like the 

trainee nurse, the student accountant forms part of a fluid, amorphous 

body. At the individual level, each student retains that status for only 

a relatively short period of time during which he/she is busy with work 

and examinations. He is also likely to be training within one of a variety 

of firms and located in one of a large number of possible locations • 

. ' Also, the student accountant is too aware that his career only 

s'tarts post-quali.fication and "undisciplined" behaviour is not likely to be 

rewarded. Finally, the class affliction of the 'student accountant could act 

as yet another disciplinary factor. We do not have detailed information on 

the social class groupings which dominate the trainee accountant. It is 

clear, however, that university gradu\tes form the majority in certain sub-

divisions of the profession. For instance, Roche (1981) shows that of all 
.. .. " 

ICAEW trainees in the U.K. in 1981, 66% were U.K. graduates and only 29% were 
", 

Foundation COurse students.' In 1980 the proportions were 59% for U.K. graduates . _. .. - . . .. 

and 35% for Foundation course students. Given the link between univerSity 

graduat'es and social cla~s grouping we could argue that trainee acc~untants 

stem, fran the middle and upper-class strata of Bri Ush society. Furtller, 
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d k that post-qual1'f1'cation they would move into this self-selecte group nows 

a career which is essentially "middle-class". Such class affiliations are 

unlikely to encourage trainee accountants to develop radical accounting 

alternatives or to usurp taken-for-granted assumptions. For their very 

future and/or current class interests could be threatened by fundamental 

changes in the social structure. Thus the rule of,discipline is 

'h t tism is bred Prudence, is after all, reinforced and an 1n eren conserva • 
... 

an accounting virtue. Some recent work by Poole and Graves (1982) seems 

to confirm our arguments. In their sample of 660 chartered accountants, 

42.9% had fathers whose job was of a professional or senior managerial 

level whilst 25.3% had fathers who were in the semi-professional occupa-

tional group. Only 3.5% had fathers who held unskilled, manual jobs. 

As yet we know little about the power of accountants and the 

information they generate and hence it is not possible to evaluate the 

extent to which the expert is deluded as to the amount of autonomy he may 

exercise at work. Neither do we know whether the obvious deskilled nature 

of accounting training is similarly perpetuated at the post-qualification 

level. In short, we know little about the level of skill exercised by 

accountants, and the expert-basis of their computations.. To what extent do 

accounting professionals practise as professionals with a certain degree of 

work autonomy, application of expertise and a concept of universal service 

to society? If present in a specific work situation, in what form and to 

what effect? Clearly more research is needed into the labour process of 

accounting and the extent to which fragmentation and deskilling has occurred 

in the accountant's task • 

.. 
It could be that accounting info~ation systems and the widespread use 

of computer technology contributes no~ so much to the deskilling of the 

accountant's task as to the deskilling of the tasks which his subordinates 

perform. There is little research at present on, say, the impact of 

computerized payroll and hook~Jteepers or the impact of financial modelling 
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packages on the labour processes within planning departments of large concernso 

To what extent have such systems helped to deskill work, if at all? Have 
'. 

they had the same kind of impact as word processors have had on the structure 

of office work? (see, Wood, 198~, for a discussion of various forms of work 

deskilling). Has the advent of computer technology altered divisions of 

power between various accounting speCialists and given more status to the 

computer audit or EDP expert? If so, what struggles have evolved between 

these new specialisms and other more traditional bread-and-butter' interests? 

These and other similar questions about the impact of computerized accounting 

systems on the social organization of work and on organizational and societal 

networks of power require detailed research. They help clarify the functions 

which accounting systems perform in complex social collectivities. 

1203 0 3 The Accounting Profession and its Internal and External 

Relations of Control 

In this section we highlight the processes by which the accounting 

profession manages itself and seek to explain the means by which it has 

achieved and maintained its right to monopolize a specific area of knowledge. 

Following Larson (l977) the visible characteristics of the professional 

phenomenon - universal service, cognitive base, institutionalized training 

and examination, work autonomy, colleague control, code of ethics - are 

examined as specific resource elements which the profession exploits. We briefly 

analyse the historical matrix which gave rise to the varying importance of 

specific resource elements and specific processes which maintain or achieve 

monopoly control. Our focus is both internal and external o We look at the 

ways in which the profession seeks to maintain internal control amongst 

diverse professional bodies and to manage internal stratification in a 

'body of equals'. We also highlight ways in which the profession is shaped 

by and helps shape relations with external constituencies - the holders of 
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capital, the state, the university system and trade unions. 

Unclear though we are about the extent of deskilling and fragmentation 
v 

in accounting tasks, it is clear that the profession is less ~.ffiogeneous 

than the nursing profession. From the early years of this country, the 

GNC was able to establish a near-complete monopoly over the control of 

nursing and nurse training. In 1982, this monopoly has been further 

strengthened with the creation of a Central COuncil of nurses which is 

officially to come into existence in 1983. The present nine statutory 

bodies governing nursing are to be replaced by one United Kingdom Central 

Council of Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting (UKCC), and four national 

bodies which will be responsible for training within parameters set by the 

UKCC. The situation is not the same in accounting and there are six different 

professional groups in the CCAB. Portwood and Fielding (1981) comment 

that this existence of six different accounting bodies implies some 

degree of competition between professional institutes but this may not 

be the case. For the Institute of Chartered Accountants has long 

played an important role in the determination of accounting policies and 

definitions of correct behaviour. It has had a longer history than the 

other institutes and from its inception had sought to develop strong links 

with elites in the legal profession and. in industrial organizations. 

Indeed, it may be argued that the chartered accounting body is often 

perceived as the more prestigious of the professional bodies. 

There are a number of factors which help account for this greater 

prestige: the links with a range of powerful organizational elites through 
. 

the state-granted monopolization of auditing rights, the symbolic survei-

llance import of auditing procedures to the state and the diffuse body 

of investors, the social origins of its trainees and graduates, and its 

significant presence on important standard-setting committes. 



All these factors could play a part in explaining the prestige of the 

body of Chartered Accountants but it is felt that its widespread, 

surveillance role could be the most vital. It is the chartered accountant 

who performs the bulk of audit work. This enables him to oversee a large 

number of organizations and to control to some extent the activities of 

these corporations. This privilege is not granted the cost and management 

expert who works within a single institution. It is also not available to the 

tax specialist or the public finance accountant. Their very specialization 

precludes these accountants from penetrating and surveying corporations in 

the manner of the generalist chartered accountant. And this generalized 

privilege could be the core of the Institute's power and the primary reason 

for its prominence. 

However, there are signs that this form of quasi-competitive self

regulation is no longer tolerable under current economic and political 

pressures. In 1970, talks of integration within the profession failed; in 

1982 talks are being held again to discuss a merger between the ACCA and 

the ICMA (Accountancy Age, April, 1982). At the same time and due to 

different pressures, the lCA is conSidering training in industry as a 

permissible form of training thus loosening one of its main differences 

with the cost and management body (Accountancy Age, 18th March, 1982). Calls 

for greater monopolization in the profession have come as early as the 1960's 

and resurfaced after the 1970 abortive talks (see Heady & Stokes, 1977). 

Such pleas have emanated from several worries: a worry of diverging work 

standards, of increasing specialization which threatened to split the 

profession, of the lack of a united public face, and of the threat of 

government intervention. More recently the proposed ACCA/ICMA merger has 

referred explicitly to poor economic conditions which have reduced the 

ability of educational establishments to meet these specialist needs. 

Reference was also made to the influence of widespread ,computer technology 
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which appeared to demand the expertise of a generalist to control a 

"total information system". It could also be that the "ugly sisters" 
'. 

have finally been persuaded to band together against the power and prestige 

of the Institute of Chartered Accountants. (There was some indication that 

CIPFA might, at a later stage, be coopted into the merger). 

Simultaneously, the Institute is considering accepting industrial 

training as a satisfactory gualifying condition. Industrial accountants 

for example, the 100 Group, have criticised the public accounting firms, 

pointing out that the Institute's form of training produced qualified 

accountants who know little about what industry was about~ The 100 Group, 

in particular felt that chartered accountants were beginning to lose some 

of their prestige and could face more competition for top jobs, not only 

from other types of accountants, but also from graduates from new disciplines 

such as business studies. The fact that a chartered accountancy qualification 

might not lead on to "higher things" could scare off many of the university 

graduates which the public accounting firms now so profitably employ at 

relatively low wages. These students might not be so easily persuaded to 

undergo the 3-year period of initiation. Moreover, the accountant's attempt 

to adjust his credibility to match 'eccentric' economic conditions and to 

encourage standardization in order to prevent government int.ervention have 

made accounting an even more complex and diffuse discipline. Should new 

trainees learn everything? Could he be qualified if he did not? But could 

he learn everything in 3 years? If not, would the trainee be willing to spend 

even more time in a relatively low-paid job and would small accountancy firms 

find it as easy to train him even at relatively low costs at a time of 

economic recession? 

Through all these dilemmas, the Institute has suggested that where 

appropriate training in industry may be acceptable and talks have already 

begun in June 1982 and are due to culminate in a debate of the Institute's 

Council on the s,ubject in November 198240 The effect of such a change in 

* . See Gleeson (1982); for a criticism of present auditing practice, see 
The Hundred Group, (1981). 
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training conditions could potentially allow the future merger of the 

Institute with other accounting bodies, b.ecause the distinctiveness 

between various specialisms is being blurred. In future a chartered 

accountant may be trained in industry, a field of training which has trad

itionally been monopolized by the ICMA. This development could create new 

tensiornbetween the two professional bodies; at the same time it could 

provide one of the conditions for the integration of these now separate 

bodies. Moreover, in a situation of continuing declining economic 

conditions - the bankruptcy of small industrial concerns and the financial 

problems of even corporate grants - the chartered accountant is eager to 

and is moving into public audit jobs. Already there are some grumbles from 

MPs that such accountants are not really suitable, for example, they may 

know little about local government conditions. (see, Accountancy Age, 18th 

March, 1982). Could this, in the future, prompt chartered accountants to 

include more training of public audits in their courses? Could the training 

of accountants in government later be accepted as an acceptable qualifying 

criteria? It is as yet too early to trace the course of events but adverse 

relations between the profession and its constituencies or cut-throat 

competition among its specialists might eventuate into the gradual inte

gration of the profession. Monopolization and standardization, is after all, 

one of the means of achieving occupational power. And accountants know only 

too well that the medical profession, for instance, has attained its present 

position of social and economic status by eliminating the adverse competitive 

cooditions which existed in the mid 1800's. 

Unlike nursing which is proliferating specialisms within a professional 

unity, the accounting profession appears to perceive a variety of demands 

which overarch into an imperative of greater monopolization. The traditional 

dominance of the Institute of Chartered Accountants appears to be waning and 
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it could be that self-interest would promote the eventual integration of 

the occupational group as a whole with differentiation perhaps then 
" 

emerging on different bases o Such monopolization could mesh in well with 

the continuing process 'of concentration in the public accounting industry. 

Since the late 1970's public accounting is being more and more dominated 

by the 'Big Eight' which employ large numbers of staff and which perform the 

bulk of audit work for large corporations. Such concentration within the 

public accounting sub-section and the possibility of greater monopolization 

of the profession as a whole could be potentially restrictive; limiting the 

participation of the small client, consolidating the relation between the 

profession and industrial corporations and extending the spread of accounting 

modes of thinking to that other industrial giant - the state. The power of 

the small practitioner to participate in "professional" decisions would be 

even less than noWo A strong link could be forged among the professional 

elite and dominant groups in micro-organizations and state agencies. 

Alternatively, the profession might be able to restructure its district 

societies into more efficient ideological agencies which are able to persuade 

small practitioners that they too have a say in decision-making, that i~ the 

profession serves the interests of the small owner/manager of capital as 

well as the interests of corporate capital. All this could be played 

out within the parameters of traditional theories of accounting. 

our conjectures about the rise of greater monopolization within the 

profession and the emergence of a hegemony among the interests of the 

professional elites, the state and corporate capital might not eventuate in 

quite the crude manner implied. The movement of history, the development 

of forces of production, of changes in economic, social and political 

relations could introduce far more subtlety into the overarching system 

which emerges. Multiple points of resistance could be formed and a small 

practitioner or small client revolt may still be possible. For example, two 

practitioners tried to lead a grassroots revolt to defeat EDl8 but were 
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unsuccessful. The influence of community lobbies or of radical accounting 

may help demystify the contribution of the profession to society at large, 

already there is, in the USA, an emerging subject called "Accounting for 

the Public Interest". Whether such points of resistance could become 

institutionalized and neutralized, only history can tell. Aeanwhile we lack 

in accounting is a detailed knowledge of the socio-historical development 

of the profession which explicitly reveals its links with societal groups 

and a d~minant ideology. 

Such an analysis might usefully analyse the transformation of the 

humble Victorian bookkeeper into the prestigious financial director of the 

1980's. It could begin where we did - analysing the possible reasons for 

the machine image of man and its contribution to the emergence and expansion 

of capitalist relations. It could then move on to study tne conditions 

which allow and constitute professional privilege and the processes by 

which these privileges were created.. The visible characteristics of the 

professional phenomenon - professional association, cognitive base, 

institutionalized training, state licensing, work autonomy, colleague 

"control" and a code of ethics - could be considered from Larson's double 

perspective: first, as structural privileges of the general form of the 

professional project, and second, as specific resource elements, whose 

precise import is defined by particular historical matrices which affect 

the accounting profession in a specific manner. Such an analysis differs 

from the 'market for excuses' idea of Watts & Zimmermans' (1979) whose 

suggestive polemic ideas are already well-criticized in the literature (see 

Christenson, .1981; Lowe, Puxty & lilughlin, 1983; Tinker, lvE.rino & Neimark, 

1982). 

Here we illustrate some of our own emergent ideas about the development 

of the profession. The main impetus for the association of accountants was 
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the expansion of joint-stock ownership which in its early days manifested 

divergent forms of ethical behaviour which threatened the continued 

feasibility of such forms of capital provision. In order to better 

regulate these ventures and to institute surveillance and control, the 

state licensed accountants to act as expert observers. It is this 

essential observational role which has ascribed power and privilege to the 

Institute of Chartered Accountants. As long as this body appeared to be 

performing its observations well, the apparent competitive existence of 

other accountancy associations was non-problematic. The Institute was able 

to maintain and assert its historical head-start and to dictate to some 

extent the practice of accountants in industry and government, whose work 

they were indirectly observing. 

The profession also attempted to develop a concept of universal 

service, in order to legitimate its monopolistic privilege in an apparently 

democratic society. This concept of service was and is never as successful 

an ideology as that which prevails in medicine and nursing. For not everyone 

requires the services of the accountant; only the possessors of wealth and 

capital directly call upon his services and the accountant does not serve 

everyone. He may, in the 20th century, indirectly calIon everyone to 

account but this has an expert authoritative tone rather than a self-denial, 

altruistic service aspect. He does not appeal to post-industrial community 

bonds nor assume a sense of post-industrial community responsibility. Neither 

does he appeal to the feudal nations of 'gentlemanly conduct', with the 

professional being averse to dealing in commercial pursuits and believing in 

a God-given duty to care for the sick and poor which is commensurate with 

a God-given right to high rank and fortune. On the contrary the accountant's 

right to exist is dependent on the expansion of economical pursuits, whether 

by the state or private cor~orations, and which require supervision. Unlike the 

nurse or doctor, the accountant is legitimated not by appealing to post-
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industrial community ties or to feudal rationalizations of systems of 

social inequality; he appeals to current, capitalistic no.tions of 

"protecting the community from fraud and deceit" and to capitalist 

justifications for inequality. His definition of service to the community 

is solely built on the rock of capitalist relations and has meaning only 

within a society built on monetary exchange in imperfect markets of goods, 

"factors" of production and information.. Because society-at-Iarge is now 

intricately bound up with the activities of corporations who provide its 

daily needs, the supervision of these institutions is now seen as vital to 

the social fabric, as intrinsically of social value. The existence of 

seemingly equal systems of education is used to imply that everyone can 

become an accountant and that everyone may possess capital wealth through 

investing in a democratic capital market. Each person a~pears to be given 

the same headstart in schooling and opportunities for university education, 

accountancy training and capital possession appear to be freely available. 

If a person does not somehow get there, the fault lies either with himself 

or his 'fate'; after all, he has had the same access to meritocracy and 

credentialism. In fact, this apparent freedom and equality of access to 

accountancy training has been further restricted by the profession's drive 

LO align itself with the university and its graduate policy. But such events 

are glossed over and the profession thrives within the dominant form of 

ideology and its systems of inequality. 

As far as training, examination and a cognitive base is concerned, the 

profession has been more skillful than the nursing profession in developing 

its particular brand of standardization and ritualism. From their very 

inception the professional bodies instituted periods of training which ranged 

from three years to ten years depending on how soon a student passed all his 

examinations. The important normalizing gaze of the examination performed 

the same function in accounting as in nursing, imparting a seemingly common 
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knowledge base with 'correct' answers for complex questions. There was 

only one way to account, one absolute answer. In addition, the rituals 
'. 

of book-keeping were learnt at an early stage. For the auditing student 

this meant a period of initiation into the mechanical tasks of checking 

records, files, of thumbing through old cheque stubs, or marking and 

ticking in the correct columns with the correct coloured pens. Such routine, 

fragmented tasks imparted a discipline, a respect for correct filing, for 

documenting, for precise forms of control, administration and surveillance. 

They also promised of levels of more profound knowledge which were to be 

attained only when the student passed his early examinations and was 

certificated as knowing how to perform the mechanics of double-entry book-

keeping and to perform assumed valuable calculations. As pointed out earlier, 

when the student learns of the uncertainty endemic in accounting sums, he is 

socialized into equating uncertainty with judgement, of mistaking 

incompetence for experience. In the main, such realms of uncertainty are 

the preserve of managers and senior partners; men who have completed their 

initiation into the certainty of accounting numbers. That is, the full 

extent of uncertainty and variety is reserved for post-certification experience, 

after the trainee has been thoroughly grounded in the belief that accounting 

nlmillers are always based on rational compromises and correct theories. 

Uncertainty is experienced when to reveal it is not in the qualified 

professional's own financial self-interest and may be an indication of his 

incompetence. Thus, some uncertainty is usually rationalized as 'natural', and 

'to be expected' of the complexities of present day commercial transactions. 

The accountant, like the nurse tutor carefully explains that he has been 

taught the principles of accounting, which when confronted with the variety 

in practice "naturally" has to be adapted to the particular demands of a 

particular client or industry. 
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Questions about the cognitive basis in accounting have occupied the 

profession from the start. It was no coincidence that early accounting 

theorists were eager to develop both a set of general postulates and an 

acceptable definition of income. The first project was essential for the 

standardization of a diverse set of rules of thumb which have evolved with 

practice. Accountants, like nurses, needed ·.to create a theory to envelop 

their mixed assortment of procedures and methods which had been created to 

meet specific, historically-bound aims. A theory would not only standardize 

but make available a distinct knowledge area. A theory was like a boundary 

delineating the accountant's right to appropriate a particular subject area. 

The theory which appeared most relevant was one which attempted to order 

the bewildering array of practices into some kind of axiomatic order and 

accountants became busy with devising elabora~e schemes of postulates, 

principles and procedures. The second project of a definition of income was 

also vital and consonant with economic debates at that time about the 

definition and measurement of value and income. Both sets of discourses were 

also aided to some extent by the development of capitalism and the perceived 

need to develop a theory of 'just' distribution of the productive activities 

of corporate capital. New social relations were being forged and the wage

labourer dnd his relation to the capitalist entrepreneur was a relatively 

new element, one to be anchored in theory as well as in practice. However, 

the relation between the development of accounting/economics theory and the 

emergence of capitalist relations is not the only thread in the complex of 

historical change.. As pointed out earlier, the account's image of machine

man was influenced by a general interest in the study of man in a particular 

way and by the expansion of anatomoco-physiological medicine. 

In Chapter 1, we pointed out that the accountant's implicit theory of O.E. was 

able to remain more-or-less intact from the late 19th Century to the 1960's. 
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This implicit notion equated accounting mainly with accounting for financial 

success using measures such as prOfitability, a maintenance of monetary 

capital and cash flows. The firm was seen to exist as a theoretical being 

of shareholders, investors and creditors; and the accountant's task was 

deemed to ensure that their interests and rights were maintained. A 

number of separate but related influences appear to have made this theory 

appear inadequate in the 1960's. Since the 1930's and the work of Elton 

Mayor in the Hawthorne Experiments, social psychology had begun to place 

an increasing emphasis on "human relations" in micro-organizations. The 

"concern for people" aspect surfaced in a variety of leadership and 

"management" theories e.g. Blake & Mouton's Managerial Grid (1964), Likert's 

Systems 4 Management (1967), Fiedler's Contingency Theory of Leadership 

(1967) etc" The Great-Man style of leadership was no longer considered 

relevant in the 20th century and the Professional-Man style was advocated 

in social psychology textbooks - a style which combined a combined work and 

human aspect so that workers 'Identified with their work and were satisfied. 

The neo-human relations and the human relations body of ideas became a 

distinct school of thought in management courses. Essentially, it was based 

on the idea that it was people who managed and were managed in organizations, 

not machines. p.eople were different from machines, they had feelings, 

sensitivities and a variety of needs which were required to be satisfied. 

When dissatisfied they could a~pt either passive or active means to acquire 

satisfaction in a variety of ways which would affect the smooth flow of 

productive activity - absenteeism,tur.1over, strike action, tardiness at work, 

and the development of psychosomatic sickness. It was therefore necessary 

for the long-run prosperity of the firm that such potential dissatisfiers 

were identified and neutralized for they threatened the stability and financial 

success of the whole coalition. 
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Such developments were clearly significant and influenced by the 

expansion of mass-productive technology in Western capitalist countries. 

The economic rationality which Weber identified was resulting in large 

bureaucratic organizations organized into a social division of labour 

and status in order to reap the economies of scale of large production 

units o This fragmentation, isolation and deskilling of work contributed 

easily to feelings of dissatisfaction and Marxist critics often view the 

particular humanistic emphasis of neo-human relations as a weak, 

reactionary, ideological response to the intrinsic contradictions which 

capitalism creates for itself (see, Clegg & Dunkerley Iq~O; Braverman, 1974). 

This accusation of ideological boundedness appears to have some truth to 

the extent that social psychological research did occupy itself with the 

problems of divisionalized labour and the assembly line*; and it did not 

question the fundamental relations of production. Social psychological 

"cures" such as job enrichment, job l:'.otation, forms of behaviour 

modification, organizational and management development were eventually 

proposed within a given framework of social relations between the wage 

labourer and the owner of capital. However, the critique of capitalist 

assumptions also bordered at times on. a stereotyping of industrial relations 

as a crude capitalist he<;lemony and failed to analyse the specific types of 

resist~lce which arose. (see Wood's, 1981 criticism of Braverman). Despite 

the weakness, it is likely that developments in social psychology were 

influenced by problems of control and surveillance in large, deskilled, 

monotonous, bureaucratic production units. 

In addition, the expansion of capitalist relations and the gradual 

incorporation of capital into larger organisations brought with it problems 

of pollution, waste and environmental spoilage. These costs were borne by 

the state and the community but their increasing cost eventually forced 

* The Hawthorne Experiments were itself conducted partly in divisionalized 

prodUction units e.g. the girls making umbrellas in distinct steps. 
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these bearers to try and shift the burden back onto the firms themselves. 

A critical media, the formation of pressure groups, the growing le,51i timacy 

of the study of externalities within economics and the problems of macro

economic management, particularly after the rise in oil prices in the 

early 1970's (which led to a "brand-new" economic phenomena called 

stagflation), all contributed to make visible the disbenefits of accounting 

only for profitability. 

Within this mix of social processes, human resource and social 

responsibility accounting found their niche without difficulty. Their 

emergence was not unexpected and they existed as a comfortable form within 

mainstream accounting. These "new" notions in accounting reflected 

prevailing concerns but they introduced no real discontinuity with existing 

relations of production. Cynic9 argue that mainstream accounting in fact 

welcomed such developments in accounting and supported its rise to 

legitimacy because they had no intention of disturbing and possessed no power 

to modify traditional thought since they rested so entirely upon it. (see, 

Marglin, 1976; Hopwood, 1979a). But their rise did at least produce 

expressed doubts among certain sections of the academy as to the validity of 

impliCit notions of man and effectiveness o They did force accountants and 

managers to pay greater lip service to the idea that a firm is not .Jus·t a 

reified being of stokeholders, but a coalition of stakeholders. That such 

doubts have not orchestrated a widespread critique of mainstream accounting 

is itself an interesting phenomenon worthy of note. It could be that 

entrenched interests among owners of corporate capital, state agencies with 

a certain ideology, professional elites and an academic cadre reared on 

functionalist modes of operation have each, through self-interest enabled the 

perpetuation of traditional accounting assumptions. It could be that the 

rise of scientific rationality and the exclusion of ethics from the domain of 

academic discourse make discussion about a just distribution of income appear 

in tractable. But the emergence of certain UI tl'lt.l~~ in accounting thought 
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indicate that a mix of historical contradictions in capitalism, individual 

preferences and social pressures are allowing the beginning of ethical 
" 

discourse. Parodoxically, the early establishment of accounting in the 

modern university may have brought unintended and unexpected criticisms. 

That is, the university, in addition to acting as a legitimating device, 

as a guarantor of universal access and freedom from capitalist interests, 

may have acted as the source of radical evaluation of current practice. 

The limited freedom of tenure and the few opportunities open to accounting 

academics to mingle with "specialists" from other disciplines may have 

enabled accounting to create criticisms :at a faster rate than it otherwise 

would have done. This may have been unintended, however, for the link 

between the university and the profession has a predominant ideological 

import. 

To some extent, the penetration of accounting as a discipline within 

the structure of a modern university was helped by its original close 

affinity to the study of economics and the theory of income. We have no 

available research data to support this hunch but it would appear that in 

several U.K. universities accounting developed from a foothold within the 

economics discipline. At lDncbn, Leeds, Sheffield and Bristol, this 

certainly seems to have been the case. The importance of a university link 

tas already been discussed in nursing as helpful to the professional project. 

In accounting, it too helps to give a respectable scientific base to 

a collection of techniques; to provide access to a collection of knowledge 

producers who research into the improvement of that knowledge and help to 

root it within the field of academic study; and to provide a legitimation of 

universal access, autonomy, monopoly and freedom. from lay demands and 

private interests. Accounting, because of its underlying dependence on one-

sided capitalist interests requires above all means which mask this bias and 
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which legitimize the profession's claim to expertise and a monopoly of 

expertise. A scientific anchor enables the professional to claim that 

changes in the cognitive base of practice no longer appear arbitrary but 

are determined by the logic of scientific inquiry and are legitimized as 

progr~ss. The development of the subject is not seen as a political 

compromise among various interest groups in a matrix of changing historical 

relations but as an accwnulative intelligence which acapts "naturally" to 

conditions outside the accountant's control. In the 1960's, for example, 

mainstream accounting, like other social science subjects was propelled by 

a desire to adopt hypcthetico-deductive methods of analysis which relied on methods 

of theory generation and corli', rmation developed in the natural sciences. It 

could be that the inexact hwnan sciences were eager to attain the prestige 

of the 'exact sciences' and tried to adopt their methods. For accountants, 

the exactitude and status of the sciences would have been particularly 

welcome. There were several attempts to develop a science of accounting and 

many heart-searching articles have been written as to whether accounting 

deserved the august status of a science. Or was it unfortunately doomed to 

be an art? (see, Lowe & Tinker, 1976; Chambers, 1980; Stamp, 1982). 

However, the financial problems which have continued to plague the economy 

at the macro-level appear to have dashed some of the accountant's hope of 

becoming a science. As discussed earlier, the difficulties posed by 

different methods of accounting which would all give "true and fair" views 

and the perSistence of inflation brought the profession in conflict with the 

state early in the 1970's. The ASC was then formed as a response to 

cri ticisms and in an effort to maintain self-regulation.. Greater monopolization 

in the future may also be interpreted as a means of preserving the right of 

accountants to regulate themselves. 

But this right of self-determination or of peer control is probably as 

fictitious in practice in accounting as it is in medicine and nursing. There 
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has been little research into the reality of efficient peer supervision 

and little empirical evidence for the assumption that accountants are 
" 

basically neutral, honest, moral men who seek to uphold a 'true and fair 

view' of corporate activities. The variety of accounting methods which 

exist at present means the accountant in practice has available a range 

of strategies which serve the particular needs of his client and which 

are generally accepted accounting procedures. Do such strategies 

necessarily benefit the shareholder or the larger community? Are profits 
, 

not often dressed up and "bad news" hidden away in obscure calculations? 

The ethics and behaviour of accountants competing for public audit jobs 

show that they too are capable of norm-breaking behaviour. In addition, 

should accountants who carry out research and assessments on companies go 

on to become their receivers, as sometimes happens in company crashes 

whether large and small? This matter was in fact raised earlier this year 

by the case of Stone-Platt industries (see, The Financial Times, March 24th 

1982) where Ernst ~ W~lIl'11leyacted both as advisors to the banks concerned as 

well as the company's receivers. Might not there be a clash of interests 

here, a possibility for unethical behaviour? Already, pressure is mounting 

for state intervention and legislation in order to ensure that particular 

relations emerge and MPs are moving in to examine the ethics of local authori ty 

audit. Will the accountant, nevertheless, find means of coping with these 

inquiries and maintain the professional's right of self-regulation? Of 

preserving the idea of peer control? Again, more research needs to be 

conducted into the extent to which peer control does exist in practice and 

the extent to which accountants are accountable to society in general. 

We have already pointed out that possible deskilling could be created by 

computerized methods of accounting and that we lack information on the autonomy 

and power of the accountant in industries or government. We also lack research 
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on how social control over an educated labour force is maintained through 

hierarchical, differentiated work situations in public accounting firms. Processes 

found in nursing appear to operate in the hierarchies in public accounting 

firms o Status differentiation is seemingly rationalized on the basis of 

differential levels of experience and skill. It is gradually accepted as 

"natural" through a process of occupational socialization and is stabilized 

through the concept of a career structure with different rungs - each rung 

more highly paid and prestigro",~ than the last. Also this hierarchy is 

perceived as open to meritocratic competition. The professional legitimates 

occupational hierarchies because they seem to be part of the 'natural order' ; 

they merge with general, societal hierarchies of income, influence, power and 

authority. From the time of school through to university he has been subjected 
• 

to a hierarchy of differential experience and education. And within his work 

world this hierarchy is perceived as a challenge, a route to greater economic 

and social rewardS, a means of attaining market value and social mobility. An 

acceptance of the hierarchy from the professional could also be ensured 
\, 

through the self-created, self-perpetuated image that he is already a 

privileged possessor of knowledge, an expert in financial matters. The 

monopoly of training and certification sets the professional apart and this 

perception of performing esteemed, autonomous work could help to stabilize 

feelings of dissatisfaction. 

Where accounting differs from nursing in its mode of control is its 

non-dependence on a concept of moral 'calling' or vocational self-sacrifice. 

It is easier to associate a body of female nurses with a body of nuns but a 

similar analogy does not apply in accounting. Larson (1911) argues that the 

erosion of the ideological notion of 'calling tends to undermine a powerful 

element of social control within a profession. Yet in accounting the choice 

of a career is more explicitly instrumental, more clearly commercially-created. 
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Why then do alternative standards or alternative definitions of professional 

morality not emerge? Are the stabilization processes identified ~ove 

sufficient to bind the individual to the prevailing norms of the discipline? 

It could be that another process is at work: because the accountant's task 

is mainly conducted within commercial organizations, the concept of a 

bureaucratic division of work, of hierarchies of pay and status and the 

• mode of economic calculation may be so pervasive that such differences are 

accepted within the context of their own profession without question. That 

is, the content of the task is performed in surroundings similar to the 

context from which the task emerges. A reinforcement which would make it 

easier for 'experts' to accept that there are better experts. 

Yet another difference between the mode of social control is that in 

nursing, the critical period of training, or overtraining, is supplemented 

by specialization and further division of nursing work~ The status accorded 

to added skills and specialist knowledge does not appear to be so apparent 

in accounting. The range of post-qualifying cre~ntials, which is open to 

the SRN is not available to the accountant and the tax specialist or the BDP 

man appears to be more an equal working in a different department. This 

helps create a sense of egalitarianism that compensates for other forms of 

stratification but at the same time deprives the accountant of a means of 

legitimizing the extant differentiation structures. In nursing, the 

availability of added-skill training is both a creator of differences and a 

cornpensater of differences. It divides the profession but does so by providing 

prestige and esteem in such a manner as tomystify the process of division. 

Both professions are, however, similar in that both depend on trainee 

labour in order to service the bulk of their clients needs. Both could be 

experiencing similar social processes which help to raise the wages of this 

labour force: the professionalization process, its connection with the 
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the recruitment of graduates and the expectation of graduates with regard 

to wage payments. The accounting trainee like the nun;ing recrui~ appears 

to be less a cheap source of labour and a more credenti~ed one. The 

process of part-study and part-paid employment alpo makes it easier for 

the accounting trainee to gloss over his pri'vate appropriation of the 

social production of education which occurred via state subsidization of 

both pre-university and university education. Like the nurse, he feels he 

is earning a wage which perhaps is not even commensurate with the effort 

expended for the firm's gain. The use of graduate trainees, is however, 

not without its difficulties for the first two years of training is 

typically based on routine, mechanical tasks which are potential producers 

of dissatisfaction and disillusionment. There is little evidence, though, 

that withdrawal from training is high among accounting recruits and certainly 

there has been little publicity in the accounting literature. This seems to 

imply that the monotony of auditing is disguised via the promise of greater 

knowledge, economic and social rewards, work autonomy and the pressure of 

examination. In a sense the profession may be said to have 'benefited ' from 

the state provision of more generally available higher education facilities; 

without the greater supply of graduates it would not have been so easy for 

the Institute, for example, to adopt a graduate-only policy. But, the state 

too has benefited from the absorption of educated labour into the profession 

for this avoids the potential disruptive effect of a large surplus pool of 

~nemployed, educated young adults. 

The Department of Employment (1978) predicted that the number of males 

qualifying in arts and science subjects would increase by 50% during the 

period 1971 to 1986 and the number qualifying in social studies would be 

doubled. Even larger increases were projected for females - a doubling of 

the number in arts, more than doubling in science and a three-fold increase 
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in social studies. Based on the assumptions employed in their study, the 

Department estimated that the active port _ of highly qualified people (tllCJse 

possessing at least a first degree) would have doubled in the 15 years to 

1986. This means that there is a predicted need to absorb a million highly 

qualified people in the labour force over the period and overall, by 1986, it 

is estimated that 9% of the labour force would be highly qualified and more 

than one in every six new entrants to the labour force would have had some 

form of higher education. 

Developments in the last four years since the publication of these 

predictions will certainly have clarified the validity of both the 

predictions and their assUIllptions. Available empirical .evidence suggests 

that the problem of graduate unemployment have been under-estimated by the 

DOE report. That is, the need to absorb well-qualified young people into 

satisfying occupations in society appears greater than forecasted. Clearly, 

it is important for the state to stabilize such patterns of manpower 

development for even in 1978, data published by the University Grants 

Committee had indicated that the proportion of graduates known to be still 

seeking permanent employment on December 31st of the year in which they 

graduated has shown a persistent upward trend. And the Department's report 

actually cor:unented that: 

and 

"it will become increasingly important for graduates not to think 
only of careers in "traditional" occupations for the highly qualified •••• " 

"With the continued expansion of higher education there has been a 
gradual movement of "acceptable" graduate jobs across the job spectrum, 
to some extent in which jobs which in the past would have been done by 
people entering employment with good "A" level results, and this process 
is continuing." 

(p 539, Department of Employment 
Gazette, 1978) .. 

Hence, the movement of graduates into the accounting and nursing 

professions benefits not only the professions but also acts as a macro-
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societal stabilizing forceo It is also interesting to note that the 

expansion of qualified labour will enable the following estimated. changes 

in "observational experts": a 38% increase in administraters and managers 

and a 52% increase in professional, technical workers and artists. (figures 

estimated for the period 1971 - 1986). Although not all such categories of 

worke~will be solely occupied with administration, surveillance and control, 

the increase in graduates is likely to be largely absorbed in these areas. 

Certainly, in the field of accounting, the graduate accountant is likely to 

assume more a surveillance function in industry and the graduate auditor a 

control function over most micro-organizations. Whilst such control is 

necessary for technical efficiency and the management of forces of production, 

its pervasiveness and the basis on which it is performed is questionable. 

Accountants, for example, base their observational expertise and their claims 

to privileged work on one-sided theories of man, his value and his appropriate 

relations to other men. Their professional ideology is in fact consistent 

with capitalist notions of inequality, credentialism, meritocracy, individualism 

and discipline. The accountant's training enforces discipline and surveillance 

and his hierarchy of "competence" is imbued with prevailing hierarchies of 

wealth, power and influenceo 

Finally, we wish to point out the lack of detailed knowledge of the 

extent of unionization nmong accountants. It could be that in common with 

other types of professional workers e.g. lawyers, unionization is regarded as 

'unprofessional' and 'belonging to a different social class'. There has been 

some discussion in professional journals about the possibility of unionization 

among student accountants.. Despite this, there does not appear to be the 

same process of unionization among accounting trainees as nrnong nursing 

trainees g It would be interesting to analyse why and how such processes are 

not observed in the accounting profession. Does this mean that the level of 

dissatisfaction among accounting trainees is relatively very low? Are forms 
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of ideology operating - disguising the extent of deskilling and fragmentation 

in the accountant's task and only adding ritualism to simple proce~ures? 

In order to avert or to lessen some of the risks of being dominated 

by 'value experts' or a hegemony among professional and organizational elites, 

a process of democratization could be instituted. By this we mean a process 

by which the society at large becomes more involved in debates about how we 

should value and what we should value. The biases inherent in human resource 

or social responsibility accounting could be highlighted and more fundamental 

discussions undertaken about the theories of value which underlie accounting 

calculations, their concept of costs and the class bias of stock ownership. 

Patterns of inequality at present dominate accounting assumptions about the 

eaSe of access to capital markets and the freedom of entry to systems of 

higher education and professional training. They also hide the 'real' 

benefits of multinational accounting to the poorer masses of developing 

countries. A radical critique of such assumptions is clearly needed and a 

plurality of resistances initiated which discuss specific forms of 

repression but in a way which appreciates the manner in which power links 

with other sources of domination. There are indications that the financial 

crisis of corporate capital is allowing the emergence, in the United States, 

of diverse grassroots examinations of accounting practices (see, Tinker et 

al, 1982). It could be that similar crises in the UoK. will provide an 

appropriate catalyst for a specificity of crit~i$lls within an integrated 

theory of effective accounting. 

12.3.4 Neglected Processes in Accounting 

We have mentioned earlier that we know little about some processes in 

accounting. However, it was felt important to at least attempt to point out 

the 'black holes' in accounting research. The first of these concerns the 
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process of patriarchy~. While several studies have already been conducted 

into obviously 'male' and 'female' occupations like medicine and.nursing, 

relatively little is known of patriarchical domination in other occupational 

monopolies. In accounting, there seems to be some confirmation that 

it is predominantly a male profession. Poole and Groves (1982) report 

that out of their sample, 96.3% of chartered accountants were male. 

However, they did indicate that this may be changing as 75% of the female 

chartered accountants were in the 26-35 age group. But they further 

point out that given the possibility of marriage and child-rearing 

demands, the change is likely to be evolutionary at best. Thus, we may 

conclude that males dominate, at least within the chartered accounting 

group. Useful though these statistics are, we still lack detailed 

knowledge of the number of men or women in senior positions and of the 

precise processes which help or hinder patriarchical domination. Clearly 

more research is required before more assertive arguments may be made. 

The class or racial origins of qualified and trainee accountants also 

appears to be a neglected area of study and we know little about the racial 

distribution of accountants in industry and public practice. Again, 

conventio'nal wisdom appears to suggest a predominantly white as .opposed to 

non-white occupational dominance, although London firms could have a 

proportion of overseas trainees. However, given prevailing state regulation 

on immigration, it is unlikely that such trainees are able to stay on for 

long periods after qualification. It would be interesting to trace the 

county of origin of such overseas trainees and to delineate the relation 
\ 

between the availability of such forms of accountancy training and the 

\ 
maintenance of international accounting, international systems of surveillance 

and world-wide capitalist relations. To what extent have British systems of 

accounting helped British trade interests in the Third World, what role has 

international accounting standards played in linking international institutions 
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of capital? What kinds of tension can exist when Third World accounting experts 

begin to be better at playing the same kind of financial games nOW being 

perpetuated in the First World, when alternative standards of ethical 

behaviour emerge? Whe~~, in the midst of possible conflict between 

various kinds of expert stand the vague concept of society, wh06e ~eeds 
, 

for a certain amount of surveillance are presumably served by information 

experts like accountants? 

These and the other issues raised in this chapter indicate that 

integrated analysis within an overarching concept of institutional 

effectiveness has much to offer a study of accounting. It indicates that 

the subject as presently constituted needs critical evaluation and a radical 

transformation in order to avoid the kinds of repression that are being 

perpetuated. Accounting as a technical, isolated subject which does 

not relate to the ethical, moral, political and social realms is 

intrinsically a contradiction and a false consciousness. The accountant 

is already an established expert on value - he already calls man to account. 

The mode of eco~omic rationality and of monetary accounting is pervasive 

and we already begin to construct such created images as part of an 

immutable "natural" order. Critique is overdue and integration is lacking. 

An ideal of a rational consensus and of unconstrained discourse may be a 

counterfactual ideal. But a pessimistic, passive belief that we can merely 

'describe' coincidences or crudely 'prescribe' solutions for imaginOry 

hegemonic domination will not only push the ideal further away but will 

reinforce patterns of repression. Specific research and specific criticisms 

are required but they need to be linked in an integrated manner in order that 
• , 

material enlightenment and emancipation may be instituted. 

\ 
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This thesis is not an end 10 an argwnent but the beginning or another. 

Its temporalit~ points less to the ta~k completed than to the tasks not 

complet.ed, less to the knowledge gleaned than to the gaps in our knowledge. 

It intends to open a debate about the validity of our ideas and the feasibility 

of our proposals. It questions the accountants' phi losophical asswnptions about 

the nature of man and his relation to other men, his notions about the rightful 

order in the world. Therefore, it raises a string of question marks which query 

the accountants' epistemology· on tc logy , theory and met.hod. 

In chapter 1 we set out a three-fold pla~ for our research. We have 

succeeded in developing a theory of organizational effectiveness which integrates 

knowledge from the emFirical, hermeneutical and critic~l levels of analysis. We 

have used empirical evidence to argue tile limitations of rem~ining only within a 

particular level of analysis. We began with technical concerns of nurse ledrner 

withdrawal, absenteeism, level of agreement with prevailing professional norms 

and learner assessment of s~stemic adaptive capacity. We showed how suct concerns 

were often used and interpreted in varticular micro-relations according to the 

power struggles which appertainee at that particular levE·l. We then moved on to 

(·n integrat.ed apprEciation of such phenomena; that is, such Il.eanings and social 

constructions are expressions of dissatisfaction and repression which via a 

Illyriad of loosely coupled micro-relations are condensed into macro-systems of 

cOlTJpreher.si ve, pervasive logi.c. The partiality of anc,lyzing specific power 

relations was thus situated within the holism of analyzing the overarching system 

which emerges. The who le is moreover more than the sum of its I:arts and is a 

transformation and a comprcmise of the various micro-level objectives and 

intentions. In a sense, the who.le is a reified object which transcends the 

bargaining and negotiation at the micro-level. 

We began wi.th the constrained F-set ideas of Tinker (1975) and this CF-set 

~'as then extended within a technical frame of analysis to account for the 
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long-run. Hermeneutics next exposed the role of meanings and symbols in thE 

construction of criteria of effectiveness. Critical theory was then used to 
• 

argue that the ideas of the F-set, even when extended, failed to allow for 

the removal of constraints on free speech. An emancipatory theory of O.E. 

was then proposed based on Habermas's argument of a rational consensus and free 

participation dicussior,-making. 

In both our development of the theory of O.E. and our discussion of 

empirical evidence from the nurse training system, we have drawn electically 

from a wide range of literature which at present is compartn.entalized into 

separate boxes called ecor,omics, accounting, politics, organization theory, 

sociology, philosophy and psychoanalysis. Such divisions are artificial and 

bumCln behaviour cannot be similarly contained by the creat.icns of man. We 

have also sought to integrate insights which are felt to be relevant from 

thes'e somewhat diverse disciplins. This has meant that at times we appropriate 

part.s of a theory or parts of a method without agre£dng with the rest or with 

the deeper philosophical and epistemological assumptions. We feel such 

freedom should be allowed in order that holistic analysis may be a possibility 

rat~Er than a figment of our speech. We have also tried to indicate the 

insights which such a theory of O.E. might offer the narrow discipline of 

accounting; it highlights the ideological assumptions which lie behind present-

day accounting and suggests the kinds of fundamental changes required in order 

to loosen relations of power. 

However, these completed tasks recede into insignificance when we detail 

the tasks which we have not done. Our theory of O.E. remains essentially 

unconfirmed in Habermas's sense of attaining enlightenment and material 

\ 
emancipation. Although a discussion of research findings is still being held 

with the research organization, progress is slow. Also although we· have sought: 

to question the epistemological assumptions of mainstream acc:ounting we he.ve 

spent relatively less time devising comprehensive alternative accounting systems. 
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The design of accounting systems which C.re more aware of the jmperative of 

cri tique and free speech is undeveloped in this thesis. Both weaknesses 

stem in fact partially from the pervasiveness of economic and functionalist 

modes of thinking which have necessitated detailed philosophical argumr,nt 

and partially from the e.normity of the cr.anges required. For the normative 

criterion of an ideal speech condition is concomittant with a 'just' and true' 

society. The kinds of change required are not merely neutral, technical changr.s 

ir, a knowledge base of a particular discipline, accounting. But. they imply 

macro-structural changes in the relations of men. They indicate critical 

analysis of a range of societal stabilizers - our theories of value, our 

occupationaJ. mOnopoly of accountants, our corp:) ratior,s of capital, state agencies, 

arid our seemi.ngly 'natural' hierarchies of discipline, survelliance, money, 

authority and power. To evaluate an institution is now also te· evaluate the 

society within which that institution is embedded. To propose changes within 

an institution is simultaneously to propose changes in society. Such changes 

cannot be easily wrought given the entrenchment of groups which w("'uld seek to 

prot.ect their interests. Neither can they proceed in the absence c·f prior, 

detailed research into the diverse forms of repression which run through our 

institution in multiple, semi-invisible, somewhat unanchored ways. 

This thesis then rr,ay have be'en be1l-'f,d in outlini.ng a c.;er:eral critique anc 

in sigrlposting c. general method of integrated analysis. It may have high-

lighted forms of repression which pervade the nurse training system at Mayfield 

and which appear to surface in ~imilar but different forms in accounting. 

However, it has also shown that detailed, critical research is required in 

accounting-research which we have not been able to conduct and which is required 

both to expose multiple sources of repression and to redesjgn current methods of 

valuation anc. financial counting. It has also shown that critique and 

integrated analysis cannot be easily modelled in the sense that a detailed, 

fur,malised, recipe is available. The critiques of both the nursing and accounting 
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professions did not follow a !:.trict model of forms of repression; rather 

they were insights contingent upon the dissatisfaction expressed by the 

-
participants and discerned by the theorist. Such a diversity of criticisms 

is required in order to match the variety of subtle knots and lenqths of 

power relations. But it also makes integrated evaluation both difficult 

and creative, both uncertain in its emp~rical specificities and certain only 

in the intrinsic uncertainty. 

These difficultie!:' and realities of the institution-society coupling, 

the pervasiveness of systems of power and false conscousness and the requisite 

variety of specific criticisms cor.ducted within a he.listic framework mean that 

much work remains to be completed. In accounting, in particular we require 

both investigative research and free debate among a more-informed polity of 

the kinds of accounting systems sociEty needs. Tne road ahEad looks rocky and 

tlJankless and even at the st.art the enormity of the task creates doubts as to 

the possibility of a journey. Is integrated analysis really possible? Can 

we change our institutions if it means changing power structure and heg~lonies 

in society? Should we have developed such a tllec·ry of O.E., might it not have 

been easier to measure certain typES of correlation and perform less complicated 

reldressions? Why try to tackle the whole when physicists bavE worked by isolating 

systc.::ns and decouplirJg relations in a "successful" way? 

I suppose that despite the theoretical arguments which have gone before, the 

answers to such doubts must, in the last instance, be based on an act of faith - a 

highly "unintellectual", "anti-academic", plane of understanding. There are 

academics who feel that to speak about faith or belief is to display a lack of 

academic argument; and that logic must be the only hallmark of academic value 

ar,d the most reliable YD-rdstick of intellectual calibre. However, if these men 

would stop and examine in greater detail the bases for their belief in "scientific 

logic", in "non-authoritarian description" and in rational argument, thEY might 

see that theE'.e too are matters of p€.rsonal faith. But let us not get into such 
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deep waters and leave for today questions about the theory of knowledge and 

the basis of man's logic. The role that faith plays in knowledge ~annot and 

~,hould not be discussed at the end of this conclusion. 

Let us instead end by proposing that the answers to our own hypothetical 

questions may only be found in further integrated research which uncovers 

structures of domination in accounting and searches for alternative ways of 

measurement and valuation. Perhaps in the future we will be in a better 

position to evaluate the validity of our emancipatory theory of organizational 

effectiveness. For the moment we must concern ourselves with a different kind 

of examination and I must present the argument and beliefs in this thesis in 

a more traditional system of examinatory justice, for I, too, partake in the 

necessary process of credential ism which orders the present world of the 

academy. 
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Appendix 6.1: A Summary of Group Interviews 

with Learners 

These six group interviews with a total of 128 learners lasted 

a total of eight hours and ten minutes. Each interview lasted an 

average of one hour fifteen minutes and ranged from three hours to 

forty minutes. 

Details of the Six Groups of Learners Met are as follows: 

Numbers Type of HosEital Date of Length of GrouE Date of 
training Entry Interview Interview 

25 SRN NGH April 1979 1 hr 15 mins 12 Dec 1979 

16 SEN NGH April 1979 40 mins 17 Dec 1979 

16 SEN SGH Oct 1978 45 mins 19 Dec 1979 

20 SEN SGH Jan 1979 1 hr 21 Dec 1979 

29 SRN NGH Oct 1979 1 hr 30 mins 31 Dec 1979 

22 SRN NGH April 1977 3 hrs 9 Jan 1980 

This breaks down into: 

(a) Three groups of SRN 
at NGH 

One group of SEN 

(b) Three groups of first years 

Three groups of second years out of which one group of second 

years were SEN at the end of training. 

It will be noted that the researcher did not have an opportunity 

to talk to SRN at SGH and to SRN in the final year of training at 

both the Northern and Southern Centres. However, this was remedied 

in the latter part of the research as these particular learners 

"came into block" or came into School. It was extremely difficult 

to talk to learners on the wards as they are spread out over many 

wards and worked shift hours. The opinions of these groups of 

learners were found not to differ from the comments reported here. 
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In general, the following points were raised as matters of concern. 

Section A 

1. Relationship with Ward Staff 

(a) Learners complained that they were often treated like kids by 

ward staff: 

"They don't treat us as individuals, human beings. We 
are just cheap labour." 

"We even have to ask Sister for a drink!" 

However learners who were in their final year felt that 

treatment improved as they progressed. They were now treated 

with more respect and felt like individuals. One learner put it 

thus: 

"It seems silly that within one week when one changes one's 
belt, there could be such a difference in treatment." 

(b) Some learners felt that they had to continually adapt to the whims 

of Sister. Most felt that the most important thing on a ward was 

to find out what Sister liked or didn't and act accordingly. Sister 

was acknowledged as a powerful figure as reports had to be written 

by her or her "stand-in". It didn't matter what procedures were 

being followed or how different they were from School but one just 

did them. 

(c) Some felt that ward staff regarded them as being "cocky" and 

"over-confident" when they stood up for new ideas and School 

practice. 

"The School staff ask us to stand up to the sister on the 
wards. But they don't realise how difficult it is. One 
can't stand up for new ideas without being labelled "cocky" 
and "over-confident" and these black marks can affect my 
progress. I have had black marks in my report because of 
that. The hierarchy 'is very rigid. Once you start questioning 
them, they close up on you because you are threatening them." 

This complaint against the defensive nature of the ward staff 

resulted in words like "the system", the "establishment" being used 

to describe their training. 
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(d) Learners ~omp12in~d that ~ard staff scolded them for not ~I10wins 

certain procedyres when in fact they had not been taught thos(-

things in School, like dressings. Often a learner was r~primanded 

1n front of a patient. 

This indicates that School teaching is not co-ordinated with 

ward experience. Further, it implies that ward staff are not 

sympathetic to this lack of integration. 

(e) Assessments by ward staff were felt to be unfair. Some reports 

were written by sisters who hardly worked with the learner concerned. 

"Today, my charge nurse wrote a report and he didn't even 
know my name. He had to look at my badge to know my name." 
Charge nurses get too tired of writing too many reports. They 
get fed-up". 

(f) Most learners felt that they couldn't approach ward staff with 

their problems. They feared that this would soon spread round to 

other people. This indicates a lack of trust of ward staff. However, 

there were learners who reported they could confide in the ward 

staff of particular wards. 

(g) Some learners felt that ward staff had far too much paper work to 

do. Also, hinted'that some dodge their responsibilities. 

"Sometimes the senior staff know where to hideout for 
long periods." 

"Sometimes they don't treat patients as individuals. This 15 

especially so on the geriatric wards. They become cases." 

"I have seen trained staff abusing patients and calling them 
'silly buggers'." 

2. Relationship with School Staff 

(a) Learners again complained of being treated like kids and felt they 

were not respected as adults, intelligent beings, and were not 

treated as individual persons. 

"How can they expect us to treat our patients like people, 
when they don't treat us 1n the same way?" 

(b) The School was felt to be formal and impersonal. 

"It's so formal here. Nurse this . . . and nurse that . . . 
Makes me feel like robots 1n uniform." 
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Although uniform is sometimes not worn In School, lL',HnL'rs 

still reported a sense of formality and need for "proper attire". 

(c) Some learners would not think of approaching clinical staff with 

problems. This response came out more strongly from the learners 

at NGH (Northern General Hospital). However even there a few 

people did feel tutors were friendly and approachable. Neverthel~ss, 

the majority felt they couldn't. 

"I don't go to sisters or people In the School when problems 
arise. They'll take it out on you, give you bad reports, 
tick you off. They shouldn't, but I feel they do." 

"I don't think Miss Parry (Senior Tutor at the NGH) really 
cares and wants to listen to your problems. They have far 
too many learners, I guess." 

However, learners at the SGH (Southern General Hospital) 

seemed to feel that tutors were more approachable. However, this 

statement is made on the basis of one group of SEN who finished 

in December 1979. They felt that they could talk quite well to 

tutors at School and would go to them with their problems. They 

wouldn't go to ward staff though. 

Specific tutors mentioned were ~1iss X, Mrs Abbott and 

Miss Smith. 

Where learners felt they couldn't approach a person in authority, 

they approached their peers in the same set or personal friends frull, 

outside their training environment. 

3. School Work Itself 

(a) Often seen as being boring and not very useful. This was reported 

to flow directly from the perceived difference in ward experience and 

School learning. Some learners complained that they got more tired 

In School than on the wards. They found it difficult to concentrate. 

Most learners preferred to be on the wards. They found it 

more interesting and felt they could relate things much better when 

they could see what was happening. 

(b) School work and procedures were seen by some learners as means of 
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passlng examinations. They \.;ere not perceived as heing practic:,blE' 

on the wards. 

(c) Most learners' felt that the introductory course was too short. Felt 

that they weren't taught sufficient things before they went onto 

the wards. 

(d) There was some complaint of the quality of teaching. Some felt that 

the material was taught too simply and superficially. Also there 

was a lack of continuity. Sections were left and "promised to be 

returned to later". However, by that time the learners had 

forgotten what had gone before. 

4. Matters that are Related to the Reason- "Shortage of Qualified Staff" 

1. Relationships between School and Wards 

(a) Almost without exception, this was reported as being very bad. 

A univei3al complaint was that what was taught in School was not 

practised on the wards. The School was seen as being "idealistic" 

or "out of touch with reality". The former word seemed more 

sympathetic to the idealism of the School while the latter indicated 

that the School had lost credibility in the minds of the learners. 

Remarks thus range from: 

"Things in School only help us to pass exams. They are 
not app1 icable when one gets onto the \.:ard si tuation." 

"I get scolded if I do things the School way." 

to: ''It is impossible to practise according to the book. By the 
time one is in the third year, one just decides which method 
works best. One needs to cater for time and the needs of the 
patients." 

"It will take three times as long to do things the School way!" 

"One tends to forget the way it IS taught in School and adopt 
procedures of the wards. Tend to write things one way for 
exams and do things differently on the wards." 

This difference caused a good deal of frustration. One learner 

put it thus: 

"I get very disillusioned, not being able to put all the things 
I learnt into practice. You feel that you try and build a 
wall and somebody comes along and knocks it down again. You 
always meet up with some~ody who stops you from doing good 
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nursing care. You try to create a wall around yuu and your 
patients on a particular ward but it never works. But then 
you get used to it. You learn to tolerate to survive." 

(b) Learners, however, always insisted that these faster procedures 
., 

were always safe but that there was simply not enough time to go 

according to the book. 

Some learners felt that ward practice should ideally follow 

School's teaching but that due to lack of time and staff, it was 

simply not possible. 

(c) Relationships between ward and School staff were reported as being 

very poor. Some learners reported that ward staff did not like 

School staff to corne because it meant they had to try and do things 

the proper way and were hence slower. Some felt that ward staff 

were afraid of being "found out" by School staff. 

Ward staff often asked learners to forget what had been taught. 

They said that on the wards there was no time to practice ideals. 

Ward staff were reported to have made such remarks as follows: 

"Oh don't listen to them, they don't know what they are 
talking about." 

"After all, they have left nursing haven't they! They aren't 
nurses any more." 

Perhaps the following passage sums things up beautifully. 

"Clinical teachers are not welcomed on wards. Everybody 
then does things according to the book. Takes three times 
longer! Sister views clinical teachers as a nuisance and a 
threat. Also the clinjcal teacher just appears, no warning, 
that throws Sister off. The two of them don't hit it off 
together." 

Significantly, there were fewer reports of such open expressions 

of hostility from School staff about ward staff. [However, in 

private many remarks were expressed to the researcher about ward 

staff which criticise their lack of openess, inefficiency and 

refusal to adopt new ideas.] 
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(d) \-,Then asked to write down things and instances that were different 

between \-,Tards (Hospital) and School some learners found it difficult 

to do so. They reported that when actually asked to recount, it was 

difficult. One sensed it only when one met these differences on 

the wards. Also they felt that "everybody seemed to be telling" 

learners that "things were different". These people ranged from 

ward staff, to senior learners, to School staff themselves. This 

seems to indicate that these perceived differences may be exaggerated 

by constant verbal reinforcement. 

Other learners were able to write down specific differences in 

procedures. These included differences in the practice of aseptic 

techniques, the relief of pressure sores and bed baths and the 

preparation of the food trolley. 

Very often this difference in procedures was put down to a 

shortage of staff especially qualified staff on the wards. Ward 

staff were also reported to be creatures of habit who did not 

develop good planning of scarce time and staff. 

2. Lack of Ward Teaching by School and Ward Staff 

(a) This again was often a source of discontent. Learners complained that 

clinical teachers were only seen during the introductory course and 

then only "simple things" like making beds and bedbaths were taught. 

Difficult "things" like injections or cardiac massage were not taught. 

(This, I believe, may no longer be true. The February 1980 students 

at the SGH were certainly taught injections and cardiac massage with 

the help of dummies.) 

Clinical instructors were seldom seen on the wards. Some 

learners reported that it had been eight months since a clinical 

teacher carne up onto the wards to speak to her. It was rare that a 

clinical teacher would go onto a ward to teach practical nursing 

procedures and skills. 

Nurse teachers (this includes tutors and clinical instructors) 
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would only be seen on wards when they had to assess nursl's on 

practical skills. 

(b) As a result learners felt that they had to learn by being"alert 

and observing procedures done by ward staff. However, this lack of 

a teaching element could result in the learner learning things 

wrongly. Or what was learnt could be practice that would not help a 

learner to pass exams though the procedure may be practised often 

enough on the wards. 

(c) Many learners complained that they didn't expect this at all. They 

expected more practical teaching on the wards. Also, more qualified 

ward staff and more teaching staff. 

This lack of ward teaching was blamed again on a lack of staff. 

This resulted in the learner being treated more as a worker than a 

learner. Role conflict was clearly evident. 

3. Night Duty 

Learners complained that they were often left in charge of an 

entire ward of very ill patients with little supervision by qualified 

staff. There were only one or two nursing ou~iliaries to help out. 

Learners felt that this was unfair as they were not allowed to be 

independent during day duty and yet had to assume such a heavy 

burden of responsibility on night duty. 

Learners complained that they knew little of actual ward 

management. They didn't know what to do with this "large bunch 

of keys handed to them". 

Some learners were afraid of the dark. Others were afraid that 

they would not know what to do ~n the case of an emergency. This 

fear of the unknown and unexpected obviously created a good deal of 

stress and anxiety on the part of learners. 

Some learners reported that the SchoOl had promised that they 

would not be on night duty on their own but this promise was not 

fulfilled. Learners who had not been on night duty said that they 
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did not believe the promIse could be fulfilled. This a~3ln 

contributed to the lack of credibility of School staff. This 

problem was attributed to a lack of qualified staff on nig~t duty. 

4. Relationship with Patients 

Most learners agreed that this was the most satisfying part of 

nursIng. They felt that they were doing something worthwhile for 

people and it gave them great satisfaction to see patients walking out 

well. Thanks or pralse from patients were also gratifying. One nurse 

said: 

"It made me feel ten feet tall when Mr. X came up to thank 
me specially." 

Some learners, however, complained that the psychological needs of 

patients were not looked after. Some reported that Sister would scold 

them if they spent a lot of time listening to a patient. They were 

often told to clean the sluice or bed-pan instead of "chat" to patients. 

Learners said that these were non-nursing tasks and felt that it should 

be done by nursing assistants and aUXiliaries. 

Other learners complained that there just wasn't time to listen 

or talk to patients. They could be that busy. 

Most learners complained that the medical staff treated them with 

little or no respect. 

"We are treated like nobodies. Not made to feel part of a 
ward team." 

"These doctors are so high and mighty. Think they know 
everything." 

"Sister rolls out the red carpet for the consul tant. All the 
beds have to be made, all the dressings done before ten o'clock." 

(This image of medical staff was often introduced to learners 

during introductory course by teaching personnel. Many subtle remarks 

were made about doctors during such courses that were then quickly 

qualified. Examples culled from the researcher's own experience 

included: 
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"Doctors are actually beginning to care dDout their pati(:nts. 
Beginning to be human!" 

"Coming in a lift with those high and mighty doctors. " 
. 

"Mind you, there are some very good doctors. But some don't 
communicate and you as the nurse must act as the interpreter 
or communicator.") 

b. Accommodation 

There were a great many complaints about the type of accommodation 

provided especially in the NGH. Rooms were too small and one learner 

from the N District corr~ented: 

"I about need to shift my dressing table every time I want 
to go to the sink!" 

Rooms were attic-like and situated on the higher floors of 

nursing residences. They also had very few power points. Phone, laundry 

and kitchen facilities were also in short supply. In some nurslng homes, 

there weren't enough showers. 

All this seemed to further emphasise the learners' perceived sense 

of ill-treatment and low status. Learners complained that yet again the 

establishment did not seem to care and allocated "horrible" rooms to 

them. 

Some learners complained that there was too much noise ln nurslng 

residences at the wrong times. Learners who had been on night duty 

often found their s1eep disturbed the following day. Further, the 

nursing homes could be too quiet when company was needed. Learners 

explained that because nurses worked different hours, all of their friends 

could be on-duty when they were off. The nursing home then "became like 

a morgue." A learner could find it difficult to find someone to talk to. 

Other learners complained that there were too many rules and 

" regulations in the homes. One learner accused the Warden of her residence 

of creeping round early in the morning and listening at key-holes to see 

if there were any "visitors who should not be there". This was seen as 

another "sign of being treated like kids instead of like adults who 

should be left to run their private lives". 
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1. Off-duty Rota 

There was some complaint about the inflexibility of the off-duty 

rota. This came from NGH learners who reported that one could not plan 

in advance where one would be. One could not know more than three 

weeks in advance. This was contrasted with the system at the mental 

illness hospital which was reported to be simpler and more flexible. 

Learners also complained that at times the day-staff did not seem 

to communicate with night staff. This resulted in some learners having 

to work when they should have been off-duty. This occurred during the 

Christmas New Year period and some learners found themselves working 

both Christmas Day and New Year's Day. 

~. Pay 

Tllere were some complaints that learners and nurses in general were 

too lowly paid for the work done and the hours worked. The majority, 

though did not seem to feel that pay was a great bone of contention. 

Some learners remarked that if they were interested in pay, they would 

not have entered nursing in the first place. 

However, one female learner who was obviously very disillusioned 

felt that pay was too low and grudged the long hours worked. Previously 

when she was enthusiastic these factors had not mattered at all. This 

seemed LO indicate that pay, off-duty rotas and accommodation only 

become sources of great discontent when morale and job satisfaction were 

low. One married male learner felt that pay was more important to 

him than the average learner as he had a family to support. 

~- Learner Role Conflict as Summarised by Researchers 

1. Arises from the learner's role as a worker and as a learner. 

Treated too much as one on the wards and as the other in School. 

2. Due to learner not being allowed to take up responsibilities 

during day duty but forced to do so on night duty. 
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3. Some learners complained that they were not allowed to do 

certain procedures but were called upon to do so in emergencies. 

If they performed them wrongly they were then reprimanded. 

4. This resulted in a learner experiencing role ambiguity and did 

not know what was expected. On the one hand he/she was 

perceived to be treated like a child and on the other asked to 

assume responsibilities. Result: "They want us to be responsible 

kids". 

5. Further conflict was caused by learners having to behave in a 

Section B 

way that differed from their self-image. 

"One has to be a creep here. Have to creep in order to 
get on - be nice and smile to people you don't really 
like. Even older people amongst our set are trod on but 
we have to accept it. I know it is not nice but I hav~ 
to do it." 

A. Some Outcomes of Dissatisfaction and Satisfaction 

Reasons for Leaving 

Most learners did ~ot know in detail why other learners had left their 

training. (This is in contrast to J. Birch's (1975) research, where he 

found that learners were often clear as to the circumstances surrounding 

leaving.) Vague reasons such as "being very homesick", "couldn't take 

it any more" were often cited. 

The over-riding impression amongst learners was that their peers left 

due to emotional stress. Job-related frustration centred on a number of 

factors - inability to practise what they had been taught, "children-like" 

treatment from the School and the wards, disillusionment with the standard , 
of care given by qualified staff apd the inability to withstand the sight 

of ill, sick people. Mental or psychological stress was often cited 

as the reasons for leaving. 
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There were fewer reports of a learner leaving because he/she had 

suffered physical injuries at work. Learners did know, however, of peers who 

had left due to injuries suffered in non-job-related accidents. 
, 

'. Reasons ior Staying 

When learners were asked whether they had ever considered leaving, 

a majority said yes. Some wanted to leave when they failed exams. 

(a) When asked what made them stay, some learners replied that they 

didn't know. Other learners said that they felt like leaving on 

the "bad days" which were short phases. The "good days" made up 

for everything. The "good days" were often days when they felt 

worthwhile, useful or when their patients got well and thanked them. 

This indicated that learners were persuaded to stay because of 

positive reinforcement on the job. 

It also indicated that the desire to leave was often not a 

prolonged, "serious" one. More as an outburst - a means to relieve 

stress. 

(b) Other learners said they received- support from their parents and 

personal friends. One learner said: 

"My mother came and sorted the School out. 
me that I would never make a nurse but Mum 
And here I am - finishing tra-ining." 

They had told 
sorted them out. 

Support from friends in the same set was also mentioned. Learners 

found it a relief to be able to talk about their mutual problems. 

(c) Other less positive reasons cited for staying were the fact that 

they had already invested so much time and energy in their ~raining 

that they,m~ht as well stay and finish it. They would then have 
\ 

a qualification which would be a means of earning a living. One 

frustrated learner said she sta~ed because 

leave this place with nothing. She wasn't 

win and break her. 

she wasn't going to 

going to "let them" 
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(d) Some learners stayed with the hope that conditions would improve as 

they progressed in their training. Others felt that once they 

qualified, they would be their own bosses and would have greater 

autonomy and responsibility. There were expressions that once a 

learner qualified she could move to a different hospital. This , 

expectation of future benefits seemed to have considerable force 

in making a learner stay. 

(e) Another reason why learners stayed was that they passed their exams 

on re-sits. 

(f) However, it was reported that one of the strongest reasons why learners 

stay was because they did enjoy nursing. One learner said: 

"We've given you all the moans. But we do enjoy nursing. 
We'll stick to it and nobody has dropped out yet. We're 
almost at the end of one year and we'll stick at it for 
another. It'll soon be over and though the training is 
hard, we will have a worthwhile job and qualification at 
the end of the day. Now we can't speak out and we daren't. 
But after I qualify I'll be able to tell them I disagree. 
I can get another job elsewhere. Now one has to rely on 
them for good reports and possible job references." 

This feeling was voiced by a number of learners. However, as 

another learner pointed out: 

"Yes that's true. 
and they can come 
and you feel like 

'. 
But all these 

into the job. 
giving up." 

other things also matter 
They can get on top of you 
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c. Requirements for a Good Nurse 

1. Learners in their first year tended to emphasise the more 

"idealistic" requirements for a nurse. The term "a carirtg 

person" was often used. Adjectives such as "kind", "sympathetic'~ 

"warm" and "dedicated" were also proposed. 

2. However, learners who were in their final stage of training 

argued that the most important requirements were: 

(a) common sense 

(b) personality by which was meant an ability to stand up 

for oneself and to stick to one's beliefs, and 

(c) a sense of humour 

Across all levels of training "Dedication" was felt to be less 

important. To the average learner, a "dedicated" nurse was one who 

gained most of her satisfaction in life from nursing. Such a nurse 

was exemplified by a senior nurse or nurse administrator who had 

not married. To the learner, this seemed to imply that the senior 

nurse/administrator had devoted her life to her nursing career at 

the expense of marriage and a family. Hence "nursing was her whole 

life". Another facet of a "dedicated" nurse was one who made many 

sacrifices in either qualifying to be a nurse or achieving promotion 

~ithin the nursing hierarchy. 

Most learners felt that a good nurse need not be as dedicated 

to her profession. One learner felt that she enjoyed nursing so much 

that it "wasn't work". And because she did not feel a sense of 

sacrifice or that nursing was the be-all and end-all of her life, 

she did not consider herself a dedicated nurse. Other learners 

felt that it was perhaps more important in the past to be dedicated 

to nursing. No reasons were, however, advanced as to why this 

might be so. 

Though learners did not feel the necessity to be dedicated they 

did agree that such dedication could be "inspiring". 
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Learners also felt that aCHdemic ability was not that important . 

. 
Indeed, some learners felt sad that certain nursing QU~I liaries who 

could be "damned good nurses" were denied the opportunity to trai'n 

simply because they did not have the required number of 0 levels. They 

felt that nursing was not as taxing intellectually as they had expected. 

Significantly enough, these remarks came from a group of pupil nurses. 
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Appendix 7.1: A List of the Courses Taught at Mayfield Area School of Nur~inc 

THE MAYFIELD SCHOOL OF NURSING 

The Mayfield School of Nursing is an Area School formed by the 

amalgamation of four previously established schools, and spans two Districts 

- the Northern and the Southern. 

Hospitals where practical experience is gained during training are: 

Northern District 

Northern General Hospital 
Hospital D 
Hospital E 
Hospital A 
Grenoside Hospital 

and various annexes and adult training 
centres: 

Arbourthorne 
Greenacres 
Aughton Court 
Scott Road 

Southern District 

Southern General Hospital 
Women's Hospital 
Hospital Dl 
Children's Hospital 
Hospital Al 
Hospital El 
Ryegate Annexe 
ijospital El 
Shirley Hill 

The School of Nursing, which trains approximately 1300 nurses, offers 

the following courses: 

Basic Courses 

1. General training for State Registration leading to S.R.N. qualification. 

2. General training for State Enrolment leading to S.E.N. qualification. 

3. Psychiatric training for State Registration leading to R.M.N. qualification 

4. Psychiatric training for State Enrolment leading to S.E.N. (M.I.) 

qu~lification. 

5. Mental Handicap training for State Registration leading to R.N.M.S. 

qualification . .. 
6. Mental Handicap training for State Enrolment leading to S.E.N.CM.S.) 

qualification. 

7. Combined Sick Children's and General training for State Registration 

leading to S.R.N./R.S.C.N. qualification. 
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8. Special course for Grad~ates leading '0 S.R.N. qualification. 

In addition to the above basic courses, the School also offers 

training at Post Basic level. They are: 

Post Registered training for S.R.N. 's to become R.S.C.N. 

Post Registered training for S.R.N. IS to become R.M.N. 

Post Registered training for R.M.N./R.N.M.S.'s to become S.R.N. 

Post Enrolled training for General S.E.N.'s to become S.E.N. (M.I.) 

Post Enrolled training for S.E.N. (M.I.) and S.E.N. (M.S.) to become 

S.E.N. (General). 



Number of 
Course Applied Minimum Age Duration Minimum Entry Course per Education 

for: of Entrx of Course Requirements Year Centres 

S.R.N. (General) 18 years 3 years 5 GCE "0" Level 4 Southern General 
passes - Grades A, February, Hospital and 
S, C. CSE Grade 1 May, August, Northern General 
accepted November. Hospital. 

R.M.N. 18 years 3 years 5 GCE "0" level 3 
passes - Grades A, Februar.y, Hospital D 

S, C. CSE Grade 1 June, 
accepted. October. 

R.N.M.S. 18 years 2 years 5 GCE "0" level 1 Clarke House. 
6 months passes - Grades A, October. 

S, C. CSE Grade 1 
accepted. 

S.R.N./R.S.C.N. 18 years 3 years 5 GCE "0" level 2 Southern General 
(3 months passes - Grades A, February, Hospital. 

S, C. CSE Grade 1 August. 
accepted. 

/-' 
\.0 

S.R.N. for 2 years Degree. 2 Southern General 

Graduates 2 months January, Hospital and 
July. Northern General 

Hospital 

S.E.N. (General) 18 years 2 years If no GCE "0" 1 "'!vel 4 Southern General 
certificates, an January, April, Hospital and 
acceptable grade in July, October. Northern General 
GNC Entrance Test. Hospital. 

S.E.N. (Mental 18 years 2 years If no GCE "0" level 2 

Illness) certificates, an May, November. Hospital D 

acceptable grade in 
GNC Entrance Test. 

S.E.N. (Mental 18 years 2 years If no GEC "0" level 2 Clarke House. 
Handicap) certifici'ltes, an January, July. 

acceptable grade in 
GNC Entrance Test 



Course Applied 
for: 

S.E.N. (Nental 
Illness) 

S.E.N. (General) 

R.S.C.N. 

." 

S.R.N. 

R.M.N. 

Duration of Course 

1 year 

1 year 

13 months 

18 months 

18 months 
12 months 
(R.N.l-'.S. ) 

Post Basic Course Details 

Entry Requirements 

S.E.N. (G) or S.E.N. (M.S.) 
plus Education requirements 
as for basic course for 
S.E.N.' s. 

S.E.N. (M.I.) or S.E.N. (M.S.) 

plus Education requirements 
as for basic course for 
S.E.N.'s. 

S'.R.N. and 5 GeE "0" level 
passes. 

R.M.N. or R.N.M.S. and 
5 GCE "0" level passes. 

S.R.N. or R.N.M.S. and 5 
GCE "0" level passes 

Number of 
Cour~es per 

Year 
Education 
Centres 

Hospital D" 

Southp.rn General 
and Northern 
General 
Hospitals. 

Southern General 
Hospital 

Southern General 
and Northern 
General 
Hospitals. 

Hospital D 

In exceptional circumstances, where 5 "0" level passes are not offered, an acceptable grade in 
the GNC Entrance Test may be appropriate for post basic courses. 

Though training is based in the four main Education Centres as shown above, learners gain 
their practical training experience throughout hospitals in Sheffield. 

I\J 
o 
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Appendix 7.2: The Service Structure of the Mayfield Area Health Authority* 

Area Health Authority 

District Management Team I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

Area Management Team 

// \ "" A.N.O. A.M.O. A.P.O. ~ A.T. A.A. 
I ,_. 
A.N. 

1 
A.N. 

2 
A.N. 

3 
.D.N.E. 

4 

: ---~=-~F --' -'--1 --.---------, 
I , D . N .0. D. M . 0 . D . P .• O. \ 

Mo ... tcntlj D.T. D.A. 

(A. E.C.) Relatj tfl~hlf 
O"ly 

:

,' (N.IE.C) (D.M.C.) 

(H.M.E.C. ) 

'" l Divisional Nursing Officer 

n---II 
Senior Nursing Officers 

rT-n 
Nursing Officer 

~ 
Ward Sister 

I 
I I 

Staff Nurse (Qualified S.R.N.) 

I 
I 

Student Nurse 

n--" Qualified S.E.N. 

r1T--n 
Pupil Nurse 

~ 
I I I 

Nursing Auxiliary 

Abbreviations used: 

A.N.O. 
A.M.O. 
A.P.O. 
A.T. 
A.A. 

D.N.O. 
D.M.O. 
D.P.O. 
D.T. 
D.A. 

S.R.N. 
S.E.N. 

Area Nursing Officer 
Area Medical Officer 
Area Personnel Officer 
Area Treasurer 
Area Administrator 

District Nursing Officer 
District Medical Officer 
District Personnel Officer 
District Treasurer 
District Administrator 

State Registered Nurse 
State Enrolled Nurse 

*As at June, 1981. 

\ 

A.N. 1 (Personnel) Area Nurse 
2 (Child Care) Area Nurse 
3 (Service Planning) Area Nurse 

D.N.E. 4 Director of Nurse Education 

N.E.C. 
D.M.C. 
H.M.E.C. 

A.E.C. 

Nursing Executive Committee 
District Medical Committee 
Hospital Medical Executive 
Committee 
Administrative Executive 
Committee 



Appendix 7.3: Mayfield Area School of Nursing: Educational Sub-system* 

Director of Nurse Education (Davies) 

,--

Northern Assistant Director (Matthews~ 

I , , ~. -r 
Senior Tutor Senior Tutor Senior Tutor I 
(parry) (Ma) Mental Sub- Mental 
General General 
Students and Students and 
Pupils Pupils , I 

2 tutors 2 tutors , I 
2 Clinical 3 Clinical 

• Teachers Teachers 

District Nurse 
Tutor 

./ 

normality Illness 
Students and Students and 
Pupils pupils 

I I 
1 tutor 1 tutor 

I I 
1 Clinical 4 Clinical 
Teacher Teachers 

Conununity Care 

Co-ordinator 

Southern Assistant Director (Eden) 

, I I , 
Senior Tutor Senior Tutor Senior Tutor Senior Tutor 
(Peters) (Maner) (Vacant) (Smith) 
General 
Students and 
Pupils 

I 
2 tutors 

I 
3 Clinical 
Teachers 

General 
Students and 
Pupils 

I 
2 tutors 

I 
3 Clinical 
Teachers 

Senior Administrative 
Assistant 

I 

General General and 
Students and Paediatrics 
Pupils 

I Students 
2 tutors 

I 
3 Clinical 
Teachers 

Post Basic 
Paediatric 

1 tutor 
I 

3 C"linical 
Teachers Senior Tutor 

Orthopaedic 
(Pre and po st 
Basic) General Administrative Assistant 

(Massey) 

I 
Higher Clerical Officers 

I 
Clerks 

* As at June, 1981. 

Senior Allocations 
Officer (Richards) 

I , -~- I 

Northern Alloca-
Allocations tions 
Officer Officer 
Eagles 

I 
Higher 
Clerical 
Officer 

(Rose) 

: 

N 
N 



f 
District Nursing Officer (Botts) 

I T--- I I I I ------. 
D.N.O. D.N.O. D.N.G. D.N.O. D.N.O. S.N.O. S.N.O. 

1 2 1 4 5 7 (James) 

S.N.O. 
1 

S.N.O. 
3 

S.N.O. 
2 

i-s.~.o·1 
I 

S.N.O. 
S 

S.N.O. I 
Hosp. D 

J 

I 
S.N.O. S.N.O. 

5 6 

L J 1 
S.N.O. S.N.O. N.O. 
Hosp. D Hosp. D HOSp. E 

I 
S.N.O. 
Hosp. D 

Appendix 7.4: Service Subsystem: Northern District 

Abbreviations used: 

D.N.O. - Divisional Nursing Offlcer 
1 Mental Handicap Services 
2 General, Northern General 

Hospital 
3 Midwifery 

Northern General Hospital 
4 Mental Illness Services 
S Community/Geriatrics, 

Northern General Hospital 

S.N.O. - Senior Nursing Officer 
1 Medicine/Surgery 

Northern General llospitCll 
2 Hospital A, LM HospitCll, 

Hospital B 

3 Midwifery, Education 
Hospital C/Northern 
General Hospital 

4 Midwifery Service, 
Northern General Hospital 

5 Community 
6 Geriatrics, Northern 

General Hospital 
7 Personnel and In-Service 

Training 
8 Research Development and 

Service Planning 

* M0ntal Illness Unit 

8 

I 
N.O. 

N.G.H.* 

N. 
W 



trict Nursing Officer I 
S.N.O. District Headquarters -- -- S.N.O. In-Service Education 

(WilliFlIDs) 

I 
I Divisional Nursing Officer 

Divisional Nursing Officer Divisional Nursing Officer 
(Acton) Acute Services Midwifery Services 

Geriatric and Community 
I Service 

I 
I I I 

S.N.O. I S.~.D·I I s.~.o·1 S.N.O. i s.J.D. I S.N.O. S.N.O. S.N.O. 
1 4 I 5 I 6 7 

N.O N.O. 

I 
N.O. 

1 2 3 

Appendix 7.5: Service Subsystem: Southern District 

Abbreviations used: 

S.N.O. - Senior Nursing Officer 
1 Night Duty, Southern General Hospital 
2 District Theatres 
3 (Abel) Southern General Hospital, 

general wards and Hospital Bl 
4 Accident and Emergency Department 

Hospital 
5 Hospital Dl 
6 Midwifery Education 
7 Paediatric Services, Children's 

Hospital 
8 Geriatrics, Hospital D1 

9 Community Service 
10 Community Service 

N.O. - Nursing Officer 
1 Hospital Al 
2 Royal Infirmary (now defunct) 
3 Women's Hospital 
4 Geriatrics, Hospital El 

8 

I I 
S.N.O. S.N.O. 

9 10 

N.O. 
4 

----

N 

"'" 
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., 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 

ADAPSCH 0.61429 -0.37471 0.16447 

ADAPW 0.54917 -0.63985 0.10482 

INNOSCH 0.67582 0.46763 -0.34467 

INNOW 0.47142 0.21170 -0.18200 

FLEXSCH 0.27935 0.40249 0.52685 

FLEXW 0.16860 0.31801 0.29519 

Variable Commonality 

ADAPSCH 0.52867 

ADAPW 0.72253 

INNOSCH 0.79420 

INNOW 0.30018 

FLEXSCH 0.51760 

FLEXW 0.21669 

Factor Eigenvalue 
L' , 

10 of Var Cum % 
1 1.46490 47.6 47.6 

2 1.07644 35.0 82.5 

3 0.53853 17.5 100.0 

Appendix 9.01a:Factor Analysis of Measures of Systemic 

Capacity: Unrotated Factor Loadings 
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Appendix 9.01~ : Oblique Rotation of Measures of 

Systemic Adaptive Capacity 

Factor Pattern 

ADAPSCH 

ADAPW 

INNOSCH 

INNOW 

FLEXSCH 

FLEXW 

Factor Correlation 

Factor 1 

Factor 2 

Factor 3 

Factor Structure 

ADAPSCH 

ADAPW 

INNOSCH 

INNOW 

FLEXSCH 

FLEXW 

Factor Score Coefficients 

ADAPSCH 

ADAPW 

INNOSCH 

INNOvl 

FLEXSCH 

FLEXW 

Factor 1 

0.09568 

-0.07623 

0.90672 

0.52927 

-0.04363 

0.02921 

Factor 1 

1.000 

Factor 1 

0.27923 

0.10252 

0.88874 

0.54477 

0.22134 

0.17722 

Factor 1 

0.00232 

0.09106 

0.81787 

0.11833 

0.03600 

0.04112 

Factor 2 

-0.69508 

-0.85838 

0.06825 

-0.06029 

-0.64722 

0.03681 

Factor 2 

-0.23379 

1.0000 

Factor 2 

-0.71569 

-0.84238 

-0.14390 

-0.18391 

-0.01582 

0.04306 

Factor 2 

-0.30436 

-0.66312 

-0.06917 

-0.00094 

-0.01824 

0.01336 

Factor 3 

0.06084 

-0.06337 

-0.00586 

0.00405 

0.73388 

0.45263 

Factor 3 

0.34601 

0.02890 

1.0000 

Factor 3 

0.07386 

-0.11456 

0.30985 

0.18545 

0.71742 

0.46380 

Factor 3 

0.03897 

-0.09217 

0.12694 

0.03885 

0.60016 

0.23552 

:, 
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Appendix 9.02a: Un rotated Factor Loadings of Supportiveness 

Measure for Educational Sub-system 

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 

LPDSCH -0. 71142 0.41661 -0.05440 

MISCH 0.73436 0.37710 -0.11188 

TASISCH 0.17138 0.48088 0.16719 

EMEXSCH -0.39214 -0.22739 0.36499 

RUORSCH 0.12307 0.58317 0.50848 

EGALSCH 0.77917 -0.12065 0.08802 

INDAGGC -0.82507 0.23813 -0.17544 

QASCH 0.21062 0.31586 -0.56018 

t, • 

Variable Communality Factor Ei!JE!l1 value Per of Var Cum Per 

LPDSCH 0.68264 1 2.57590 57.6 57.6 

MISCH 0.69400 2 1.11042 24.8 82.4 

TASISCH 0.28857 3 0.78753 17.6 100.0 

EMEXSCH 0.33869 

RUORSCH 0.61437 

EGALSCH 0.62941 

INDAGGSC 0.76822 

QASCH 0.45793 

\ 
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AppEmdix 9.0lb: Varimax Rotated Factor Loadings of Supoortiveness 

Measure for Educational Sub-system 

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 ------

LPDSCH 0.80952 -0.03752 0.16095 

MISCH -0.49639 0.54275 0.39118 

TASISCH -0.00984 0.15105 0.51542 

EMEXSCH 0.18969 -0.54688 -0.06025 

RUORSCH -0.00103 -0.09451 0.77810 

EGALSCH -0.76668 0.17173 0.11011 

INDAGGSC 0.87097 -0.06532 -0.07331 

QASCH 0.04912 0.67478 -0.01380 

\ 
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Appendix 9.03a: Unrotated Factor Loadings of Supportiveness 

Measures for Service Sub-system 

variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 

LPDW -0.66632 0.38308 0.11912 

MIW 0.75507 0.23503 0.02137 

TASIW 0.30200 0.31948 0.32863 

EMEXW -0.32923 -0.37091 0.31682 

RUROW 0.19934 0.35666 0.56866 

EGALW 0.82580 -0.15408 0.04415 

INDAGGW -0.77595 0.35551 -0.02478 

QAW 0.29237 0.63594 -0.34458 

Variable Factor Eigen Value Per of Var Cum Per 

LPDW 

MIW 

TASIW 

EMEXW 

RUORW 

EGALW 

INDAGGW 

QAW 

1 

2 

3 

2.62296 

1.14661 

0.66770 

\ 

59.1 

25.8 

15.0 

59.1 

85.0 

100.0 

" 
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Appendix 9.o3b: Varimax Rotated Factor Loadings of Supportiveness 

Measure for Service Sub-system 

Variables Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 

LPDW 0.77163 -0.02941 0.09296 

MIW -0.55884 0.43011 0.35852 

TASIW -0.10797 0.14994 0.51684 

EMEXW 0.13042 -0.57326 -0.02664 

RUORW 0.00837 0.00033 0.70018 

EGALW -0.80106 0.15853 0.20198 

INDAGGW 0.85097 -0.00506 -0.07012 

QAW -0.03247 0.78255 0.13572 

" ' 



Appendix 9.04a: Unrotated Factor Loadings of Systemic Supportiveness Measures 

Factor 1 Factor 2 .Factor 3 Factor 4 Commonality Factor Eigenvalue Per of Var Cum Per 

LPDW -0.64767 0.38186 0.00485 0.35940 0.69449 1 4.49391 49.4 49.4 
MIS 0.67034 0.31280 -0.11533 0.26066 0.62845 2 2.36533 26.0 75.4 
TASIW 0.25266 0.40981 0.13591 0.13980 0.26980 3 1. 40638 15.5 90.8 
EMEXW -0.24833 -0.31715 0.30599 -0.16067 0.28169 4 0.83678 9.2 100.9 
RUORW 0.25891 0.49963 0.48441 -0.09164 0.55971 
EGALW 0.79672 -0.11684 -0.03915 0.25568 0.71531 
INDAGGW -0.74538 0.29179 0.00768 -0.18663 0.67563 
QAW 0.16358 0.57162 -0.48597 0.18651 0.62446 
LPDSCH -0.69407 0.44238 0.02416 0.15703 0.70268 
MISCH 0.64123 0.30889 -0.00722 -0.30469 0.59947 
TASISCH 0.19945 0.43715 0.15769 0.10769 0.26734 
EMEXSCH -0.30524 -0.29933 0.23394 0.31557 0.33708 w 
EGALSCH 0.75172 -0.12669 0.07816 -0.25632 0.65295 I-' 

INDAGGSC -0-.75167 0.27427 -0.10321 0.30997 0.74696 
RUORSCH 0.16902 0.51721 0.70586 0.07966 0.80067 
QASCH 0.17581 0.49738 -0.46185 -0.23261 0.54571 

0-
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Appendix 9 .04.b: Varimax Rotated Factor Loadings of 

Systemic Measures of Supportiveness 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

LPDW 0.80444 0.04008 -0.06656 0.20330 
MIW -0.50247 0.32425 0.51406 0.08104 
TASIW -0.07877 0.44271 0.25828 0.02991 
EMEXW 0.10222 -0.07098 -0.51104 -0.07102 
RUORW -0.01373 0.72206 -0.01310 0.19487 
EGALW -0.80034 0.13300 0.23876 0.00826 
INDAGGW 0.81805 -0.02096 -0.07712 -0.00526 
QAW 0.08354 0.08879 0.77211 0.11595 
LPDSCH 0.77004 0.14172 0.14307 -0.26299 
MISCH -0.37250 0.32417 0.21497 0.55625 
TASISCH -0.01472 0.45825 0.23496 0.04391 
EMEXSCH 0.06999 -0.06912 -0.28216 -0.49779 
EGALSCH -0.66966 0.13780 -0.05321 0.42740 
INDAGGSC 0.72354 -0.05396 0.17688 -0.43504 
RUORSCH 0.03132 0.88735 -0.10796 -0.02519 
QASCH 0.12156 0.01171 0.55451 0.47256 
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Appendix 9.1: The primary Nursing Questionnaire 
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Nursing Questionnaire 

Name: •••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Type of training: SRHD SEN D 
Year of training: IstD 2nd D 3rdD 
Year of intake: 

Hospital: RHH D 
Date: •••••••• D ••••••••••••• OO.OO •• OO ••••••••••••••••••••• O. 
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Sectlon A 

Directions: The following is a list of statements about many aspects of n;J:r2 ing 
and nurse training. 'You will probably agree with some statements and disagree 
with others. 

Please examine each statement carefully and indicate how you personally feel 
by placing a mark (eg a circle, tick or line) against the answer that comes 
closest to representing your opinion. 

Example: r -

Nurses are more highly educated than 
women in other professions. 

SA 
Strongly 
Agree 

SA 

A U 
Agree Undec-

ided 

A U 

D SD 
Dis- Strongly 
agree Disa[rf'f-

D 51 

Be sure to mark only one answer for every statement. Do not miss out any 
statement. 

1. Most ward staff regard us as learner '!: 
first and as workers second 

2. The School of Nursing seems very 
short-staffed 

J. Learners can't "follow the book" on 
the wards partly because ward time 
is poorly organised 

,IJ. The class'?s are too big for the 
few teache~ the School has 

5. In fpnp~al, even i: ~arci staff have 
the time, they don't bother to 
teach learners 

6. At present in Schoo} there are 
more than enough clinical 
facilities for us all to use 

7. In general, if ward activities are 
better organised, there will be more 
time available for teaching 

8. Most wards in this hospital are 
short-staffed and We seldom have 
enough qualified nursing staff 

9. I think lack of ward teaching by 
School staff is due partly to poor 
planning of staff time 

, 

Strongly "1I:gree 
~gree 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

. 
SA A 

I ' , , 
Dis- Strongly I Undec-I 

ided i agree Disagree 

U D S:J 

U D SD 

U D SD 

U D SD 

U 
I 

D C'-.; ~.: 

U D S~ 

I 
! 
I 

U ! D SD 
I 

I 
U I D SD 

1 
j 

U I D SD 

I 



10. On most wards we have more than 
enough medical staff and medical 
facilities 

11. Based on my training experience, I 
find that in general, the standard 
of teaching here is good 

12. The ward staff in this hospital 
get on well with the teachers in 
School 

1). On average, most of the ;;chool 
staff here teach well 

14. Ward-School relationships are bad, 
at times they are practically non
existent 

15. Clinical teachers don't go onto 
the wards because they pref~ 
theoretical to practical teaching 

16. In general, ward staff don't like 
to see School teachers coming onto 
the wards because they get "thrown 
off" 

17. What is taught in School is 
closely linked to real-life 
situations on the wards 

18. Teachers in School respect the 
skills and knowledge of ward 
staff 

19. Though procedures on the wards 
sometimes differ [rom what is taught 
in Srhool, this hapJlens only 
occ2.sionally when one needs to 
adapt to particula~ situations 

20. Teachers in School often criticize 
ward staff and their methods 

21. There is little co-ordination 
between our ward experience and the 
teaching we get in School 

22. I believe that what I have been 
taught in School is only of limited 
relevance to what I experience on 
the wards 

23. The difference between School 
teaching and what happens on the 
wards is not as great as people 
think 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

SA A 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D 

u D s: 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 



211. We won It need to put into practi ce 
most of the knowledge and skills 
we have learnt in School 

25. What is taught in School is very 
different from what happens on the 
wards 

26. In general, in my present year of 
training I am not sure what are the 
limits of my ward responsibility 

27. Tn School wp are treated like 

SA 

SA 

SA 

school kids, yet are expected to I 
be responsible nurses on the wards SA 

28. Up till now I believe the School 
has prepared us well for doing 
practical nursing work SA 

29. I feel that in general I know 
what is expected of me in SchOol SA 

30. We are expected to treat patients 
like individuals, yet ward and 
school staff don't treat us 
like individuals 

31. What I can do or cannot do on the 
wards changes and often I am 
unsure of my position 

32. I feel I have been adequately 
prepared by the School to cope 
with both the physical,and 
psychoJogical needs of a patient 

J '< 
./' Learners often ~ave frequent 

~ard changes whilst on allocation 

34. Teachers in Sc~ool are too 
idealistic and out of touch with 
ward situations, as a result t~eir 
teaching is unrealistic 

35. When I job hunt I like to try 
for as many jobs as possible 

36. Nursing gives one a chance to take 
an ideal amount of responsibility 

37. Because of the unusual working ho~s\ 
and other restrictions, nurses have 
relatively few chances to meet new 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

and interesting people SA 

38. I get very bored with School and 
switch off because so much that is 
taught is irrelevant SA 

37 -

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 
I 

I 
+-
i A 
I 
I 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

U D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

U D SD 

U D SD 

U D SD 

u D SD 

U D SD 

u D SD 

U D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 
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39. Nurses, on the average, are more 
intelligent than wo~en in most 
other professions 

40. I am/have to be prepared to make 
sacrifices in my social life in 
order to qualify as a nursE'! SA 

41. Many nurses tend to be more concerned 
with getting paid than with the care 
of their patients SA 

42. If I had to write down a list of 
things that were important to me 
"becoming a nurse" would come right 
at the top 

4). Consider the following situation: 
a learner who is consistently a 
very capable bedside nurse is 
making a failing grade in 
physjo1ogy. The teacher believes 
she has worked hard in the course 
but the grade is not quite high 
er,)ugh to be passing. In such a 
situation, the learner should be 
given a passing grade, especially 
in the light of the fact that she 
is such a good bedside nurse 

l~. I feel proud to tell people that 
I am training to be a nurse 

45. There are many other occupations 
for women which provide greater 
financial indepen5ence than 
nursing 

46. Most of t~e time I don't feel 
Fnth~~5ast1c ajo~t ~y training 

} I., 
-r I • Even though a lea~ner may tend to 

feel that a certain crHicism by 
a ward sister, ~taff nurse or 
clinical instrJctor isn't really 
justified, she should willingly accep 
it remembering that such a person 
has much more knowledge and 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

experience than she SA 

48. From my work eA~erience, learners 
do accept such criticisms SA 

49. Nursing provides a lot of oppor
tunity for planning one's own work 
on the job SA 

50. I would not recommend any close 
friend to become a nurse SA 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 



51. A good nlL."""Se should not permit 
herself to become part of a clique; 
ie she should treat the other 
nurses, auxiliaries and learners on 
the station in an equally friendly 
manner 

52. From my experience. this is 
true of most nurses in this 
hospital 

5). If I Were completely free to choose. 
I would prefer not to continue 
training 

54. More than any other occupation for 
women. nursing provides opporunities 
for worthwhile service to humanity 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

55. It is impossible to treat all patients 
alike, one is bound to have favourites SA 

56. When a particular technique ot._._ ' 
patient care is taught. the learner 
should never cut corners unless 
absolutely necessary 

57. From my work experience. I find it 
possible not to cut corners. 
unless in exceptional situations 

58. Nurses are more highly educated 
than women in other professions 

59. A nurse should be allowed to violate 
a rule/regulation if he/she is sure 
that this serves the best interests 
of the patient 

60. From my work experience. I find 
such behaviour permissible 

61. Generally speaking. nursing is an 
occupation chosen mostly be girls 
who wouldn't be able to make 
further academic progress 

62. Nursing provides an excellent 
opportunity to put one's religious 
beliefs into practice 

63. Learners/nurses should subscribe to 
or read the standard professional 
journals \ 

64. This is true of most learners and 
nurses 'here 

65. The period of time required ~or 
qualification from a school of 
nursing is quite reasonable 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 
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A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

,_ A 

A 

u SD 

u D SD 

D SD 

u D SD 

u D sn 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 
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66. Learners should try to live up to 
what they think are the standards of 
their profession even if other ward 
staff do not do so 

67. From my personal experience, I find 
most learners do live up to these 
standards 

68. Since my training began, we have 
had many changes of tutors and 
clinical instructors. 

69. Learners should be evaluated 
primarily on the basis of their skill 
knowledge and competence 

70. From my experience, in general, this 
is the case here 

71. If the learner finds herself/ 
himself in a situation where there 
has been long-standing differences 
about certain aspects of patient 
car~ between the w~rd sister and 
the School, the learner should give 
nursing care the way the ward 
sister wants it done, even if it 
jiffers from what the School 
staff teach 

72. Basically, the final year learner 
nurse and the ward staff should 
consider themselves as co-equals 
so far as their nursing activities 
are cor.cerned because "while the 
learner has less experience she 
does have the latest in knowledge 
and experience 

Ti. Nur!3ing provides an excellent 
prep-l.rdtion :or marriage and 
family life 

7!~. The 'Ward ~ ist':?y a} hCi'y~, demonstrates 
the latest and best in nursing 
technique and care 

i 
I 
I 

SA 

SA 

SA 

i SA 
I 
1 

iSA 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 

I 

SA 

i 
i SA 

I 
I 

SA 

75. School staff tend to be out-of
date with developments in nursing 
care on the wards SA 

76. Most nurses can have financial \ 
independence because there are 
always opportunities for full or 
part-time work SA 

77. Most of the tasks which a nurse 
performs are pleasant and interesting SA 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 



78. Consider the following situation: A 
learner nurse disagrees with the ward 
sister regarding how. some procedure 
should be carried put. She feels 
that her own method is best because it 
has been more recently introduced 
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into nursing. The sister had her 
training some ten years ago and 
therefore prefers the old procedure. 
The two talk over the difference but 
the learner still feels she is right. 
In such a situation the learner should 
go ahead and follow her own preferred 
technique. SA 

79. When a learner sees a qualified 
senior member of the ward staff 
using poor technique it is her 
responsibility to discuss the 
situation with that member of staff 

80. Most learners cannot remember the 
corr~ct procedures t~ught in School 
and merely fellow methods used 
on thp wards 

81. Nurses aren't really so very 
important in relieving suffering and 
helping the sick to regain health 

82. Many Schools of Nursing supervise 
and restrict the social life of 
their girls too much 

83. Nursing offers few opportunities 
to take respondbility 

811. Hursing gives one a chance to meet 
and associate with many interesting 
:;,ersons 

85. J..ct~Jally r.,J,ny of th'2 tasy.s which a 
~~rse aoes could be done by 
fompone else with r:~c~ less 
eJucation ~na skill 

86. Nurses must take anrJ follow orders 
more than other employed women 

87. Nur~ing is a real challenge 
because of the amount of skill 
required 

88. The offer of more money in another 
job would not make me leave 

89. We are given little teaching by ward 
staff because most of them don't 
believe in the kind of stuff taught 
in School 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 

u D SD 
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SErTION ~ 

Below is a list of stat~ments, each of which is followed by five answers. 
Please put a mark (eg a circle, tick or line) against the answer that most 
closely corresponds to your opinion. For some questions you may require to write 
in an appropriate answer, for example, question 5. • 

1. All in all my experiences on the wards and of nursing in general have been •••• 

Exactly as r thought it would be 
Fairly similar to what I thought it would be 
Undecided/not sure 
Not very similar to what I thought it would be 
Totally dissimilar to what I thought it would be 

2. How frequently do senior staff on the wards teach you? 

Very frequently 
Frequently 
Undecided/not sure 
Seldom 
Never 

3. When did you decide that you wanted to become a nurse? 

m 
B~low,the age of 10 
10 - 15 years 
J6 - 21 yea.rs 
2" 26 years "- -

(e) Over 26 years of age 

J~ How much importance do you think School staff place on practical teaching? 

f~ j Very inlportant 
Important 

f~l 
Undecided/not sure, 
Not very important 
Not important at all 

5. I chos'O to do nu-:-s 1n[ because: 

n'n":-~r;f' i? the only thing I ever seriously thought of doing; 
I ·"'':.:J:',,,d to wo:!."k w:.. th people and nursing is one of several jobs 
I considered; 
I carne into nursing as it was the only job I could get; 
I don't kno-.: 
Other reason: ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

6. How frequently do your clinical instructors came onto the wards to teach you? 

m 
(e) 

Very frequently 
Frequently 
Undecided/not sure 
Seldom 
Never 

7. How much importance do you feel ward staff attach to teaching learners? 

(a) 

m 
(e) 

Very important 
Important 
Undecided/not sure 
Not very important 
Not important at all 
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8. After r fi:.~ sh training, I shall: 

(a) definitely go on to specialise in same areas of nursing 
Cb) definitely go on nursing 
(c) probably go on nursing 
(d) probably not go on nursing 
(8) definitely not go on nursirlg 
(f) I rr,ay not finish my tr dining 
(g) 0 trie r: ...... ~, .. IE. •• IL> C, C i .... " ... r .. , ................ <' c ... ' ... Co " r~ .. It> ... 0 .................... to ................ . 

9. Nursing has ~een: 

Ca) much b~tLer than I e~p~cted 
(b) Letter t.r.an 1 expected 
(c) undecided/not sure 
(d) worse than I expected 
(e) much worse than I expected 

10. If there were one hundred units of time, please estimate (very roughly) how, 
on average, a ward sister would allocate her timeD 

Actual situation Ideal situation 

(a) "'ard aamini stration ••• Ci.~ ••• n l.1Ilits units 

(b) Medical ward rou:1d units units 

( c) Bed.side nursing care units units 

(d) Teaching units units 

(e) Other (please specify) : 

........................................ units .. .. .. .. • .. • • .. .... \lIli ts 

11. Eefore I joined the School of Nursing (or left IllY previous job) I thought 
of applying for (please tick): 

! a) n!c r e tl,ar. three other jobs 
(bl LhrEE: o~~sr jots 
Ie) two other jobs 
(d) one other j0t 
(e) I did not think 0: applyinS for other jobs 

~2. Before I joined the School (or left Illy previous job) I actually applied for 
(please tick): 

Cal no other job 
Cbl one other job 
(c) two other jobs 
Cd) three other jobs 
(e) more than three other jobs 

13. Do you see yourself following any other career other than nursing? 

YES/NO 

14. If yes, Could you please say which career(s)? 

· •• r .......... c... •• LOC-'.( .• oc •• o.c;.o ........ ~ .... C) ••••••••• o •••••••••••••• •••••••••••• 
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15. Why do you think learners in your set left nursing? 

16. Why have you stayed on in nursing? 

17. Additional comments. 



Section C 

Questions about how the School anc(hospital wards are organized 

Following are numerous statements that describe how the School of Nursing and the hospital 
with which you are most familiar ~re or~ania~d. You are asked to give your own personal 
opinion about each. 

Example: ' 

Important people here are always 
addressed formally. 

Item 
No. -

,/ 

1 Important people here are always 
addressed formally. 

2 Learner criticism of policies and 
'practices is encouraged. 

:3 -It's important here to be in the 
'right group or clique. 

4. Decision, policy, 'goals and obj~ctlvE's 
are ca~efUlly exp~ained to ev~ryone. 

Definitely 
true 

School ./ 

Hostlital 

Definitely 
I true 

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

More true Un- More false 
than false decided than true 

~ 

,/ 

More true Un- More false 
than fal,e decided than true . 

! 
I 
1 

Definitely: 
false 

~ 
111 

Definitely 
false 

! 

.. 



5 People here express their feelings 
openly. 

6. People will work hard here even if 
they realise that someone else may 
get the credit. 

7. People here are always trying to 
manipulate the activities of others 
for their own advantage. 

8 People are expected to report viola
tions of rules and regulations. 

9 It's necess~ry to be polit~ under 
all circumstances to stay out of 
trouble here 

10 When learners disagree with ~ 
decision, they work to get it 
changed. 

11 In general, personality and pull are more 
important than competence in getting 
on here 

12 Criticism or advice from a senior 
member of staff is usually welcomed. 

13 Discussions get quite heated here, with 
a lot of display of feeling 

14' People here can get so '3.n!"\0rb",d in thojr 
work they often lose all '"'."W'''' of i;j 111'" 

or personal comfort 

-2-

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

. School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School 

DC!finitely More true 
True than false 

Un
decided 

More false 
than trup. 

-1 

Definitely 
False 

.. -. - - . -. --_.-- -.----I~-----+_----_+----___1 

-, 
~ 

- - ~-------.- ---- - I 

I 

I 
I .. 
I 
I 
I . 

I 
I \ I 

I 

-~ 

.. -.... - .. -.--~-.---I------

Hospital J 1 I 

Hospital 

School 

~ 
0'1 



15 Decisions and policies often form th£> sulJj~ct 

of heated discus!3ions amongst learn~r!':. 

16 Attendance is checked carefully. 

17 Senior personnel rarely refer t,o OM' anolh'?r 
by their first names 

18 Learners here are not likely to acc~pt 
inefficiency on the part of senior per
sonnel without complaint or protest 

19 Family, social,. or financial s t:t tus 
are necessary elements for advancement or 
success here 

20 Regulations are interprete~ an" enfol~ed. 
in an understanding manner 

21 People here do not try to hide their 
feelings 

22 Pressure of work is not accepted as an 
excuse for inferior performance 

23 Almost anyone is likely to be blamed, 
even those who had little to do with it, 
if something happens to go wron~ 

24 Learners quickly learn wh~l. to, l' (jon(> 
and not done here 

-J-

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School 

Definitely More true Un-
True than false decided 

~ . 
i i --' 

I 
--

.. 

: 
I 
I 

! 
.-~-~.~--

I 
I 

I 
I 

i 
~ --.. -- ---

I 

i 

More false Definitely 
than true False 

-- - -------,.--' 

.- ... 

. ' -- ' - - . 

I , 
-i 

t 
I 

_______ ... t._ I 
'1 

I I 

! 

I I 

! 

\ 
! i 

\ 
I 

I i 

i I 
j 
I 

t -+---1 -
I 

I 
Hospi tal ~~ _____________ . ____ _ 

School . .. ~ .. ------..-

School ---1--.---. 
Hospital. i--' I I 

Hospi tal I j --- -I 

~ 
-.J 



25 The important people in this place exppct 
others to show proper respect for th~m 

26 When learners dislike policy they lpt 
it be known in no uncertain term~ 

27· There are no favourites in this place -
everyone gets treated alike 

28 There are few opportunitios Jor 
informal conversation with 1=.("l1i n r per
sonnel 

29 There are ver.'J few issues hf:'r~ ",hj cit 
arouse much excitement or feeling 

30 People set high standards of rtr.hi '''!'?

ment for themselves here 

31 Personal rivalries are fairly common 
in this place 

32 Most people pay 11ttl~ attention to 
rules and regulations 

33 People here are always looking for 
compliments 

34 People avoid direct clashes wi. th ~"nj nr. 
personnel at all costs 

_LI_ 
Defini tely Hore true Un- Nore false Definitely 

than true False True than false decided 

r-- ··-~--··---·--·7- - ----I 

School ! 

Hospital i 
I 

School 

Hospital ----+----+-----il-----+----
School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

School I I-___ 4-__ --+_ 

Hospital! 
i-j ----+-----+-

School 1 r . 

Hospital f I 
School 

Hospital 

School 

Hospital 

.... ----t-- -I 

---.------t-----

~------.- -_ ... ~-.--

-------------+---------

School ----4---_ ...... __ ._--- .---
Hospital _______ ~-_-~ 

School 

Hn;. pi tal I I--~~- r 

tI:>o 
(X) 



3.5 Anyone who knows the ri.~ht po"p1,.., II"r'" 
can get a better break 

36 This organization does not rOn';prn 
itself with the personal, inlbid'l·-l1 
problems of the people who Hor~ bnr~ 

37 Open displays of emotion h1.vn nO 1'1 VI"> 

here 

38 The standards set here are not 
particularly hard to achieve 

39 A lot of peopJ,.P- in this pl:1.c P walk aro'lnd 
with a chip on their should~r 

40 People ask permission b~fore rlf'!via
ting from cc,mmon policies and practi cr>:c; 

41 Seni~r personnel are frequ~nt1y jea
lous of their authority 

42 Many people will not h~sit~te to givp 

strong support to a project. that renlor 
personnel is opposed to 

43 Everyone has thp same orportunitv 
to make good 

44 Senior personnel haOlE' liti'!n tt"'l,.'r-uw o 
for complaints -'in-] rrotJ,·~t·~ 

-5-
- Definitely MC're true 

thtln false 
Un
decided 

More ~alse Der1n1Le~y 

than true Fa 1 se True 

School 

HMpital 

, .... I--+-~ ---.-.------. i 
-- -r- --.. ---- -.-

J 

School 1 
: 

Hospital I 

--- .-- ~ 
I , 

School 

Hospital 
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School 1 

Hospital 

School 
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School 
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School 

Hospital 

School 
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Ho~pital 

3rhool 
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45 When people dislike someone here they make no 
secret of it 

r 

46 People here follow the maxim "business 
before pleasure" 

47 There always seem to be a lot cf little 
quarrels going on here 

48 Fbrmal rules and regulati~ns have a 
very important place here 

49 There is a lo~ of boot-licking here 

50 People who get pushed around here ar~ 
expected to fight back 

51 As l~ng as you are .good at your jOb 
you'll get ahead here 

52 Senior personnel will go out of their 
way to help you with your work 

53' People here tend to hide their deepPl 
f~elings from each other 

:ft People are always very ~er:0'1~ anr:1 
purposeful about their \OIOt k 

-6-
Definitely tiere true 
True than false 

Un
decided 

More false Definitely 
than true false 

:::::~l ! f---+ -1--1 
:::::~l ! _. ____ lj ________ _ 
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Hospital ~ t 

I 

School 

Hospi tal •. _________ ....-. __ 
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School 
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Hospital! +. __________ _ 
. ---------+-. 

School 
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I 
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Hospi tal t -.... --------r 
School l t.--------

I I Hospital I 

& 

School 
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55 People here are always trying to win ~n 
argument 

. 56 Procedures to be followed in cases of 
fires and accidents are not prominently 
displayed 

57 There is.a recognised group of senior 
staff who receive special privileg~s 

·58 People delight in challenging official 
policies 

59 If your face fits, you're all right here 

"' 

60 Senior personnel are prepared to listen 
to people as well as direct them 

'61 People here can be wildly happy one 
minute and hopelessly depressed th~ 
next 

62 People here feel they must really work 
hard because of the important naturp 
of their work 

63 Many people here seem to brood a lot, 
act moodily, and it is hard to maKP 
them out 

@~ It is expected that there will h~ no 
deviation from establishpn rrlctiro~. no 
matter what the circumst~nc~~ 

- 7 -
Definitely 
True 

More true Un-
than false decided 

More false Definitely 
than true Fa~se 
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I School 
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Hospital I 

School 
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65 New ideas are always being encouraged 
and tried out here 

66 Thinking of alternative ways in which 
problems might be solved is discouraged 
here 

67 The latest scientific discoveries make 
few changes in the way this place is run 

68 Policies and procedures are quickly 
changed to meet new conditions 

~ 

69 There are conventional ways of doing 
things which are rarely changed 

70 Quick decisions and policy changes 
are not generally characteristic of 
this place 

71 Peopie here generally cope well with 
emergencies, unexpected situations, 
shortages and breakdowns in the flow 
of work 

School 

Definitely 
True 

More true 
t_han false ------.,--

Un
decided 

More false 
than true 

Definitely 
PaIse 
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School 
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Section D 53, -

Directions: Below are some aspects of your job and training which are of 
concern to you. Please indicate how satisfied {,OIl a.re with each aspect 
by putting a mark (e.g. a ~ircle, tick, or line) againSt the answer that 
corresponds most closely with your feelings. 

Please indicate your own feelings. 
Do not leave out any items. 

I 

Example: 
I 

VS S U D I VD 
Very Undec- Dissa- Very 

Satisfied Satisfied ided tisfied Dissatisfied 

VS S U D VD The pay you are receiving j _._---
Be sure to mark only one answer for every statement. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

i. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

3. 

The phv:~ic"il working con
ditions and facilities. 

The pay you are receiving. 

The hours you have to work. 

The way off-duty is 
arranged. 

Night duty supervision 

The attention paid to 
sugge~tions you make 

The amount of practical 
teaching done in School 

\ 

The amount of nu:!"sing theory 
taught. 

The amount of teaching done 
on the wards by ward and 
School staff. 

10. The anount of training in 
social, psychological skills. 

11. The clarity of teachers(tu
tors, clinical instructors, 
ward staff) and their lec
tures. 

12. The ability of yo~r 
teachers to keep YGU inte
rested. 

Very 
Satisfiec Satisfied 

VS S 

VS S 

VS S 

vs S 

vs S 

VS S 

VS S 

VS S 

VS S 

VS S 
'\ 

VS S 

. VS 
l 

S 

. 
Undec- Dissa- Very 
ided tisfied Dissatisfied 

U D VD 

U D VD 

U D VD 

U D VD 

U D VD 

U D V'J 

U D VI) 

U D VL 

U D VD 

U D VD 

U D VD 

U D VD 

I' -



13. The recognition you get for 
good work. 

14. The tutor's and/or'sister's 
assessment of your work. 

15. Taking everything into 
consideration, how do you 
feel about your job1 

16. The amount of responsibility 
you are given 

17. The way in which your 
training has been organi
sed. 

18. The opportunity to use 
your abilities to the full 

19. The helpfulness and 
sympathetic support of your 
teachers. 

20. The amount of variety in 
you:" job. 

21. Your fellow students/pupils 

22. The freedom to choose the 
correct method of working. 

23. Taking everythng into consi
deration, how do you feel 
about your training? 

24. Your relationship with 
patients you nurse. 

25. Your relationship with senior 
ward staf'f who are your 
su~eriors. 

26. Your relationship with 
medical staff. 

27. Your relationship with 
nursing auxiliaries. 

28. The opportunity to meet 
interesting people. 

29. Your ward allocation to 
date. 

-
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VS S 

VS S 

VS S 

VS S 

VS S 

Vg S 

VS S 

VS S 

VS S 

VS S 

VS .S 

VS S 

VS S 

I , 
VS S 

VS S 

VS S 

" 
vs s 

U D VD 

U D . VD 

U D VD 

U D VD 

U D VD 

U D VD 

-

U D VD 

U D VD 

U D VD 

U D VD 

, 
u 

r 
D VI I 

, 

t 
, 

U D VD i t 

I I 

I I , 
I 

U D VD : 
, , 
I 
I 

U D VD 
, 
! , 

U D VD 

U D I VD 

U D VD 
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3~ Compared with most other learners that you know, how satisfied are you 
with your training? 

Much more satisfied 
More satisfied 
About the same 
Less satisfied 
Much less satisfied 

31. Compared with most other learners that you know how satisfied are you with 
your job? 

l
a! Much more satisfied 
b More satisfied 
c About the same 
d Less satisfied 
e Much less satisfied 

\ 

\ 

j " 

- .... , f -;. 



S6 
Questions about how the organ1satlon should be run 

In most organisations there are differences of opinion as to how the 
organisation should be run,or how people should conduct themselves. FC'llowlng 
are 24 statements concerning these matters. You are asked to give your own 
personal opinion about each. 

Please examine each statement carefully and say whether yo~ Strongly Agree, 
Agree, Are Undecided, Disagree or Strongly Disagree by ticking the appropriate. 
column. 

Look at the example below. Suppose you strongly disagree with the 
statement "Safety rules are made to be broken"-you would answer: 

SA A U D SD 
EXAMPLE Strpngly Agree Undec- Diea- Str':)ngly 

- Agr'.ee . ided gree DilXlgree 

Safety rules are made to be broken /' . 

---
You may find yourself agreeing strongly with some statements and dis

agreeing just as strongly with others. In each case tick the column Which 
Comes closest to representing your own oninjon. 

Be sure to make one choice for every statement 
Do not miss out any statements 

. People at higher levels are in the best 
position to make important decisions 
for people below them 

~elationships within an orsanisatlon 
should be ba~ed on position or ·level. 
not on personal conslderation 

In dealing with others, rules and 
regulations should be followed 

A person's expression of feeling 
about his organisation should con
form to tho~e of his fellows 

A person's first real loyalty within 
the organisation is to his sup~rior 

Formality based on rank or position, 
should be maintained by members of 
an organisation 

A person should avoid,taking any action 
that might be subjer.t to criticism 

Outsiders who complain about an organ
isati~n are usually either ignorant of 
the facts or misinformed 

\ 

SA A U 

Strongly Agree Undec-
Agree ided 

! 
; , 
I • 
I 

I 

D SD 

Disa- Strongly 
~ee Dj sal":ree 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
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9. In a good organisation, a person's 
future career will be pretty well 
planned out for him 

10. A person should think of h:i.mself 
as a member of the or6anlsation first, 
and an individual second 

11. People are better off when the organ
isation provides a complet.e set of 
rules to be followed 

12. Within an organisation. It is unwise 
to question well-established ways 
of doing things 

13. A superior should expect 6ubordln
ates to carry out hl.:; orders without 
~lestion or deviation 

14. Within the organisation. it 15 better 
to maintain formal relationships with 
other people 

15. There is really no }llace In a smilll 
orGanisational un1t for the 1100-

conformer 

16. I.ong service awards. cererr.onlcti et.<:. 
arc all signs of a r~)od organif'..ation 

17. The most important part of a &Up<:!"lor' 
.iob is to see to it lhat.regulutions 
are followed 

18. In general. a persor.'s !a1"'.k ' !" level 
should dc~r:rmine hi.. rel':H 1 O!~;;,L1P 

~o~ar~s o~her peopl~ 

19. <iob s~cur:' t:; 15 be~' o~talnc 1 :1,' It::tI'r.., 
ing ~nd following ::,::mJard ~.:: :.!. 

rroccrlureG 

20. A person ~hould def'nd the 3;:;1 lens oi 
hlS organ: 7.a t ion ac; j nat aIry ('n tid sm 
by outsidr.rs 

21. A person ShOllld do thinbS 
manner th.:.tt he think:; Jlis 
~ishes th~rn to be dr.ne \ 

22. Within an organi·ation. a person 
should think of him~~lf as a p~rt of a 
smooth running ~achinc 

23. It is better to havd a ccmrJl":~ c set. of 
lules than to have ~o decjdc thlngs 
for one sr.-If' 

24. Length of service ~ 't an orgal'!isation 
should be given alr.",..;st as m",:h rec
ormition as level c~ pel~fnrmRnr'''' 

-. 
SA A II 1> I 

I I 
Strongly Agree Undec-! DH4,-I S::--'':'!'1f:l.Y j 

Agree i ded 'gref' DL.-a,...~ cr· 
J------+----II----.... '----I-.-.---

o· 

I 
I 
I I . 
i 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

j 
! 

i , 
I 
I. 
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r, 
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Appendix 9.2: Questionnaire on Images of Nursing to School Children 
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Questionnaire to Students 

(Estimated time for completion: about fifteen minutes) 

Please answer each question and tick the appropriate boxes. 

l. B Fifth former 

Sixth former 

2. B Male 

Female 

3. To be answered by fifth formers onlX 

What do you intend to do after this year? 

stay on at school 

leave school 

undecided 

Reasons for choice: · ................................................. . 
· ................................................. . 
· ................................................. . 

Additional comment: · ................................................. . 
· ................................................. . 

4. To pe answered by sixth formers only , 

What do you intend to do after this year? 

EJ go to University take up a job 

take up a job with training involved go to training college 

undecided 

Reasons for choice: · ................................................. . 
· ................................................. . 
· ................................................. . 

Additional comment: ...................... -r..- ...... :- .~ ................... . 

· ................................................. . 
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5. What kind of a job would you like to do? 
(Tick as many boxes as are appropriate) 

Answer: a job that involves: 

o 

working with people 

working with animals 

working with "things" 
(e.g. computers, cars, 
machines, boats) 

creative, innovative 
work (e.g. ballet, 
pop bands, music, 
interior design, 
craftwork, architecture, 
building) 

o 

not working with people 

not working with animals 

not working with things 
(e.g. computers, cars, 
machines, boats) 

no creative, innovative 
work, (e.g. ballet, 
pop bands, music, 
interior design, 
craftwork, architecture, 
building) 

6. Would you prefer a job in the National Health Services as opposed to other 
forms of employment? 

yes 

no 

undecided 

7. If yes, what areas would you like to work in? 

~ medical practitioner (e.g. doctor, G.P., surgeon, Anaesthetist etc.) 

~ paramedical service (e.g. as a radiographer, radiologis~pharmacist, 
laboratory technician etc~) 

~\ nursing service (e.g. as a psychiatric nurse, midwife, 

o 
o 

district 
nurse, nurse administrator etc.) 

hospital ancillary and support services (e.g. in hospital administration, 
ambulance service etc.) 

hospital domestic services (etc. as a nursing auxiliary, care assistant, 
porter, telephonist, security man etc.) 

8. Explain (in two or three lines) the work of a nurse 

· ...................................................................... . 
· ...................................................................... . 
· ....................................... ~ .............................. . 
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9. Would you like to train as a nurse? 

yes 

no 

undecided 

Reasons for choice: .............................. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Thank you for your co-operation 
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Appendix 9.3: Questionnaire to Service and Educational Management 
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Proposed Interview Schedule for Service and Education Personnel 

This is a questionnaire aimed at: (a) getting a general picture of the 
goals and objectives of the Sheffield Area General Nurse Training System (i.e. 
both Education and Service). This will enable our research into wastage, 
absenteeism and selection to be placed within a wider context; (b) it also 
aims to find out "management" perspectives on the issues of wastage and selection 
e.g. what do the teaching staff or service staff feel are the causes of wastage 
etc.? 

All information that is given on the basis of this questionnaire is strictly 
confidential. Interviewees will not be referred to by names. 

1. What are your.objectives in your job? 

(a) on a personal level i.e. career aims; 
(b) in your particular role e.g. as a tutor. 

2. What problems do you encounter in your role? What are the areas of 
dissatisfaction? 

3. How do you get on with 

(a) your peers; 
(b) your superiors; 
(c) your subordinates? 

4. What do you perceive to be the purpose(s)of the Service/School? 

5. How successful is the Service/School in achieving these purpose(s). 

6. What problems do you pet'ceive which hinder the "effectiveness" of the 
Service/School? 

7. How do you perceive the relationship between Education and Service? 
How frequently do you communicate with them? What is the quality of the 
communication? 

8. How ~o you assess the working relationship between Nurse Management and 
Nursing at Ward level? 

9. How do you assess the working relationship between the Medical and nursing 
staff at ward level? 

10. What problems or issues do you see in Nursing in general? Nurse education 
in particular? 

.11. What do you think of the new selection package? 
'\ 

12. What do you think are the essential qualities of a good nurse? 

Do you think the Service/School discourages nurses who question.authority 
and labels them as "being cocky" and "unsuitable in manner"? 
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13. How would you assess the effectiveness of a Nurse Training Syste~? What 
criteria would be used? Please list:-

(a) · ...................................................... . 
(b) · ...................................................... . 
(c) · ...................................................... . 
(d) · ...................................................... . 
(e) · ...................................................... . 

14. What are the essential qualities of a good nurse? Please list in order 
of importance:-

(a) •••••.•.••.•..•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• 

(b) ••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

(c) •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••..•.•••.•• 

(d) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.••.••• 

(e) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

15. The following are some qualities of a good nurse which have been suggested 
by research. Please assess how important they are in evaluating nurses 
and nurse training. 

a.* Degree of professional 
~rientation in learners 

, b. * Degree of professional 
behaviour in learners. 

c. A learner's absenteeism 
rate. 

d. Level of wastage. 

. 

Very Moderately Not 
Important Important Important 

* a. A nurse who is professionaL;' oriented always se~to (a) put her 
patient first (b) keep up-tO-date with 'nursing developments, 
(c) maintain her standards and (d) evaluate all staff equally on 
the basis of their skill and competence. This is a mental 
attitude Which shows identification with the ethics of the nursing 
profession. 

* b. ~,nurse who behaves professionally exhibits in her daily work activiCies 
X the characteristics (a) - (d) mentioned in *a. She/he translates an 

, attitude into action. 
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16. The fOllowing thirteen factors which could have an effect on two of the C,j~riQ 
mentioned in Question 15. Please assess how important each of these factors 
are in influencing these criteria by putting the numbers 1 - 3 in the fOllOwing

l
! 

matrix: . 

For example, if you think that the personality of the learner is 
very important in determining the level of absenteeism and wastage then 
your scores should be as follows: 

Learner Absenteeism Level of wastage 
Rate in the Area Training System 

--
9. Personality of learner 3 3 

16. Continued 1 = not important, 2 - moderately important, 3 • very important 

~acto~ 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

f; 
Amount of clinical teaching by ward and 
School staff. 

Amount of theoretical teaching by ward 
and School staff. 

The quality of teaching by School and 
ward staff. 

Resource scarcity in School. 

Resource scarcity on wards. 
The organizational climate in School. 
The organizational climate on the wards 
and in hospital. 

8. The degree of co-ordination between 
experience on wards and education in 
SCh601. 

9. Personality of learner. 

10. Educational qualifications. 

11. Intrinsic job factors e.g. job 
variety, level of responsibility, 
autonomy, recognition. 

12. Extrinisic job factors e.g. pay, hours, 
night duty, travelling. , 

13. National and regional unemployment 
levels. 

Learner 
Absenteeism 

Rate 

Level of wastage 
in the Area 

Training System 
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Appendix 9.4: Biographical Questionnaire to Nurse Learners 
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Strictly Confidential 

Personal Information 

Section A-

Surname . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .... .... Christian names .............................. 

Sex (please tick): MaleD Female n 
Marital Status (please tick):· 

Single 

Age: 

18-20 yrs D 27-~0 yrs 0 
Married 

Separated 21-23 yrsD 31-40 yrs D 
Divorced 

Widowed 24-26 yrs D 4oyrs+D 

Number of children (if any): 

·one D two D three 0 four n five I 'over five D 
Size of family: (please give total number of brothers plus sisters) 

None 0 One D two D ~ree D fo~ 0 five 0 over five 0 
Position in family: 

Eldest 

Middle 

Youngest 

\ 
Father's occupation: 

Mother's occupation: 

Country of birth: 

Section B 

Type of training being undertaken: SRND 
Previous nurse-training course completed (please specify): 
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Previous pre-nursing course completed (please specify): 

Previous experience in hospital work (please specify length and type of 
experience) : 

Other type(s) of work undertaken before starting present course of 
nurse training: 

Section C 

Age on leaving school/college: 

Educational qualifications: 

(a) 

(b) Number of CSE grades gained (please tick): 

1 - 3 9+ B None 

4 - 6 

(c) 
\ 

Number of "0" Level grades gained (please tick) : 

None 7 - 9 B 1 - 3 9 + 

4 - 6 

(d) Number of "An Levels gained (pl(!ase tick): 

None B l 4 B 1 - 2 4 + 
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(e) Any other qualifications: 

\ 



Appendix 9.5: Nurse Learner Expectations Of Nursing 



Divl,' .. III Economic Btudi_ 
Accounting: Business Studies: Economics 

Our Ref: WFS/GH/RJ 

Dear Nurse 

71 

Sheffield S 1 0 2TN 
Tel: Sheffield 78555 
STD .code: 0742 . 

Mr George Hespe and I are attached to the University of Sheffield 
and we are carrying out a research project on nurse selection and 
recrui tment. As an integral part of the research, we need to know 
the kind of expectations which nurses bring with them when they 
begin nursing. As a result we are interqsted to know what your 
expectations are when you enter. nursing .,g What YO? expect of 
working on the wards or of doing night duty. 

We hope that the results obtained from this questionnaire would enable 
the School of Nursing and the nursing profession in general to 
better understand the initial e~ectations and needs of learners. 
In this way we hope to help improve both the selection and subsequent 
training of nurses. 

The enclosed questionnaire has been designed for the purpose stated 
aboVe. We would be most grateful if you could fill it in by 
completing the sentences provided. 

We would like to assure you any information that you give will be 
treated with the strictest confidence and all completed questionnaires 
will be collected by us personally. 

We thank you for your co-operation. 

Yours Sincerely 

W F 500 

Enc 
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University of Sheffield 

Questionnaire No 1 

Please read these instructions 

All responses to these sentences will be kept strictly confidential. 
Apart from the researchers, no one within or outside the organisation 
will ever see the questionnaire that you fill out. 

r. 
" 

When completing the sentences, please put the first thoughts that 
occur to you. There are no right or wrong answers. 

Do not ask others about the questions. We are interested in your 
opinions. 

Do not omit any item, since a complete questionnaire from each person 
is essential. If you feel that the range of matters covered is 
inadequate to capture your initial expectations please feel free to 
wri te addi tional comments. 

1~ank you for your time and co-operation • 

.. 
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Section A 

1. I chose to enter nursing because ..............••........... ~ ............ . 

2. After qualifying, I intend •..............•...•.........• ~.~ .........•...• 

3. To me, nursing means ..................................................... 

Section B 

1. my first year of training ....................................... 

\ 

2. I expect the School (of Nursing) . ................................... . 

\ 
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3. I imagine working on the wards ........................................... 

4. I imagine a hospital to .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••• 

Section C 

1. r 
I expect tutors at the School ........................................... 

2. I Im"sine. sisters and staff nurses ........•......•...••.................. 

" 

3. I expect working with patients .......................................... 
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4. I doc-torS ...................................... 

Section D 

1. I expect working hours .................................................. 

2. I expect pay ............................................................ 

3. I imagine night duty .................................................... 

.. 

4. I imagine studying ...................................................... 
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5. I expect I will be taught ................................................ 
• 

Section E 

1. A good tutor/clinical instructor is one ~·ho ...............•.........•... 

2. A good nurse is one who 
rJ ................................................. 

Additional Comments 

\ 

\ 

.... 
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Appendix 9.6: Nurse Learner Expectations of Nursing as Recalled 



~ Urdversity of Sheffield - 78 
~ 

~ ~ Divisi~n of ~cono~ic Studies 
~ Accounting: Business Studies: Economics 

Sheffield 510 2TN 

Tel: Sheffield 78555 

5TD code: 0742 ~ ~~ ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Our Ref WFS/GH/RJ 

Dear Nurse, "'1: ; 

- .: 

Ms. W.F. 500 
D1vision of Economic Studies 
University of Sheffield 
Western Bank 
Sheffield SlO 2TN 

Mr. George Hespe and I are attached to the University of 
Sheffield and we are. carrying out a research project on nurse selection 
and recruitment. As an integral part of the research, we need to know 
the kind of expectations which nurses bring with them When they begin' 
nursing. As a result we are interested to know what your expec~tions 
were when you entered nursing e.g. what you expected of working on the. J 

wards or of doing night duty. 

We hope t}~t the results obtained from this questionnaire 
would enable the School of Nursing a'1d the nursing profession in general 
to better understand the initial expectations and needs of learners. 
In this way we hope to help improve both the selection and subsequent 
training of nurses. 

-1he enclosed questionnaire has been designed for the purpose 
stated above. We would be most grateful if you could fill it in-by 
completing the sentences provided. 

We would like to assure you that any information that you 
give will be treated with the strictest confidence and all completed 
questionnaires will be collected by us personally. 

We thank you for your co-operation. 
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University of Sheffield 

Questionnaire No.1 

Please read these instructions 

All responses to these sentences will be kept strictly confidential. 
Apart from the researchers. no one within or outside the organisation 
will ever see the questionnaire that you fill out. 

Do not sign your name on the questionnaire as your responses will be 
anonymous. 

When completing the sentences. please put the first thoughts that occur 
to you. There are no right or wrong answers. 

Do not ask others about the questions. We are interested in your opinions. 

Do not omit any item, since a complete questionnaire from each person 1s 
essential. If vou feel that the range of matters covered is inadequate 
to capture your initial expectations please feel free to write additional 
comments. 

Thank you for your time and co-operation. 
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Section A 

1. I chose to enter nursing because .......................................• 

2. After qualifying, I intended ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

3. To me. nurs ing meant ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Section B 

1. I expected my first year of training ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2. I expected the School (of Nursing) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

J. I imagined working on the wards ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

4. I imagined a hospi ta.l to ...............................................• 

Section C 

1. I thought tutors at the School 'Would •••••••••••• · •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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2. I thought sisters and staff nurses would ............................... 

J. I expected working with patients ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• 

4. I expected doctors and medical staff ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Section D 

1. I expected working hours ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2. I expected JlCI.Y ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

3. I thought night duty •..••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•...• 

\ 

4. I thought studying •.••.••••.••••••.••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••..•• 

Section E 

1. A good tutor/clinical instructor is one who •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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2. A good nurse is one who ................................................• 

Additional comments 
• 

\ 
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Appendix 9.7: Leaver Structured Interview Form 

and Mailed Questionnaire 

\ 
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Interview Schedule for Leavers 

Name: 
O.O •••• OOO ••• CO.O ••••••• o"' ••• o ••• r ••••• ' ••• 0 •••••• 0 ••• 00000.0 

Address: 
•• 0 ••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•• 0· •••••• 00 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (. •• 

Type of training: •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••• 00 ••••• 

Date of entry: ••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Date of discontinuation: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Date of interview: 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •• 

T~me of interview: 
••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••• 0 

Place of interview: •••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••• 00 •• 

1. 

2. 

Why did you leave training? 

Checklist of reasons, respondent to be asked against each reason. 

A (i) Family/personal problems. 
e.g. Did husband agree to nursing? Was social life affected? 

Did your marriage break up? 

(ii) Marriage/Engagement. 

(Hi) Pregnancy. 
N.B Some nurses deliberately become pregnant in order to leave 
nursing 

(iv) Financial difficultieso 

(v) Homesickness o 

(vi) Transfer to different town but remains in training. 

How satisfied is the learner with the following aspects of training? 

B (i) Working conditionso 
e.g. Are pay, working hours, hours off duty, satisfactory? 

Do you have to travel far to work? 

(ii) School conditionso 
e.g. Are there enough resources/equipment? 

Is course intense? \Have you enough time to study? 
What was your opinion of course organisation? 
What was your opinion of teaching standards? 
Was there enough ward teaching by clinical teachers? 

(iii) School experience. 
e.g. Is teaching related to ward practice? 

Was school a mental strain/bcring? 
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(iv) School staff. 
eog. Did teachers appear to have lost touch with realities in 

the wards? 
Was support given to learners on the wards? 
Were learners treat like kids. Did teachers show respect for 
the individual? 
Were teachers trusting, helpful, sympathetic? 
Do learners feel they can confide in school staff? 
Was the learner afraid of school staff? 
Has maximum support and guidance been given relating to 
trainingJ

, d.iscontinua tion? 

(v) Ward experience. 
e.g. Was the learner afraid on the wards? 

Did you mind being on night duty? 
Was there mental or physical strain? 
Did ward experience cause depression? 
Did death place stress on the learner? 
Did the learner feel that ward experience did/did not 
match up to her initial expectation of nursing? 
Was ward very different from school? 

(vi) Ward staff •. 
e.g o Was learner afraid of ward staff? 

Were they kind and helpful? 
Was there an atmosphere of warmth, trust? 
Could the learner ask questions freely? 
Could the learner confide in ward staf£? 
Was there a lot of ward teaching by service staff? 
Is the learner satisfied with the way ward assessments were 
completed? 

(vii) Patients. 
e.g. Did the learner enjoy this aspect of nursing? Why? 

Was there time to develop relationships with patients? 
Was there time to talk to patients? 
Was there time to look after both mental and physical needs? 
Does the learner feel that there is respect for patients? 
Are they individuals or cases? 

(vi~i) Doctors and medical staff. 
e.g. How do they treat the learner? 

Did they cause any satisfaction/dissatisfaction to the ~arner? 

How does ward sister treat these people? 

2. Does anyone individual loom large in your withdrawal? 

3. Consequences of withdrawal 
\. 

(1) What does the learner intend to do in the future? 

(ii) Will he/she re-apply to nursing? 

(iii) Does the learner have an alternative job? 
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(iv) What kind of jobs does the learner intend to apply for? 

(v) Does the learner feel a sense of failure or disappointment? 

(vi) How does the family react to withdrawal? 

4. Why did the learner originally decide to do nursing? 

(i) From where did the learner hear about nursing? 

(ii) Are there any members of her/his family who is connected to nursing 
or the medical profession? 

(iii) Before starting her present course of training had the learner worked 
in a hospital? 



Appendix 9.8: Leaver Appointment Letter 
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Diviaion of 1EcoI.,.ic Studiea Sheffield S, 0 2TN 

Tel: Sheffield 78555 

STD .code: 0742 

Accounting: Business Studies: Economics 

Dear M1.sS/Mrs/Ms/Mr 

We are two researchers attached to the University of Sheffield and we 
are carrying out a project to find out the reasons why nurses leave 
training before they complete it. In this way, we hope to help improve 
both the training and selection of nurses, and ultimately patient care. 

We contacted the Sheffield Area School of Nursing and they have agreed 
to release the names and addresses of learners who leave. We would very 
much like to talk with you and we would like to assure you that any 
information you care to give us will be strictly confidential. We are 
not connected to a hospital or to the Area School of Nursing in any way. 
Any infonnation you give will be known only to the two researchers. 

," 

We would be most grateful if you could return the form below, giving a 
time and place which is convenient for you to meet us. If you 80 wish 
you are always welcome to meet us at the University. 

Please do not hesitate to phone either of us on the extension given below 
if you require further information. If we are not available, please 
feel free to leave a message with the secretary. 

We Sincerely look forward to meeting you and we hope you will help us 
by co-operating. We enclose "a stamped addressed envelope for your reply. 

, 
Yours Sincerely 

tuo..t. ('0 ~ ;5.s., 
George~Hespe I ____ 

------~~9-~~~:~~~2_~~~ ____________________ U~~~~~ 
Place (please tick) 

Your suggestion ~ 

Time and date (please suggest 
2 alternatives) 

1st preference 

Alternative ~ 
Division of Economic Studies 
University of Sheffield 
Sheffield SlO 2TN 

Tel: 78555 Ext 6762 

(Travel expenses will be refunded) 

-----------------------------

2nd preference 
---------------------------------
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Appendix 9.9: Eysenck Personality Inventory Form A 

\ 



...... 

FORN A 

NAME .•.......................................... AGE ............... . 

OCCUPATION ....... ; .....•.. , ...... , .. ,., ....... SEX ••.............. 

N= D E= 0 L= D 

Instructions 
Here are some questions regarding the way you behave. ~el and act. After 

each question is a space (or answering "YES" or "NO", 

Try to decide whether "YES" or "NO" represents your usual way of acting 
or feeling. Then put a cross in the circle under the column headed "YES" or 
"NO". Work qUickly. and don't spend too much time over any question: we 
want your first reaction, not a long-drawn out thought process. The whol e 
questionn~ire shouldn't take more than a few minutes. Be sure not to omit any 
questions. 

Now turn the page over and go ahead. Work qUickly. and remember to answer 
every question. There are no right or wrong answers, and this isn't a test of 
Intelligence or ability. but simply a measure of the way you behave. 

1.0 
o 



IT] I I I I I I 2B. After you have done something important. do you often come away feeling 
you could have done better I 

FO",.. " 
I. Do you often long for excitement? 

2. Do you often need understanding friends to cheer you up~ 

3. Are you usually carefree? 

4. Do you find it very hard to take no for an answer? 

5. Do you stOp and think things over before doing anything? 

6. If you say you will do something do you always keep your promise. no 
matter how inconvenient it might be to do so? 

7. Does your mood often go up and down? 

8. Do you generally do and say things qUickly without stopping to think? 

~. Do you ever feel "just miserable" for no good reason? 

). Would you do almost anything for a dare? 

I. 

2. 

J. 

t 

Do you suddenly feel shy when you want to talk to an attractive stranged 

Once in a while do you lose your temper and get angry? 
. " 
Do you often do things on the spur of the moment? 

Do you often worry about things you should not have done or said 1 

). Generally., do you prefer reading to meeting people? 

). Are your feelings rather easily hurt? 

'. Do you lik~ going out a lod 

J. Do you occasionally have thoughts and ideas that you would not like other 
people to know about? 

I. Are you sometimes bubbling over with energy and sometimes very sluggish? 

l. Do you prefer to have few but special friends? 

'. 

Do you daydream a lot? 

When people shout at you. do you shout back? 

Are you often troubled about feelings of guilt' 

Are all your habits good and desirable ones' 

'. Can you usually let yourself go and enjoy yourself a lot at a gay [':'Irty? 

'. Would you call yourself tense or "highly-strung"? 

Do other people think of you as bein~ ver)' lively! 

29. Are you mostly quiet when you are with other people' 

YES NO 

00 
00 

30. 

31. 

32. 

o 0 33. 

00 34. 

35. o 0 36 
00 . 
o 0 37. 

Do you sometimes gOSSip? 

Do ideas run through your head so that you cannot sleep' 

If there is something you want to know about, would you rather look It up 
in a book than talk to someone about it:' 

Do you get palpitations or thumping in your heart? 

Do you like the kind of work that you need to pay close attention to? 

Do you get attacks of shaking or trembling? 

Would you always declare everything at the customs. even if you knew that 
you could never be found out? 

Do you hate being with a crowd who play jokes on one another? 

o 0 38. Are you an Irritable person? 

·00 39. Do you like doing things in which you have to act quickly? 

o 0 40. Do you worry about awful things that might happen? 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

Are you slow and unhurried in the way you move? 

Have you ever been late for an appointment or work? 

Do you have many nightmares? 

Do you like talking to people so much that you never miss a chance of 
talking to a stranger? 

Are you troubled by aches and pains? 

Would you be very unhappy if you could not see lots of people most of 
the time? 

o 0 41. 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 

47. Would you call yourself a nervous person? 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 

48. Of all the people you know. are there some whom you definitely do not like' 

49. Would you say that you were fairly self-confident? 

SO. Are you eaSily hurt when people find fault with you or your work? 

51. Do you find it hard to really enjoy yourself at 3 lively party~ 

52. Are you troubled with feelings of inferiority~ 

53. Can you eaSily get some life into a rather dull party? 

54. 

55. 

56. 

Do you sometimes talk about things you know nothing about' 

Do you worry about your health! 

Do you like playing pranks on others) 

n O ___ ~.c~..:.._~o.you suffer from sleeplessness! 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
OC 
OC oc 
oel o C7 
OC 
OC 
OC 
OC 
OC 
OC oc 
8~ oc oc 
OC 
OC 
OC 
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Appendix 9.10: Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale 
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,Subject's Name: _______________________________________ _ 
• 

Type of training: 

Hospi tal: 

1. I do not tire quickly 

2. I am troubled by attacks of nausea 

3. I believe I am no more nervous than most others 

4. I have very few headaches 

5. I work under a great deal of strain 

6. I cannot keep my mind on one thing 

7. I worry over money and business 

8. I frequently notice my hand shakes when I try to do 
something 

9. I blush as often as others 

10. I worry quite a bit over possible misfortunes 

11. I practically never blush 

120 I am often afraid that I am going to blush 

13. I have nightmares every few nights 

Year of training: ----- .. 

T F 

1. OJ 
2. IT] 

3. IT] 

4. [IJ 

5. IT] 

6. IT] 

7. OJ 

8. IT] 

9. IT] 

10. U] 

11. IT] 

12. IT] 

13. IT] 
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14. My r.ands and feet are usually warm enough 

15. I sweat very easily even on cool days 

16. Sometimes when embarassed I break out in a sweat 
which is very annoying 

17. I hardly ever notice my heart pounding and I am 
seldom short of breath 

lB. I feel hungry almost all the time 

19. I have a great deal of stomach trouble 

20. At times I have lost sleep over worry 

21. My sleep is restless and distrubed 

22. I frequently dream about'things that I don't like 
to tell other people 

23. I am easily embarassed 

24. I am more sensitive than most other people 

25. I frequently find myself worrying about something 

26. I wish I could be as happy as others 

27. I am usually calm and not easily upset 

T F 

[----J--- --J 
-.~ - .-. 

14. 

1'5. 

16. IT] 

17. IT] 

lB. ITJ 
19. [I] 

20. [I] 

21. ITJ 

22. [I] 

23. IT] 

24. IT] 

25. IT] 

26. IT] 

27. [I] 
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28. I cry easily 

29. I feel anxiety about something or someone almost all 
the time 

30. I am happy most of the time 

31. It makes me nervous to have to wait 

32. I have periods of such great restlessness that~ 
cannot sit long in a chair 

33. Sometimes I become so excited that I find it difficult 
to get to sleep 

I 

34. I have sometimes felt that difficulties were piling 
up so high that I could not overCaDe them 

35. I must admit that I have at times been worried 
beyond reason over something that really did not matter 

36. I have very few fears compared with my friends 

37. I have been afraid of things or people that I know could" 
not hurt me 

38. I certainly feel useless at times 

39. I find it hard to keep my mind on a task or job 

40. I am more self-conscious than mo~t people 

• 
41. I am inclined to take things hard 

28. 

29. OJ 
30. IT] 

31. 

32. 0] 

33. 0] 

34. 0] 

35. IT] 

36. 

37. [JJ 

3B. 0] 

39. [IJ 

40. IT] 

41. IT] 
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42. I am a very nervous person 

43. Life is often a strain for me 

44. At times I think I am no good at all 

45. I am certainly lacking in self-confidence 

46. I sometimes feel that I am about to qo to piec'. 

47. I don't like to face a difficulty or to make an 
important decision 

48. I am very self-confident 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. IT] 

46. 

47. IT] 

48. IT] 



Aee!!ndb 10. b: SRH ~~v.r. J975-1980 

]f1U.a: SRN 

Subject' »umbec. of Who Leave the School Ducing Training v.ta: 10/3/B1 

'Data of Intry No •• LEAVEJtS TriUlsfer , 
Surt1nIJ let . 2nd lrd to pIli Left Stayed Walitage 

(Pupil Huning) of Cohort. 

.. D1S'1'Uc:! 

21/4/75 23 4 2 1 2 , 16 30.4 
20/10/75 50 , 4 1 l 12 38 24 
20/ 4/16 39 6 1 2 l 9 30 2l.1 
18/10/76 46 5 2 0 2 , 39 1!:1.2 
18/ 4/17 36 8 2 0 3 10 26 27.8 
17/10/17 38 6 1 0 0 7 31 18.4 

1 '1'OUl m 16 15.5'* 12 5.2'* -. 1.7'· lJ 5.6,· 52 180 77.6'· 22:4, 

1.0/ 4/18 24 0 3 0 0 3 21 12.5 
9/10/18 38 5 0 0 0 5 33 13.2 
91 4/79 22 3 1 0 1 4 18 18.2 
8/10/19 30 2 0 0 0 2 28 6.7 \D 

2 Total m To 8.8'· 4 3.5,· 0 0\* 1 0.9V 14 too 81."· 12:3, -..J 

1 .. 2 (Total., 346 46 ..!!. 4 14 66 280 !2.:..!.' 

11./2/80 53 6 1 0 0 7 M/A 13.2' 
12/5/80 57 4 M/A N/A M/A .. /A M/A 7.02' 

5 DI S'l'IU C'1' 

/2/15 67 9 1 3 3 11 54 19:4 
/8/75 60 6 7 2 3 15 45 24.2 
/2/76 68 9 3 1 1 13 55 19.1 

16/8/16 60 6 4 2 0 12 48 20 
14/2/77 62 6 6 3 1 15 47 24.2 
15/8/17 58 9 8 0 0 17 41 29.3 

3 Toul 375 Ts 12'· 2i 7.7'* 11 2.9\* 8 2.1'· as 290 70.7,· 2'2.6, 

13/2/78 .7 5 1 0 0 6 41 12.8 
11./8/78 59 10 Q 0 0 10 49 16.9 
12/2/79 52 6· 3 0 0 9 43 17.3 
13/8/79 49 5 0 0 --2 5 44 10.2 
4 Total 207 T6 12.6,* -. 1.9,· 0 0\* 0 0'· 30 177 85.5,· IW, 

3 ... ('l'Oule) 582 11 33 ..!!. --! ill. 467 !!.:.!' 
11/ 8/80 57 2 NIl. M/A N/A N/A N/A 3.51\ 
10/10/80 58 0 M/A N/A N/A NlA NlA 0' 

1.2+3+4 928 117 49 15 22 81 747 ii:3. 
(ToUla) 

-ft1. , i. calculated a. No. of J,eaver. ~t No. of Learners 5tart.1ng in •• pecific cohort or cohort total. 

N/A - Not Availabl •• .. --- ---



~nd1x 10.lb: SEN Leaven 1975-19110 

Nurse: SEN 

Subject: """rs Who Leave the School Dud"" Traininq Date: 10/3/Bl 

Date of Entry Nos LEIiVERS 
StarUnq let 2nd Left Stayed wasuqe 

II DISTRICT 

9/ 6/75 20 6 2 9 11 45 
22/ 9/15 19 2 1 J 16 15.B 

51 1/76 2J J 4 7 16 30.4 
1/ 6/76 26 4 2 6 20 23.1 
1/ 9/76 30 B 4 12 18 40 
4/ 1/77 2J 1 3 10 11 43.5 

301 5/77 28 6 2 B 20 2B.6 
30/ 8/77 28 5 4 9 19 32.1 
J/ 1/78 17 1 15 11.8 

1 'I'otd 214 Tz 19.6'· 24 11.2'· 66 30.8\* 148 69.2\" 30.8\ 

291 5/78 27 2 1 24 11.1 
41 9/78 27 ) 1 4 23 14.8 
81 1/79 25 1 1 2 23 8 I 

30/ 4/79 15 0 1 1 14 6.7 ~ 
31 9/79 16 0 0 0 16 0 OJ 

2 'I'otal 110 -"6 5.5' ---. J.6\ To 9.1\ 100 9."1\ I 
90.9\ 

1 + 2 l'I'oUlsl 324 ~ ..1! ..2! 248 ~, 

71 1/80 40 II/A NIA lilA II/A 2.5\ 
6/10/80 46 2 II/A II/A II/A 4.4\ 

S DISTRICT 

I sns 33 4 5 28 lS.2 
I '1/75 18 8 9 29 23.7 
/ 1/76 )2 4 5 27 15.6 
I 5/76 2'1 11 0 11 18 37.9 
I 9/76 40 4 0 4 36 10 
/ 1/77 27 8 1 9 18 )3. J 
/ 4/77 17 5 12 25 32.4 
110/77 27 5 6 21 22.2 
/ I/7B 20; ) 21 16 

TotAl 288 <;2 19.1'· 0 4.5,· 6s 22.6,· 22) 7.7.\" 22.(;\ 

/ 4/7A 29 6 2 9 21 2l:4 
/10/1A 19 3 2 5 14 26.3 
/ 1/19 35 7 9 26 25.7 

23/ 4/79 21 4 6 1 S 2R.6 
8/10/79 22 4 6 IIi 27.3 

4 Total rn 24 19.05\·10 1 .. 9'- Ji 27.0\- 92 73.0\" 27.00 

... (TotAl.' 414 76 23 99 315 23.91 

7/ 4/'10 40; 5 Il.lt 
71 7/"" 4" R. "1 

• ;t • 1 ... "It IH '·1 11~ ~fo) 21.1' 
fTf)t.- •• ) 

-1""" , • ., ,.·,lr·1I ,t..-1 ." , ••. or ''''''''-'''''1 fI-, nf 1, un.-,'" !';t.1I"1." In,. .,""'c-Iflr ,... h,..."I" .... , ,.. .. ·!t"t t,,'.,I. 

fI,A . Nt,t ,.v .. II .• hl",. 



~ff!ndix 10.2: Leavers Clas.ified into Turnover and Absence Classes 

Nurse: SNH and SEN 

Subject: Wastage, Abaence, Number. Date: 9/5/81 

TOtal Humber. Mho Leave Classified Into W.stage Categories TOtal Numbers Who Leave Classified Into Wastage Categories 

Medical/ MUdage' FamUy Family Academic Dissati.fied, Do not Sup1e 
aealth Pregnancy Transfer Homesickne •• Problems Pfoblem. Stre •• Unsuitability Disillusioned Disciplinary ~w Sizes 

1 2 ;J 4 5A 58 6 7 8 9 10 

SEN .. 6 5 2 2 7 4 9 6 15 1 2 59 (l~ 

SEN S 9 4 4 2 8 8 8 5 25 2 7 82 
'lotal *15 9 6 4 15 15 17 11 40 3 9 141 

SIUI .. 5 2 9 3 2 2 11 1 17 0 0 56 
SRN s 7 4 14 3 8 8 16 7 27 1 2 93 

'lotal *12 6 23 6 10 10 27 8 44 1 11 149 
SItH + SEN *27 15 29 10 25 25 44 19 84 .. 0 290 
SIUI, SDI ~9BO * 3 1 5 2 4 4 5 -4 18 1 0 46 

4 1 6 2 4 4 6 4 '18 1 50 
PreQDe!!!:X Inc!etion 

SEll .. 6 5 2 2 7 7 9 5 15 1 2 
SEN S 6 4 3 1 7 7 8 4 20 2 6 

'lotal *12 9 5 3 14 14 17 9 35 3 8 (2) su .. 5 1 8 2 1 1 9 1 15 0 0 
SJUf S 6 4 13 3 6 6 15 7 22 1 1 w 

\0 
'rotal *11 5 21 5 7 7 24 8 37 1 1 

SJUf + SEll *23 14 26 8 21 21 41 17 72 4 9 
SRN, SEN 1980 * 3 1 4 1 .. .. 5 .. 14 1 0 39 

S-T SPELLS 

SEN II 6 5 2 2 6 6 8 5 15 1 2 
SEN S 5 .. 2 1 7 7 7 .. 18 2 6 

'rotal *11 9 4 3 13 13 15 9 32 3 8 (3) 
SRN II 4 1 7 2 1 1 9 1 13 0 0' 
SRN S 6 4 12 2 4 4 13 7 21 1 1 

Total *10 5 19 4 5 5 22 8 34 1 1 
SRN + SEN *21 14 23 7 18 18 37 17 66 4 9 
SIUI, SEN 1980 • 2 1 2 1 '\ 3 3 5 4 14 1 0 36 

IrT SPELLS 

SEN II 5 4 2 00 6 6 7- 4 11 1 2 
SEN S 6 4 3 1 5 5 4 3 12 2 5 

'lotal *11 8 5 1 11 11 11 7 23 3 7 
5 1 6 1 1 1 7 1 10 0 0 (4) 

SU N 
SU S 4 2 8 1 5 5 12 5 12 1 1 

'lotal * 9 3 14 23 6 6 19 6 22 1 1 
S1tN. SEN *20 11 19 1 17 17 30 13 45 4 8 

SRIt. SEN 1980 * 1 0 3 1 2 2 5 2 11 1 0 29 

*OeDote. 'lotals 

For cob_ns nuabered Cl). (2), (3) (4' s.e opposite page 
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Date: 9/5/81 

1. Significant difference between SRN and SEN at p ~ 0.05. 
SEN 
Fewer categories 3, 6. 
More categories SA, SB, 10. 

2. Significant difference between SRN and SEN at p ~ 0.05. 
SEN 
Less: 6, 3. 
More: SA, SB, 10. 

3. Significant difference between SRN and SEN at p,~ 0.05. 
SEN 
Less: 3, 6, 10. 
More: SA, SB, 1, 2. 

4. No significant difference between SRN and SEN at p~ 0.05. 
Significant difference between SRN nad SEN at p ~ 0.10. 
SEN 
Fewer: 3, 6. 
More: 1, 2, SA, SB, 10. 

" 



l. * 

2. ~ 

J. (8) , 

4. F 

5. NGH 

6. SGH 

7. w or 

8. s or 

9. ST 

10. SR 

11.. C 

12. CI 

13. AO 

14. NO 

15. SiN 

16. Dr 

17. IVI 

(2 ) 

W 

S 
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List of abbreviations used in Appendix 10.3 

SRN learner 

SEN learner 

Category of reasons given for discontinuing training 

Information 

Northern General Hospital 

Southern General Hospital 

Ward 

= School 

Senior Tutor 

= Ward Sister 

Clinical 

= Clinical Instructor 

= Allocations Officer 

Nursing Officer 

Staff Nurse 

Doctor 

Intravenous Infusion 
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(8) exrerienee. is great. unsympathetic. 

Pressure fr S Told to Didn't like 

Personal forget. S. questionlnq 

problems. of authority. 
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little" 
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Mental and Unhelpful un- Very enjoy- Not much 
physical Inte[,f'!st~d or able. contact. 
stress. tOO busy. 

Leoarner not Made nurse 
made to feel feel stupid, 
confident. infprior, nt"t 

told What was 
expected of 

W reports 
her. 

Reports did -
SAY she was say shf" was 

too quiP-t. 'lood with 
~clined in patients. 
", performance~ 

Excellen~ V W<lrd staff - -
reports. thou'lht 

highly of 
her. 

- - -
Di fftcult to 
work in II 

tE'''. 
F't'olrcd 
r(\!;ponsibl1i ty 
could not 
cope. 

~.., '" 
.., 

al< z '" '" :> 
0 :> III rae \';l~ ;H 

0:>:> " .. 0'" :>'" "'.., 
~uo ~£ "OJ 

UZ .. OJ "" ... .. .. :>r.. 

- No int~ntion Sense of 
to return failure. 
to nursing. 

- Intend to do -
soc1a1 work. 

- Inten"'~d to DetE"t'min"'(f 
cont!nufO to Ifloalve 
nursing but Sheffield. 
unabl~ to 
obtain 
trAnsfer. 

- - -

Z 
0<0 

ta. ...... 7 • 
C~E-""" 

""~U) ., z 0: 
UH ::: 
D::O~Z ", .. 
act z 
mO .... O 

From cousin 
who was 
nurse. 

-

-

-

-, 
! 

I 
J , 

I 
I 

I 
I-' 

~ 
I 



~ 
~~ 
0" 
~~ 
~~ 

22>, NGIf '"0meS1CIt 
Disliked 

(4) nurseS hoate .. 

)"' NGH I want. to do RHN nursinq 
J) instead. 

.41 

71 

2~1 

,R) 

RIfR (".olnq back 
to college 
to do 0 and 
A levels. 
Old not 
vo['k her 
notice 
because her 
do9 w •• 
sick. 

_ I Trouble 

"Ith S and 
nurse 
service 
IMnaqer •• 

III 

~ " .. z .. 5;; 
i~ 

Loves nurs
inq especi
ally 
psychlatrle 
nursing. 

Hours, pay. 

"11 rlq/lt. 
f'!verybody 
('7rtmlbles 

",bout. polY 

but did not 
bother. 

~ ,., .. 
8el 
~~ 

Sane C 
teaching 
but not 
enough. 

Fair teach
inq.sOllle 
teachers not 
very qood. 
Resources 
very qood, 
.... ryia-
pr .. sad. 

Managed 
st:.udying 
all r19ht. 
Insuffici
ent v 
teachlnq. 
but vas 

short 
sUffed. 

Hordly 
studied but 
still p .. ~sed 

T~.chl"if vas 
rf'l~v"'nt , 
only qave • 
t-r..'5f", w.-.rd 
rt"Allty 
PN!'..,nt. cut.
tl .... COnt.r_. 

~ ,., .. 
8:i 
!H. 
III'" 

~ 
! 

~ 
el 
'" ., 
~ ., 
" 0: 

~ 

Very borlftC)'. 
hate it. 
Nt'cessary 
for theore
tical know
ledCJe. 

1'.11 riq/lt. 'Enjoyed It. 

Genera.lly 
@njoyable 
borin<} at 
tiltes. 
w-s 
differrnce, 
principle. 
the SUM! 

but cut 
co(,M'('s. 

S Is .UIl 
releovant. 

Helpful , 
approachable. 

lUI right, 
"rProaeh
abl~. 

ST not very 
h~ppy that 
"he va. 
",,1119· 
OUt of touch. 

Di8clpUnary Bullied her 
proc~ur. to t"itr 
st<!lrtf!'ti lit S 3;5seS!'a«"'nt: 

du .. to hld w which she 
rf'port~ (6). rpfusro. 
St .. n~'ard of ~ trlPd to 
e.:,.r .. W,",!II rh."'lft/1e 

'tyf~ pnor t .... 'r~r. 
hy .t.ff: rouid talk 
~I~ to to ....,. ... of 
I,."" .. ""!I'M th,. C 

Lellirninq all 
the time but 
should have 
fo ..... l 
teaclting. 
Only 1 teach
ing session 
in 8 week •• 

Enjoyed It. 
Cor-! with 
nlq/lt-duty. 

Acc'I~p(i .. of 
brln'1 un
r'Cofe,;~IOn.:Il 

to co-vorkcrs. 
Only tolr! lit 

('oM nf R w."{"it 

"it.1Y; IInf."'lir. 
Got nn with 
~ rw-nro l #& 

not nth"rsl 
".,~ t""" ftOlo;y 

~~ .. H h... I t~.,rhrr.. I'~r ,---
.""""" -t.e· ""'at of ''''\,I('''h ~ .... ,,.f"';. 
"""''''''''<1. ",It" "'". ~t t" hr.' of 
~,......... t,..~h- ,,, I ..... I r~r I·y 

I ...... r' .ff. '.-1. 
w" ...... r·' 'HI I "'" r' ,1,..".. ,., 
.. 1'1, , .... , •• ,"' .... 

r;, r: • - 1 'r' 'J ~ , 

.. 
~ 
c 

i 
All ritjht. 
d<>n't like 
to ask too 
.uch, might 
be bran,Jed a 
nuisance. IDtl 
of teaching. 
up to date. 

Got on well. 
dn'l.,,.c,",,,hlt:-. 

I.ot of teach
irK! don ... 
Up to date. 

Could not 
confide. 
SotIH! staff 
qolve very 
qr.-.d 
rrrorts, 
.,.st did 

not. 

t 
el 
f 

"11 ri9ht. 
did not: 
enjoy the 
dirty ,obs. 

Found !'cae 
patients 
difficult 
but on the 
whole 
pnjoyable. 

.. .. 
"'" :'U;; 
"',., 

~i 

"bed lot. 

TO be 
respectttd. 
Uke 
Sisters. 

~:l 
"'~"'" a z .. o :. 

0'" 
>-UQ zuz cc ... 

!II 

I! .. ... 

Applied for 
SRN in 
Coventry 
start in 
June 1980. 

"ppl1ed for 
R'IfS. 

COuld apply 
for BRN. 

Not 1-1, .. 1119 I ApplyIng to 
anybody, no vork with 
qrudQ,..s. t children. 
have mltde 
the Mistlllite 
and other 
~l. juc;t 
tcok a tong 
tiM!' tC'O rol nt 
thtnrJs f"'ut. 
~T tnt-' 1'IH" 

('Iff ('If1:l"n, 

c;.llrt t !=hnul.l 
.... h()'tll .. '''~vr. 

o-l 

~l:l 
:Ii" 0 .. '" ,., 
.. '" !It! 

Made a 
mistake but 
no reqrets. 

Made a 
Iftist"ke but 
glad to 
r~tlfy. 

Happy at 
chance to 
better 
one-self. 

"sh~mE'd • 
worriftod 
ahout "'hat 
other 
J><'OPI~ 

lIIi'1ht s-!y. 
No ~uPf"O'rt 

qlvf"n on 
leoavinq -It 
was .5 
too.1011 I 
did not 
PMl~t in S". 
F"t'l t h"f'PY 
t h.,t nll!'~

Itl., tl'" "n' 
r),,.,,,,,1P I ~ .... 

5 () 
ra. H;-: 
o :i !i: ~,; 
tal Z ). n:. 
U H n:.:" 
~8~" 
o~z~ 
1Il0t-40 

Did orthop-
3Mic nurs
inq, 
M.'1nsfield 
p,,!;!'ed with 
honours • 
Intereostf'd j p 

RMN, could) I 

due to vi<.:<1c 
f<'lthf!'r who 
diC'd of 
;slcoholism. 

Motheor was a 
nurse. 

Old prt-
nursing. 

I 
I-' 
o 
-..J 
I 
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26" ~ Go to co lleg< Hours - no Reasonable T"nded to 1\11 rlqht, 

(ll) 
RAH to do dr ...... time for teaching. brainwash accept 

or do a hobbie.; recrui t. that beinq 
be.lutic:ll1n8 job i. one ' • a nurse is treated like 
courSe; whole Hf •• somebody a child 
W'~nted t.o special wJ.tb initially. 
be actress perfect 
or sinqer: .tanclard8 • 
persuaded 
by NO to 
take job a. 
~RN. 

Nursing -
not satia-
fylnq. 
Always 
b<-inq tol<l, 
Uke beinq 
own bo!;.s. 
<'lorified 
skivvy on ws. 
Not person-
allsed care 
and nurSe Is 
not person-
al1sed. ttura 
inq _'nate..' 
one's whot. 
life. 

27" RIfH Felt victi_ 1\11 riqht, 1\11 riqht, V and S Was labelled 
IIGII is"," by S used to it teaching va. different, rebellious 

(A' staff • all. ... r~. NCR v RHR. for forqet-
:f staff not Httl. w 11\9 t.o ¥ear 
h<'lpful (_~ teaching. unlfora on 
~slcJt and two cia,... 
lonely a.t 
nurses' t.o.e. 
Haspl ...... l anet 
S ...... 'rr too 
big and 1 .... 
Pftrflon .. l. 
~tandar~dld 

not .... 
hi"". 

~ ., 
01 .. .. .. 
~ 

c .. 
t; ~ '" c 

OJ 
c .. 
i ~ !( 

31 .. 
cannot apply Conciesee .... Thr'{ should 
one's own inq, be treated .s 
standards. superior, incliYiduala • 
Cannot show petty, likes 
initiative as to show 
sister think_ authority. 
nurse is Do not like 
beinq too being ques-
clever. t.ioned, can-
Patient. are not discus. 
treated like differencu, 
childrpn. too stab .. 
Not allowed contlciou ... 
to be flexible, Cannot 
lots of rules apply the 
but should nursing 
give nurses proceae. 
sa.e dlscre-
<ion. 
Role conflict 
vaS severe ... 
learner had 
acted up as 
st.aff nur .. 
before. 

Nurslnq care Unhelpful, !lnjoyable. 
not very biqh, didn't 
(0.'1'. answer 
patient. care questIons, 
vaS infectlou. told to r .. d 
and bell and books. 
.... tt.res. not S"'nlor 
v .. shed. 1rolrnerB 
Pat lent !l'f"nt to unhelpful. 
the ... tre without Little 
beinq v .. shed. teaching. 
13 st"rr Oft. 

A~cro;l!'1 w .... s 
I'OOrly 00n@. 
Or ins"rt('d IVJ 
into ~f'i ... nt 
vi thQUt f'Xr1",ry-
tlon. ".,tif!ont 
vaS t~("rl fled. 

t: 
c"" ., 
H; o.Jo.J 

~ III"" 
~~ 

co 
~~~ ~i ~~ °B:: 
~lii~ L . 

Vari.s. Slsters as Do drama, 
a whale. beautician 

course: nurse 
ended up as 
ch ... bemaid 
in London. 
Always vanted 
to be an 
actress but 
nursing 
provided a 
useful 
quaHfication. 

- ST. Int.f'nd t.o do 
au pair for 
1 year and 
apply for 
SRN. 

~ 
s~ 
~Z c .... 
jl;o.J 

~S 
Happy. 
Nursing has 
been 
valuable. 

Rellef. 
P<1r'-nts 
were very 
underatand-
ing. 

, 

.. ~" HZ 
O:;!!(:;; 
~~~~ 
"'

CJ 2 Z 

~ ~ ~Hl 

Did orthop-
aedlc 
nurslnq 
Royal 
Infi ..... ry. 

Orthopaedic 
t.rained at 
MIln.field . 

I 
I 

I 
I-' 
o 
00 
I 
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2S1 NGH Disliked All dqht. - Some v Not very 

RHH One staff teaching sYVlpathetic J 

(8' nurse who once a week. implied nurse 
allegedly II and S was fl1qhty. 
victimised difference 

her. RIIR ... NGII. 

S was un-
sympathetic, 
would not 
transfer w, 
hinted that 
nurse was 
not suit-
able due to 
being 
nervous and 
slow. 

29
1 .. "I No interview - - - -

MH notes In 
(e1 Ule. 

F Nurse wrote 
that !!!Ihe 
was un-
Suited to 
nursinq. 

30· NGII Found nurslnq Used to tha, Teachlnq not Enjoyed U, Up to dat@ 

NCR borinq, did worked very a t.rifle but not very 
(8, not sat1sfy. before as praqnoatlc. repeU the. qood 

Nurse's :;1Uf in Insufficient teo1lchers. 

choice of 81 .. 1ng_. !ltaff. Pa.tronising, 

nursinq Studying treat us 

IItOtlvilted by difficult.. like 

a. boyfrlenl's chlldren. 

location. Afraid of 
h. friends, tht.-ir 

c. f"llllrf! to authority 
ot'lt"in ... b<-Ing 
tr"1chln'"l ro_t qu~,;tl~ .. 

which W.l~ C .. nnot con-
flrot job fide. 
preference. 

OJ 

~ 
W .. .. 0: ., .. .. '" ~ " t; ., ., ., ., .. 
'" .. !C '" ~ :s ... 

Unhappy, Sister v •• Enjoyed thla, 
accused of pleasant talked to 
being slow, but SIN ~. lot. 
was nervous not, often. 
and talked stayed ill 
a lot to office. 
patients. SooIe 
Standard of teachlnq 
care was not but not 
very good, individual 
no patient (eme •• 
allocat.10ft .. _k,. 

- - -

F:njoyed it TeAch All dqht. 
Inlti .. Uy, better 
then found th4n soo 
it boring, Jlfraid 
v V<lS too that 
quiet .. authority 
Hierarchy is will be 
disheartenlng questlanned; 
i'l9 .. ven S1t ~tter rel ... 
have to atlonshlp 
kovtowto r~ntl:· 
110 and S Cannot 
Rt~ff .. confide. 
~trr.~5 - not 
frc:. nur"l...., 
patient.s but 
hl.rarchy .. 

.. .. .,'" ., 
~t; ;;~ !2 

"'i B 0 

:I~ II z .. 

~~ 
o > 

i§~ .... 
More Staff Nurse -
superior to 
nurses. 

- - -

00 learn - Going to 
fra. theta London 
but qu"'li- VMre boy-
rJrd starf friend was .. 
did not Workin9 as 
allow nur •• challlbermaid. 
to join Take- " 
rounds in level. part-
case nurse tae. 
asked too 
.any 
que.tion •• 

~ 
~g 
" .. 
i:iJ 
!a 

Lost self-
confidence. 

-

Glad __ up 

.ind. 

Be .. .. z 
0:1,.. .. 
tlz;!:f .."';> 
~~ez 
g"'zz 

0"0 

Thought a 
lot about 
it. 

-

Friends who 
v"',-n nurSes. 
W"r)crr) a.t 
Selly Oak 
before- as 
auxUUary. 

I 
I-' 
g 
I 
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31' NGI! round - 1111 right. 1111 right. - Enjoyable. 

:~;a travelllnq Reasonable Do not really (".ood Stllndard 
(SA) difficult as standard of leam .. ch. of care. 

girl cont- teaching. Learn II'IOre 

muted from Insufficient on wards. 

Barnsley. " t.eachiftq_ 

)21 NGII Nursin9 va. 1111 right. Some C Enjoyable. 1111 right. Enjoyed it to 

boring, teaching. w-s dif- a point. 
(8) repeti tl ve, erenC'e does SEN not allowed 

no diff- not bother, to practice 

erent frOll just adapt. things taught. 

pre-nurs- "-5 seell to 
inq. get on well. 

Stressful 
and 
depresslrICJ. 

33· RHH _sick. - - Enjoyable. APProachable, -
helpful. 

(4) 

F 

34" PI/H {)(>presslnq, See -Reasons Fair stand- Enjoyed it. Helpful. Stress ctu~ to 

NGH took ard of W-S diff- role aanh iqu I ty. 
(6) probl .... tea.ching, eonce, did not a.llow" to 

hOllle. S""'" things .. on carry out 

Hours. teachers wards. procedure!4 but 

Far to .... re If!ft in charge 

travel. hopeless. on vE."t'k;end!'. 

SOCial life Insuflicifont Not: allowed to 

reat.rlcted • v teaching. do interestlJ'19 
things. 
Str~ss due to 

patiE"nts and. 
relativf"s. 
"'oilld not. cope 
with prohl~ 
felt guilty. 

)S' HGH Transfer to - - - nlilOkM -
Exet'''l· S. tutorg "ho 

(I) Very _id<. helped "ith 

f 
transfer. 

I .. 
,,!,< OJ .. Hi iil~ .. c '" co ... ~ 
., ... ",,",0 

III o:~ 55> '" " .... ~i 0'" 

~ !C ~U" ~~ ... 
Got On we! - - -
with staff. 
Good teach 
ing. 

Very good. 1111 right. - -
Some t@a.ch 
iog but C:,. 
crJ .. lnate 
against 
SEN. 

- - - -

Unh .. lpful. Was enjoy- - -
H.\vt'! to .t!Ible but 
jump up d<>press1nq. 
for No. Treated as 
Did not cases not 
encourage individuals. 
t"lUng to did not 
p.'Iti",t.s. bother 
Soote v about over-
teaching. dose 

patients. 

- - - -

III '" Z C 
0 :Sill 

t!~ g 
" ... 

~~ ~;;l ... ., ..... :so. 

IIpply for 1111 right. 
SRN in 
Barnsley. 

. Do a beauty Relief. 
consul tAnt's 
course. 

l\pply for Disappoint--
SRN at haoe. lltent at not 
l\pply for being able 
auxililary to cope. 
to fill in 
tint@. 

Have a very Relief. 
'}00II job 
with 
roreign 
"flice. 

- -

Z 
o " o. .... z 

O..lf-<~ '" g Ul IIlZ a: 
UM ::> 
~ 8 £ Z 
Iil"'ZZ 0 .... 0 

Dec ided 10n<1 
aCJO. 

W~nt into 
pre-nursing 
to fill in 
time till 
16. did not 
want to 
stay in 
school. 

SchOOl. 
Cousin is 
nurse. 

-

-

I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 

! 

I 
: 

I 
i 
I 

I 

I 
t-' 
t-' 
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)(",' RIlH flomesick. All riqht. Did not like Irrelevant Insisted lout of J 
Pressure studyinq 1n IICst of the nurse's reports poor, 

(!I) from S. eveninqa. ta.. mA.nner was S thought all 
Dissatls- not were poor. 
f1~d with professional. Did not "njoy 
nursin;. cocky. Geriatrics. 

Desire to Teaching on w 
show 1s more 
authority. relevant. 

Enjoyed nlqht 
duty. ftIOre 
freedonl. 

31' RHH Financial Hours, pay Enouqh S teach1nq Most were Enjoyable but 
dl rficul Ues poor. resources. not unhelpful. stress fra. 

(91 r.'oclal life Far to Poor or- related to Treated Uk" staff itlnd 

c1fft"'cted. travel. q .... nlsatlon w practice. chlldr"n. p<ltients. 

Dissatis- and teach- Ne) support Very different 
faction with 1nq. on wards. fro. S. 

nuralnq. Insufflc- No support 
lent C in respect 
teachinq. of dl!1con-
Ito tiae to tinuatlon. 
study. Could not 

confide. 

18° R/lH Miss academe Rours All riCJht. - Approi\chAble, lOole allll>l'1uity. 
RRR subjects troubled • but did not 1'0 not know how 

(8) 1ik~ little. confide. to handle 
Enql1sh and felt like Situations. 

History. ·carrylnq sister 1s busy 

Not tales- . In office and 

interf'<;tl!Ci nurse left 

In theory wtth<mt 

or v work. su~rvislon. 

11: Is like a 
factory. not _ 

hospital, 
evpryth Lng had 
to be> dorH! at 
a CfOl'"t.,tn tiMe. 

". ''lilt Joined - - Was weak - H.,d difficulty 

NG1I fiancrt.. In ac_1caUy. rol.'tinq to v 
( .. ,., 

C"nut.,. coll~a~., shy. 
F 4.,- t«'at Tr "tn,,'rrrrr' - - - - -r,.,. to MI",Uf"'fI-

I" t ..... r~I'1h. 

F 
'l"_"~I("k 

,tn·' 
rfPt.Ir-m .. 
·,t h~. 

.. ... 
0 .. .. ~t; .. 

~ III 

~ Ill'" In .. .. .. 
U ~ S '" ,. .. 

All riqht. Enjoyable on -
They usually the whole. 
think nurse 
is cocky. 
But no 
pressure. 

Unhelpful. Enjoyabl". Non-entities. 
Could not Insufficient Dissatisfied 
confide. time to with th ... 

develop re-
latlonshlps, 
to talk. 
Treated •• 
cases. 

Uncaring to IIot_11 -
~tlents. treated, 
hard, treat p!lOycho-
th .. Uke logical 
It !lillck of needs "ere 
potatOes. iqnored. 
Unh .. lpful 
to 
h"arners. 
gr'-led 
about ~oo 
aIIIny first 
yrs. tnsuf-
fielent 
teachlnq. 

- - -

- - -

'" al~ III :z 
" :> 0 

U~ I~ 0" 
~uo U:Z " ... 
- Applied for 

N/A job at 
horne. 

- WOrkinq as 
medical rep-
r •• entative. 

- APply to 
polyt~chnics 

for a degree 
course in 
Enq1i.h and 
tTi.tory. 

- Intt-ndpd to 
rpSUfM nurse 
tr_lnlnq. 

- -

:;! 
:. ~ 
;:: :z 
0 ... 

[:iJ 
3t! 

-

Disappointed. 

Happy at 
goin'1. 

-

-

2 c .. H ~-

o ....l f~ ...... 
..:t «X; fT. 

ILl Z ~ 0'. 
U 1-+ 0. :. 

G;8f?Z 
ocr;.z2: 
tnO"'O 

-

Family, school. 

H0ther vas ;'\ 
nlstrlct 
Nurse. 

-

-

I 

I 
I-' 
I-' 
I-' 
I 



41" 

(7) 

F 

42' 

F 
('1 

4Ji 

«(.) 

f 

Hi 

I~" 

~51 

«(,) 

f 

4"'" 
(ll 
F 
n" 
,",n 

F 
1ql 

(11 

,.,' 
'" ... ,. 
In 

-
~HH 

1IG11 

~HH 

!IIIH 

~HH 

RHR 

"",.H 

!IIIH 

RHR 

Plm 

RHR 
I 

PHR 
RIfR 

PI'. 
,-"" 

I·"" ~r~1 

.. e 
fglf 
0" 

~~ 
Falled her 
S exa.mS, 
weak theor-
etlcallr· 

very hotoe-
!lick, 
transferred 
to Hull. 

EMotionally 
unsuited:,. 
found 
nursing 
stressful. 

Domestic 
probler.-s,. 
fc'\ther died, 
left husband. 
could not 
stand vork-
inq in 
hospital. 

Depressed ,md 
tJn!;ptt.led in 
nurslnfJ .. Per-
40n.ll.l reasons 

Road 
accidf'nt. 

["IOfnr~tlc 

prohl~s. 

mothe< 111. 

Illness. 
D15s~ti.-

faction with 
larqe 
hospital. 

FlU" UN-

r.V"tl.Af\I.F.. 

nLr 1'"-
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Good supportive 
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Appendix 10.4: Categories to Analyse Expectations 

of Le~rners 

1. Categories to analyse statements as: 

(a) statements of original expectations 

(b) statements of actual experience 

(c) part of analysis of comparative statements. 

2. ~arative Statements: 

Statements of E~rience 

Statements of Original Expectations' Not as Good/ 
Worse than/ 
As Expected 

Neutral 

Positive 

Negative .; 
Year of training: 

A.I ~otivation to NUrse 

Intrinsic Factors 

1. I- always wanted to nurse. 

2. Like people/like working with people. 

Better Than 
Expected 

Same as 
Expected 

3. He~p people/care for those who are sick and less fortunate/ 

worthwhile job/right job. 

4. Challenging job, gives~e a good deal of satisfaction. 

5. Expression of religious beliefs. 

Extrinsic ?actors 

6. Career with opportunities and security. 

7. Part of a well-respected profession/career. Status, 

" -recognition. \ 

8. Parent.s choice or persuasion/family influence. 

9. Combines theory with practical application. Interest in 

~dicine and bio~ogy, etc. 

* ~e. ti~s show how statements of recall~d e_~~Clt1ons were 
clasSifi~ into th~_positive,negative and neutr~l categOr1e~. 

;,.---. 
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Indifferent factors 

10. Don't really know. Couldn't think of anything else to do. 

11. Because I've done pre-nursing. 

12. I couldn't get the job I wanted. Best alternative to the job I had. 

13. Combined answer. Includes both intrinsic and extrinsic factors. 

14. No response. 

Fourteen categories were devised for this item which were re

classified into intrinsic factors for motivation and extrinsic 

factors (see Warr et nl, 1979). Intrinsic motivating factors were those 

which related to job context. The category of indifferent factors 

were factors which showed that the learner regarded nursing as a 

"second-choice" or a "non-choice" among employment opportunities. They 

had entered nursing because it was the only feasible or evoked 

alternative but had demonstrated a lack of positive motivation to enter 

the occupation. These categories are similar to those devised by 

Simpson (1979) and Hockey (1976). Austin (197~) in studying the nature 

of nurse's rewards or inducements used essentially the same categorization 

of intrinsic and extri~sic work rewards. 

2. Future Intentions 

Nursing-related: specialise 

(a) 1. Community. 

2. Midwifery. 

3. Paediatrics 

4. Other specialisms e.g. S.R.N., psychiatric nursing, theatre, 

intensive care, further qualifications. 

(b) 5. Work abroad. 

6. In industrial situations. 

7. Aboard ships or planes. 

8. In the forces. 

(c) 9. Work in general area of nursing; geriatrics, sisters or staff 
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nurses. 

10. Continue in nursing, further training, no specific plans/jobs 

mentioned. 

Non-nursing Related 

11. Marriage. 

12. Quit nursing. 

13. Don't know, no plans, undecided. 

14. Blank. 

3. Nursing Means 4' 

Idealistic image 

1. Caring/helping people who are sick/less fortunate. 

2. Hard work, dedication, satisfaction. Worthwhile job. 

Technical image 

3. Learning nursing techniques and procedures. 

4. Total patient care, looking after the mental and physical problems 

of patients. 

Occupational image 

5. Meeting lots of different people. Varied interesting work, part 

of a team. 

6. A career/job/become part of a profession. A qualification. 

7. 1\ career/job with paid training. 

8. Categories 1, 2 combined with 3, 4. 

9. Categories 1, 2 combined with 5, 6, 7. 

10. No response. 

\ 

* These categories are based in part on the categorization developed by Simpson 
(1979) who differentiated among nursing as a description of "people in 
nursing", of "service to others" and of "work tasks", Her second and third 
~ategories are similar to our descriptions of an "idealistic" and "technical" 
l.mage of nursing. The "occupational" image of nursing was derived from the 
Habenstein and Christ (1955) concept of the utilizer, that is, nurses who 
view nursing just as another form of e~ployment, Categories 8 and 9 were hybrid 
categories containing answers which reflected factors from more than one 
category. 



B First Year Expectations 

Mixed 

1. Crucial year/hardest/hard year 

2. Make or break year/hard but 

Enjoyable. Will decide 

whether to stay or not. 

3. New, different, take getting 

used to. 

Neutral 

4. Graduate/thorough introduction 

to nursing. 

Positive 

5. Interesting, varied, excit-

ing, stress-free, 

challenging. 

Negative 

6. Lonesome, lonely. Very 

difficult due to lack of 

confidence. Lost and 

bewildered. 
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Not as Good/ 
Worse Than 

Expected 

I 

Better Than 
Expected 

• Same as 
Expectations 

Four main categories were used here: positive, negative, neutral 

and mixed. The last category was used to classify statements which showed 

both positive and negative elements.\ 



School 

Positive 

Teach me thoroughly, teach me all 

I need to know, practical and 

theoretical knowledge (Teacher). 

Setter of standards. 

Counsellor and helper. Help me, 

listen to my problems. 

Give me guidance. 

Help me qualify. 

Teacher ••. and helper. 

Mixed 

Hard work but enjoyable. 

Strict but helpful. 

Neutral 

Old School. 

Positive 

To treat us as adults, 

respect me as an individual. 

Respector of persons. 

Negative 

Strict, boring, irrelevant. 

Wards 

Mixed 

Rewarding but tiring. 

Str~ at first. 

Friendly but strict. 
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Not as Good/ 
Worse Than 

Expected 

./ 

Better Than 
Expected 

/ 

/ 

Same as 
Expectations 
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Not as Good/ 
Worse Than 

Expected 

Better Than 
Expected 

Same as 
Expectations . ----------------------------------------------

Positive 

Interesting, fulfilling, friendly. / 
Prefer wards to School. 

What nursing is all about. 

Negative 

Tedious, at times disgusting and 

horrifying, nerve-racking. 

Neutral I 
Str~nge at first. 

Hospital 

Mixed 

Busy but sad 

Positive 

Efficient, clean, works as a 

team. 
/ 

Busy, caring, friendly. 

~egative 

Large, unfriendly place. 
I, 

I 
Impersonal, cold. 

Don't }:now ---------

Clinical Tutors 

Mixed 

Strict but understanding. 

Neutral 

Like teachers at School. 

Each one is different. I 



Positive 

Helpful, understanding, approach-

able at all times. 

Relate to us as equals, as 

individuals, be honest. Be 

human. 

Experienced, dedicated, 

knowledgeable. 

Counsel and teach without 

swamping. 

Negative 

Strict, imposing and 

authoritarian. 

Don't know/no response. -----_._--------

Sisters and Staff Nurse 

Mixed 

Stern but helpful. 

Friendly but authoritative 

Neutral 

Each one is different, varied. 

Positive 

Understanding, helpful, approach-

able. Human, kind. 

Give confidence as I am new. 

Experienced, knowledgeable, 

dedicated, efficient. 

Teach me practical work. 
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Not as Good/ 
Worse Than 

Expected 

Better Than 
Expected 

I 

/ 

Same as 
Expectations 



Negative 

Bossy, look down on first years. 

Extremely strict and authoritarian. 

Patients 

Mixed 

Rewarding but tiring, fulfilling 

but tedious at times, happy but 

depressing at times. 

Neutral 

Varied, different, new. 

Positive 

Rewarding, wholly fulfilling, 

interesting. 

Help me learn. 

Negative 

Difficult, could be disagree-

able and bad-tempered. 

Don't know. 

Doctors 

Mixed 

Nice, kind but authoritarian. 

Neutral 

Variable, either snooty or nice. 
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Not as Good/ 
Worse Than 

Expected 

I 

I 

Better Than 
Expected 

/ 

Same as 
Expectations 

/ 



Positive 

Part of ward team, treat us as 

right-hand man, as equals. 

Nice, kind, human. 

Clever, important, responsible, 

know a lot. 

Negative 

Starchy and off-hand with nurses. 

High and mighty, aloof. 

Treat nurses like skivvies. 

Authoritative, formal, strict. 

Don't know. 

Daily Hours 

Mixed 

Long but enjoyable. 

Get me down at times. 

Positive 

Reasonable, quite suitable. 

No problems expected. 

I don't mind shifts. 

Varied and interesting. 

Negative 

Tiring and long. 

Neutral 

Start it straight away to 

vary and work nights and 

weekends. 
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Not as Good/ 
worse Than 

Expected 

.; 

I 

Better Than 
Expected 

../ 

Same as 
Expectations 

I 



Mixed 

Not very good, but getting better. 

Acceptable now but maybe not later. 

Positive 

Reasonable to live on. 

Not important to me. 

Negative 

Low/too low/ survival rates. 

Not adequate. 

Night Duty 

Mixed 

Tiring but enjoyable. 

Tiring but more responsibility. 

Strenuous at first. 

Frightening at first. 

Needs adjustment. 

Neutral 

New, all right, quiet, 

reasonable. 

Positive 

Better than day duty. 

Interesting. 

Negative 

Tiring, long, boring. 

Frightening. 

Don't ~. 
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Not as Good/ 
Worse Than 

Expected 

I 

Better Than 
Expected 

I 

.; 

Same as 
Expectations 

/ 



Studying 

Mixed 

Hard but enjoyable. 

Necessary but important. 

Neutral 

To tie together theory and 

practice. Same as in School. 

Positive 

Challenging, enjoy learning. 

Self-discipline. 

Negative 

Hard, difficult. 

Will be Taught 

Mixed 

Everything but cornmon sense: 

Neutral 

New things. 

Positive 

Practical work/basic nursing/ to 

care for the sick. 

All aspects of nursing; practical 

and theoretical aspects of nursing. 

Physical and psychological care. 

People and patient-centred work. 

To observe. 

Negative 

Won't be able to find things out 

myself. 
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Not as Good/ 
Worse Than 

Expected 

/ 

/ 

Better Than 
Expected 

I 

I 

Same as 
Expectations 

I 

/ 
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Image of Good Tutor 

Mixed 

Authoritarian yet helpful. 

Strict but approachable. 

Teacher Role 

Teacher/teach me thoroughly. 

Teacher and Helper Role 

Counsellor/helper/friendly, 

approachable with problems, 

treat me as equals. Interested in 

me as a person. 

Teacher and helper. 

Setter of standards. 

Negative 

Authority figure. 

Very strict and rigid. 

Helper Role 

Help me whenever I need it. 

Listen to my problems • 

.. 

* These five categories were devised after an examination of the data. The 
"teacher" category and the "teacher-helper" categories described the work of 
the "good tutor". The "negative" and "mixed" categories consisted mainly of 
adjectives used to describe the good tutor. Though related the adjectives used 
and the descriptions of work done do not completely coincide with one another 
and it was decided to keep the categories separate. 
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Image of Good Nurse 

Image of Caring Efficiency 

Cares but not too involved. 

Cares but firm. 

Cares but is efficient, not 

panicky and is able to handle 

stress. 

Technically Skilled and Practical 

Image 

Knowledge of skills/efficient/ 

competent. 

Won't flap in emergency. 

Occupational Image 

Does a good job. 

Passes exams and understands 

total patient care. 

Idealistic Image 

Caring/understanding/warm/ 

sympathetic/ possesses self-

knowledge. 

Dedicated/hard worker/altruistic. 

Patient and Staff 

Don't know. 
.. 

These categories of the imag~ of the "good nurse" have been devised 

after a review of the literature on role orientations in nursing. (See 

Simpson, 1979; Kramer, 1974;-Schmitt, 1968; Benne and Bennis, 1959, Schulman, 

1958" Williams and Williams, 1959). Like the concept of nursing itself, these 

categories are again similar to the Haberstein and Christ (1955) divisions of 
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the "professionalizer", "traditonalizer" and "utilizer". Their conc0pt of 

the professionalizer is similar to our image of caring efficiency, their 

concept of traditionalizerto our idealistic image and their utilizer is 

incorporated within our occupational image. In addition, we have created 

a category which sees the good nurse primarily as a pragmatic, skilled 

technician. That this category is more important now is due to the increasing 

use of technologically advanced equipment by the nurse. 

\ 



Appendix 10.5 

1980 Sa!!E1e 
SRN SEN Total 

DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1980 FEB 1980 MAY 1980 JULy 1990 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 OCT 1978 MAY 1978 FEB 1978 S L S L S L 
TYPE OF ENTRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN SEN SEN SRN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd 3rd 
HOSPITAL NGH RHH RBIl NGB RUB 

1. 2. 3. 4. S. 9 
Intrinsic Factors 24 24 17 19 22 10 2 14 12 41 8 43 5 84 13 

6. 7. 8 
Extrinsic Factors 0 5 2 1 1 3 0 5 2 7 1 1 0 8 1 

10, 12 
Negative Factors 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 2 3 3 0 0 0 3 0 

11 
Neutral Factors 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 I 

I-' 
I'V 13 
CD 

Intrinsic + Ext 2 2 3 3 1 0 0 1 4 5 1 5 0 10 1 I 

No Response 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 

Motivation to Enter Nursin2* 

+ Unless Otherwise stated, all numbers represent 1eavers who have stayed 
for more than one year of training. 

~ 

S = Stayers who stayed for at least one year of training 

L - Leaver •. 

~dix 10.5: Expectations of Learners 



1980 Samole ------'--SEN SEN Total 
DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1980 FEB 1980 MAY 1980 JULY 1980 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 OCT 1978 MAY 1978 FEB 1978 S L S L S L 
TYPE OF Elil'RY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN SEN SEN SRN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd 3rd 
HOSPITAL NGH RHB RHH NGH RHH 

1, 2, 3, 4 
Specialisms 10 10 14 2 13 1 1 4 7 24 4 12 1 36 5 

5, 6, 7, 8 
Non-Hospital 4 6 1 2 3 1 1 2 7 7 2 f- 0 13 3 

9, 10 
Hospital 11 9 7 20 7 13 3 13 3 It 4 31 3 47 7 

11, 12, 13 I 
I-' 

Non-nursing 1 7 3 0 2 2 0 3 If 10 0 1 1 11 0 ~ 
\0 

14 I 

No Response 

Future Intentions 



1980 S~le 
SRN SEN Total 

MTE OF ENTRY JAM 1980 FEB 1980 MY 1980 JULY 1980 OCT 1979 JAB 1978 OCT 1978 MY 1978 FEB 1978 5 L S L S L 
TYPE OF ENTRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN SEN SEN SRN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd 3rd 
HOSPITAL NGH RBB RBB NGH RBB 

1. 2 
Idealistic 20 26 18 20 23 7 4 15 15 44 5 40 4 84 9 

3. 4 
Technical 1 3 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 3 1 2 1 5 2 

S. 6, 7 
Occupational 3 3 3 2 2 2 0 4 6 6 3 5 0 11 3 

8 
Idealistic + Tech 2 0 3 1 0 0 0 2 0 3 1 3 0 6 1 

I 
9 Ideal + Occup 0 0 1 0 0 f-' 

Vol 

0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

NO Response 0 0 0 0 I 
6 0 0 0 

Nursing Means 



1980 S~1e 
SRN SEN Total 

MTE OF ENTRY JAN 1980 FEB 1980 MAY 1980 JULy 1990 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 OCT 1978 MAY 1978 FEB 1978 S L S L S L 
TYPE OF ENTRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN SEN SEN SRN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd 3rd 
HOSPITAL NGR RHH RHB NGB RBB 

Positive 0 3 6 6 11 2 3 1 2 9 0 6 0 15 0 

Negative 0 10 2 4 5 6 1 4 4 12 1 4 2 16 3 

Mixed 19 18 16 14 7 2 1 11 10 34 7 33 1 67 8 

Neutral 3 1 1 0 1 1 0 4 2 1 2 3 2 4 6 

No response 4 0 0 0 1 (, 0 2 3 

First Year Bxpectations J .... 
W 

X
2 

Statistically significant 
.... 
J 

at p ~ 0.05 

3 values ~ 5 



1980 S~le 
SRN SEN Total 

DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1980 FEB 1980 MAY 1980 JULY 1980 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 OCT 1978 MAY 1978 FEB 1978 S L S L S L 
TYPE OF ENTRY SEN .SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN SEN SEN SRN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd 3rd 
HOSPITAL NGH RUB RUB NGH RHH 

Positive 19 22 15 15 15 
3 1 5 1 37 7 34 4 71 11 

Negative 0 4 5 6 7 

6 3 9 15 9 2 6 0 15 2 
Mixed 4 5 3 2 0 

0 0 0 0 8 1 6 0 14 1 
Neutral 2 1 1 0 3 

2 0 4 1 2 0 2 1 4 1 
NO Response 1 0 1 1 0 

6 1 4 4 1 0 '2 0 2 0 

Expectations About School of Nursing 

I 
f-' 
W 
I\.) 

I 



1980 Sa~le 
SRN SEN Total 

DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1990 PBB 1990 MAY 1990 JULY 1990 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 OCT 1918 MAY 1918 FEB 1978 S L S L S L 
TYPE OF ENTRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN SEN SEN SRN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd 3rd 
HOSPITAL NG8 RBB RBB NGB RHB 

Positive 9 9 5 11 9 2 1 5 + 14 2 20 3 34 5 

Negative 0 4 3 3 1 5 1 3 1 7 3 3 0 10 3 

Mixed IS 19 11 10 8 2 3 1 Ii 31 5 25 2 61 1 

Neutral 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

No response 2 0 0 0 1 6 0 4 ~ 0 0 2 0 2 0 

ExE!!ctations About Ward Work 

I 
I-' 
W 
W 
I 



1980 Sa3:1e 
SRN SEN Total 

DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1990 FEB 1980 MAY 1990 JULY 1990 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 OCT 1978 MAY 1978 FEB 1978 S L S L S L 
TYPE OF EmRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN SEN SEN SRN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd 3rd 
HOSPITAL NGH RHH RIIH NGH RHH 

Positive 19 26 17 19 9 ,1 1 9 iO 43 6 38 5 81 11 

Negative 1 2 2 2 5 5 1 3 7 4 2 3 0 7 2 

Mixed 4 4 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 10 2 7 0 17 2 

Neutral 0 0 0 0 8 2 ~ 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

No response 2 0 0 0 3 8 0 4 Ci :I 0 0 0 0 0 

Ex~ctations About HosEital 

I 
I-' 
W 
01:> 
I 



1980 SamE1e 
SRN SEN Total 

DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1980 FEB 1980 MAY 1980 JULY 1980 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 OCT 1978 MAY 1978 FEB 1978 S L S L S L 

TYPE OF ENTRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN SEN SEN SRN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd lrd 
HOSPITAL NGB RUB RUB NGB RHB 

Positive 23 24 18 16 15 4 ~ 8 1 42 8 39 2 81 10 

Negative 1 1 l 2 7 4 .t 8 12 4 2 3 1 7 3 

Hided 1 5 4 6 0 0 0 1 4 9 0 7 1 16 1 

Neutral 1 2 0 0 3 2 0 2 2 2 0 1 0 3 0 

No response 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 ~ J. 

Expectation_s About TUtors I 
I-' 
W 
U1 
I 



SRN 
1980 Sa!!!Ele 

SEN Total 
DATE OF BNTR1' JAN 1980 FEB 1980 MAY 1980 JULY 1980 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 OCT 1978 MAY 1978 FEB 1978 S L S L S L 
TYPE OF ENTRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN SEN SEN SRN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd 3rd 
HOSPITAL NGB JUIB RHH NGH RHH 

positive 21 17 7 10 13 4 1 11 2 24 6 31 2 55 8 

Negative 0 4 7 4 9 7 4 5 Cf 11 0 4 1 15 1 

Mixed 4 11 9 10 2 0 0 1 6 20 4 14 2 34 6 

Neutral 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 4 2 0 0 0 2 0 

No response 1 0 0 0 1 6 0 2 0 

E~ectations About Ward Sisters and Staff Nurses 

I 
I-' 
W 
0'\ 
I 



1980 Sa!!Ele 
SRN SEN Total 

DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1980 nm 1980 MY 1980 JULy 1980 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 OCT 1978 MY 1978 FEB 1978 S L S L S L 

TYPE OF EHTRY SEll SJat SRN SEN SRN SEll SEll SEN SRN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd 3rd 
HOSPITAL 11GB RUB RUB HGH RHH 

Positive 13 18 9 11 10 6 2 9 8 27 7 24 3 57 10 

Neqative 1 1 16 2 4 2 3 0 1 3 0 3 0 4 0 

Mixed 12 13 0 11 7 1 0 5 9 29 3 23 2 52 5 

Neutral 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

No response 0 0 0 0 3 7 0 1 :1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I 
Expectations of Patil!!lt..s I-' 

W 
-..J 
I 



1980 Sa!!!l21e 
SRN SEN Total 

DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1980 FEB 1980 MAY 1980 JULy 1980 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 OCT 1978 MAY 1978 FEB 1978 S L S L S L 
TYPE OF ENTRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN SEN SEN SRN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd 3rd 
HOSPITAL NGB RHB RHB NGB RBB 

Positive 19 14 11 5 7 3 1 4 1 25 2 24 3 49 5 

Negative 2 10 8 8 13 8 Jr 13 11 18 4 10 2 28 6 

Mixed 2 8 2 10 2 0 0 0 0 10 3 12 0 22 3 

Neutral 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 3 9 3 0 0 0 3 0 

No response 3 ° 1. 1 ~ 6 0 2 0 1 4 ° 5 1 

I 
I-' 

Expectations~_About Doctors W 
CD 
I 



DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1980 FEB 1980 MAY 1980 JULY 1980 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 
TYPE OF ENTRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 
HOSPITAL NGB RHH 

Positive 12 1 1 4 4 2 

Negative 4 20 16 14 10 10 

Mixed 5 11 7 6 4 0 

Neutral 3 0 1 0 6 1 

No response 2 0 0 0 1 4 

Expectations About WOrking Hours 

ocr 1978 MAY 1978 FEB 1978 S 
SEN SEN SRN 
2nd 2nd 3rd 
RHH NGB RHH 

0 2 0 2 

4 14 15 36 

0 0 0 18 

1 5 6 1 

0 1 0 0 

SRN 
L 

0 

4 

5 

1 

0 

1980 Sa!!1E1e 
SEN Total 

S L S L 

16 0 18 0 

18 5 54 9 

11 0 29 5 

3 0 4 1 

2 0 2 0 

I 
I-' 
W 
\0 
I 



1980 Sam121e 
SRN SEN Total 

DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1Qso FEB 1980 MAY 1980 JULY 1980 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 OCT 1978 MAY 1978 Total FEB 1978 S L S L S L 
TYPE OF ENTRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN SEN SEN SRN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 0 2nd 2nd 2nd 3rd 
HOSPITAL NGH RHB RHH Nc:H RHH 

Positive 17 19 Ii 10 7 1 0 3 1 37 5 27 3 64 8 

Negative 1 10 4 10 5 15 4 14 7 14 3 11 2 25 5 

Hi xed 3 3 3 3 6 0 0 0 2 f; 2 6 0 12 2 

Neutral 4 0 0 0 4 0 1 4 8 0 0 4 0 4 0 

No response 1 0 0 1 3 1 0 1 ~ 0 0 2 0 2 0 

E~ectations About pa~ 

I ..... 
~ 
0 
I 



DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1980 FEB 1980 MAY 1980 JULY 1980 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 
TYPE OF ENTRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 
HOSPITAL NGH RUB 

Positive 6 3 4 4 2 3 

Negative 4 11 10 13 6 9 

Mixed 9 17 10 7 6 :1 

Neutral 6 0 1 0 1 1 

No response 1 1 0 0 10 1 

Expectations About Night Duty 

OCT 1978 MAY 1978 FEB 1978 S 
SEN SEN SRN 
2nd 2nd 3rd 
RHB NGH RHB 

0 5 1 7 

5 15 8 21 

0 0 3 21-

0 1 8 1 

0 1 1 1 

SRN 
L 

1 

3 

5 

1 

0 

1980 S~le 
SEN Total 

S L S L 

10 0 17 1 

17 1 38 4 

16 3 43 8 

6 1 7 2 

1 0 2 0 

I 
r' 
~ 
r' 
I 



DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1980 FEB 1980 MAY 1980 JULY 1980 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 
TYPE OF ENTRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 
HOSPITAL NGH 

RHB 

Positive 1 6 2 3 7 
2 

Negative 0 12 3 3 4 
7 

Mixed 21 12 16 16 10 
1 

Neutral 4 2 4 2 1 
0 

No response 0 0 0 0 3 7 

Expectations About_studyi~g 

OCT 1978 MAY 1978 FEB 1978 S 
SEN SEN SRN 
2nd 2nd 3rd 
RHB NGH RHH 

2 5 9 8 

3 f; 8 15 

0 5 1 28 

0 2 3 6 

0 4 0 

SRN 
L 

3 

1 

5 

1 

1980 Sa~le_ 
SEN Total 

S L S L 

4 2 12 5 

3 1 18 2 

37 2 35 7 

6 0 12 1 

I 
I-' 
01:>-

'" I 



1980 Sa!]21e 
SRN SEN Total 

DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1980 FEB 1980 MAY 1980 JULY 1980 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 OCT 1978 MAY 1978 FEB 1978 S L S L S L 
TYPE OF ENTRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN SEN SEN SRN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd 3rd 
HOSPITAL NGII RBH RBH NGH RHH 

Teacher 12 1.5' 3 13 4 0 0 3 3 1CiJ 2 25 2 43 4 

Helper and Teacher 13 10 11 1 11 2 1 5 ~ 21 2 14 2 35 4 

Helper 0 7 11 8 9 14 4 1). \2.. 18 6 e 1 26 7 

Negative 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 

Mixed 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 

No response 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

Ima51e of Good TUtor 

I 
I-' 
~ 
W 
I 



DATE OF ENTRY JAN 1980 FEB 1980 MAY 1980 JULY 1980 OCT 1979 JAN 1978 
TYPE OF ENTRY SEN SRN SRN SEN SRN SEN 
YEAR 0 0 0 0 1st 2nd 
HOSPITAL NGII RBH 

Cares, uninvolved, 
Efficient 9 2 4 9 5 2 

Technically skilled 
Pragmatic 0 5 2 :z. 1 0 

Occupational Image 1 5 0 1 1 4 

Idealistic Image 14 20 1'\ 12 l~ 11 

No Response 2 0 0 0 0 0 

Image of a Good_ Nurse 

SRN 
OCT 1978 MAY 1978 FEB 1978 S L 

SEN SEN SRN 
2nd 2nd 3rd 
RHH NGH RHH 

0 1 4 6 0 

0 3 0 7 0 

0 2 0 5 0 

5 llf- 15 !£f 10 

0 1 2 0 0 

1980 Sa!!!l21e 
SEN Total 

S L S L 

18 0 24 0 

l ~ tf 1 

2 0 7 0 

26 4 ,~ 14 

2 0 2 0 

I ...... 
"'" "'" I 
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Key to Appendix 10.6 

"0" Levels Expected 

LOW 0-4 "0" Levels 

HIGH = 5 and more "0" Levels 

LOW 

HIGH 

"A" Levels Expected 

0-2 "A" Levels 

3 and more "A" Levels 



1 

2 

3 

4 
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Work of a Nurse 

Caring/ Helping Sick People ] 

Hard/useful/kind/dedicated work 

injections 1 
Stay involved/efficient in emergencies j 

Giving of medicine and 

Helping the doctor 

5 Dirty,difficult work 

Unpleasant. See a lot of blood etc. 

6 Depressing, mentally stressful 

7 Low status, low pay etc. 

8 Unsociable hours 

9 No Response/Don't Know 

\ 

Idealistic Image of a Nurse 

Occupational Image of a 

Nurse 
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Reasons for Accepting Nursing 

1 Always wanted to nurse 

2 Interesting, satisfying career 

Worthwhile to help people 

3 = Career prospects good 

Prestige and status 

4 Nursing is an alternative choice of career. Not first choice, will 

enter nursing only if first choice is unavailable. 

Reasons for Rejecting Nursing 

1 Lack qualities or personal characteristics, e.g. ability to withstand 

mental stress, patience, the wrong sex etc. 

2 No interest or motivation in the type of work 

3 = Poor/unsatisfactory work conditions, e.g. low pay, low status 

4 No response. 

\ 
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Appendix 10.6: Analysis of School Children's Expectations 

Total sample size (119) 

Subject: Educational Qualifications and Image of Nursing 

\'/ork of Nurse 

1+2 
3+4 
5+6+7+8 
9 

1+2 
3+4 
5+6+7+8 
9 

1+2 
3+4 
5+6+7+8 
9 

Date: 24th April, 1981 

"0" Levels EX.l2ected 

Low HIGH 

60 49 X2 = 12.966 
10 17 d. f. = 3 
12 32 2 expected values < 5 

4 1 significant difference at 95% 

"A" Levels EX.l2ected 

Low HIGH 

3 
o 
1 

Ox 

Male 

45 
18 
24 

4 

34 
8 

18 
Ox 

X2 = 1.31 
d. f. = 2 3 expected values < 5 
no significant difference at 95% 

Male and Female* 

Female 

86 
16 
25 

2 

X2 = 7.29 
d. f. = 3 
2 expected value < 5 
no significant difference at 95% 
significant difference at.90% 

* The numbers do not add up to the sample size of 119 
as more than one reason could be given by the same 
person. 
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Reasons for 
Rejection "0" Levels Expected 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Low 

19 
22 
10 

2 

HIGH 

16 
27 
12 

8 

x2 :::: 3.715 
d.f. :::: 3 
1 expected value < 5 
no significant difference at 95% 

"A" Levels Expected 

Low HIGH 

o 
2 
1 
o 

Male 

14 
31 
14 

5 

9 
6 
7 
4 

Male 

Female 

29 
21 
12 

7 

and 

x2 :::: 3.392 
d. f. = 3 
5 expected values < 5 
not significant at 95% 

Female* 

X2 :::: 7.4665 
d.f. :::: 3 
o expected values < 5 
no significant difference at 95% 

* The numbers do not add up to the sample size of 119 
as more than one reason could be given by the same 
person. 

\ 



Reasons for 
Acceptance 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Low 

3 

o 

8 

2 

Low 0, 

0 1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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"0" Levels Expected 

HIGH 

1 
2 X not computed. 

1 

4 

o 

"A" Levels Expected 

1 HIGH 2, 3 

1 
2 X not computed. 

0 

0 

0 

Male and Female 

0 4 
2 

X not computed. 

0 2 

0 13 

0 2 

Five people who were undecided and said they 
lacked qualities and interest were classified as 
rejecting nursing. 
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Reject Nursing Accept Nursing 
"0" Levels as Possible as Possible 
Ex;eected Career Career 

Low 0, I, 2 49 12 X2 = 0.356 
d. f. = 1 

HIGH 3, 4, 5 49 9 no expected values < 5 
not significant at 95% 

"A" Levels 
Ex;eected 

Low 0, I, 2 1 
2 

2.12 3 = 
d. f. = 1 

HIGH 3, 4, 5 22 1 3 expected values < 5 
not reliable, X2 discarded 

Sex 

Male 50 0 
2 

X = 18.4 
d.f. = 1 

Female 48 21 no expected values < 5 
significant difference at 95% 

Sample size = 119 

Accept Nursing as a possible career = 21 (17.65%) 

Reject Nursing as a possible career 98 (82.35%) 



Appendix 10. 7 Learner Withdrawal and Macro-Lcvel$of Unemployment 

Subject: Ulftellployntent and Nurse Learner Withdrawal Date: 24/4/81 

Unemployed 
SAN SRN SEN SF.N Unc1. All Unemployment Unemployment unemployment 

N DISTRICf S DISTRICf N DISTRIC'r 5 DISTRICT roTAL Male, Age: 18-19 Age: 18-19 Age: 20-24 
Fem.l1e, Male and Female Female 
School Fe-..... le 
Leavers) GB 

St.1ltlstics 

1/ 1/76-31/ 3/76 9 3 8 2.7 17 1246.6 11B.5 45.5 Jan 62.2 
1/ 4/76-30/ 6/76 6 2 6 2 12 1243.2 120.2 48.6 66.0 
1/ 7/76-30/ 9/76 11 3.7 6 2 17 1412.5 121.9 51.6 69.7 
1/10/76- 31/12/76 4 1.3 1 7 1318.5 125.9 54.5 77.1 
1/ 1/77-31/ 3/77 8 2.7 7 2.3 15 1361.2 129.9 57.4 84.5 
1/ 4/77- 30/ 6/77 12 4 11 3.7 23 1337.2 136.7 62.1 87.B 
1/ 7/77- 30/ 9/77 6 2 6 2 12 1554.1 143.5 66.7 91.0 
1/10/77- 31 /12/77 7 2.3 2 0.7 9 1438.1 141.8 65.7 96.2 
1/ 1/78-31/ 3/78 2 0.7 6 2 8 1443.2 140.0 64.6 Jan 101.4 
1/ 4/18- 30/ 6/78 10 3.3 1.3 14 1364.6 142.3 66.7 •• 97.3 
1/ 7/78-30/ 9/78 15 5 10 3.3 25 1497.9 144.6 68.7 Jul 93.2 
1/10/78-31/12/78 5 1.7 4 1.3 9 1330.0 1)5.4 64.7 OCt 99.9 
1/ 1/79- 31/ ]/79 3 1 ) 1 (; 1372.9 132.7 60.7 Jan 100.9 
1/ 4/79- ]0/ 6/79 4 1.3 6 2 10 1266.5 117.5 53.111pr 93.7 
1/ 7/79- 30/ 9/79 12 4 8 2.7 20 1367.0 131.1 63.9 Jul 95.1 I 
1/10/79-] 1 / 12 /79 5 1.7 7 2.3 12 1299.0 128.3 61. 7 OCt 103.1 t-' 

1/ 1/80-31/ 3/80 0.7 4 1.3 6 1412.7 134.8 62. J 110.6 U1 
N 

1/ 4/80- 30/ 6/80 0.7 6 8 1494.2 136.9 61.6 110.9 I 
1/ 7/80- 30/ 9/80 9 3 4 1.] 13 1891. 7 178.5 82.1 121.0 
1/10/80-31/12/80 4 1.3 2.3 11 2064.9 207.2 92.5 147.2 

• Avpraqed nu.tbPr of 1"itver!il (M!'r IIIOnth • 

•• Statistics unavailable. This nuMber is an average of the January and July statist1cs. 



Appendix 10.8: Graphical Representations of the Relationships 

Between Learner Withdrawal and Macro-levels 

of Unemployment 
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Appendix 10. g: Bivariate Relations with Absence Measures of O.E. 

Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for Absence 

GAR AVLSP FINCEP FINCEPST FINCEPLT 

Critical 
Psychological 
States 

Personal 
Character
istics 

Environmental 
Illiberality 

TRAISAT 
JOBSAT 
NTCO 
NCO 
RC 
RAWA 
RAS 

CE 
PERAEO 
COURSE 
YEAR 
LPB 
E33 (Manifest Anxiety) 
E34 (Extraversion) 
E35 (Neuroticism) 
Sex N = 104 
NOLEVELS N ~ 102 

RSS 
RSNS 
QUALTEA 

PAWS 
'PASS 

Systemic PERVAW 
Differentiation PERVAS 
Systemic PRST 
Integration PWSC 

IPHS 
Systemic CENS 
Supportiveness LIBS 

023 
025 

Systemic cw 
Uncertainty CTS 

-0606 
-1142** 
-0100 
-0011 

1702** 
0805* 
1022** 

0220 
-0641 

1384* 
0368 
0903* 
0744* 
0044 
0346 
0564 

-0268 

-1019** 
1006** 
0679 
1009** 
1778** 

0012 
0702 

-1299** 
-1088** 

1484** 
1120"" 
0604 
0316 

-0330 
-0164 
-1298*" 

-1097** 

-1510** 
-0067 
0527 
0820* 
0619** 
0116 

0083 
-0321 
0504 
1704** 
1129** 
0754* 
0278 
0116 

-0268 
-0639 

-0268 
-0233 
0246 
1238** 
1724** 

1142** 
0176 

-0534 
-0018 

1715** 
0568 

-0564 
-0065 
0800* 

-0112 
0456 

-0391 
-0733* 
0155 

-0101 
-1302"* 
0840 
1815** 

0101 
-0481 

0295 
-0069 
0291 
0191 
0173 
0242 
0559 

-0670 

-0768* 
1154** 

-0126 
0618 
1344** 

-0648 
0460 

-1285** 
-0998* 
0541 
0788 
0020 
0639 

-0410 
-0756* 
-1142** 

-0628 
-0576 
-1590** 
-0840 
0894** 

-0626 
0123 

-0350 
-0186 

1917** 
0535 

-0157 
1261** 
0415 
0868* 

-0868 
0117 

0727* 
1088** 
0458 

-0812* 
0158 

0774* 
0238 

-0075 
-0143 
0147 
0636 

-0166 
-0466 
-0810* 
0401 
0253 

* 
** 

p' 0.10 
p ~ 0.05 

(statistical significance) 
(statistical significance) 

0066 
-0561 
-0294 
0438 
0652 
0256 

-1388** 

-0034 
-0413 

1013** 
1004** 
0515 
0391 

-0522 
-0213 

1457* 
-0405 

1622** 
0063 
1015** 
0135 
0876* 

-0190 
-0154 
-0580 
-0557 

1252**. 
0716 
0497 

-0237 
-0452 

0506 
-1201** 

GAR 

-0556 
-0876* 
-6790* 
0445 
1277* 
0471 

-0186 

-0217 
-0126 

2214** 
1578** 
0769 
1458** 
0124 
1775** 
0568 

-1654** 

-1~ ~7*0, 

037!> 
0643 
0215 
1288** 

0626 
0405 

-0623 
-0453 

1245** 
0901* 

-0367 
0151 

-0102 
0361 

-0336 

Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients for Absence 

AVLSP 

-0656 
-1158** 

0056 
1119** 
0902* 
0860 

-0478 

0047 
-0114 

1182** 
2498** 
0746 
1042** 

-0658 
1016** 

-0537 
-0763 

-0778* 
-0634 

0034 
0958* 
1391** 

1188** 
8206 

-0704 
-0522 

1678** 
0649 

-0588 
0410 
0524 
0164 
0749 

~ FINCEPST FINCEPLT CASES MEAN STD. DEVIATION 

-0483 
-0702 
-1610** 
-0364 

1153** 
-0027 
0105 

-0516 
0031 
2095** 
1109** 

-0171 
1216** 
0676 
1823** 
0586 

-1798** 

-1563** 
0863* 
0429 
0565 
0260 

0427 
0304 

-0538 
-0564 
0596 
0576 

-0422 
-0399 
-0664 
0405 

-0285 

-0642 
-0541 
-1880** 
-0823* 

1051** 
-0260 

0489 

-0616 
0368 
2224** 
0695 

-0414 
1455** 
0726 
1738** 
0518 

-1668** 

-0880* 
0965* 
0421 

-0823* 
-0299 

0806* 
0391 

-0262 
-0357 
0306 
0259 

-0415 
-0707 
-0551 
0626 
0268 

-0017 
-1289** 
-0443 
0682 
0805* 
0736 

-1890 

-0302 
-0082 

1316** 
1994** 
09f3* 
0931* 

-0527 
0803 
0652 

-1828** 

-2066** 
-0288 

0907* 
0498 
0987** 

0529 
0115 

-0512 
-0370 

1606** 
0594 

-0001 
0121 

-0385 
0548 

-1055** 

299 
292 
292 
287 
308 
308 
307 

298 
296 
309 
309 
285 
308 
295 
290 
104 
102 

309 
309 
309 
309 
309 

309 
307 
303 
303 
230 
230 
230 
307 
306 
307 
306 

3.31 
3.41 
3.87 
3.2 
3.36 
3.46 
2.32 

3.70 
0.28 
1.34 
1.47 
2.92 

36.73 
15.82 
15.49 
1.99 
1. 78 

3.57 
3.36 
3.49 
3.35 
3.07 

2.79 
2.42 
2.969 
2.97 

-0.02 
0.01 
0.04 
4.05 
3.08 
2.83 
3.52 

0.430 
0.404 
0.482 
0.299 
1.082 
0.909 
0.802 

0.775 
0.452 
0.482 
0.719 
0.413 

16.853 
14.386 
15.000 
0.098 
0.484 

0.949 
1.167 
0.760 
0.810 
0.935 

0.831 
0.679 
0.679 
0.931 
0.925 
0.889 
0.889 
0.680 
0.847 
1.129 
1. 303 

I 
I-' 
1TI 
-...J 
I 



Appendix 10.10: Bivariate Partial Correlations with Absence 

PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 

CONTROLLING FOR COURSE 

C..AR ~ ~ FINCEPST FINCEPLT 

COURSE (YEAR 
YEAR (COURSE) 
TRAISAT 
JOBSAT 
NCO 
NTCO 

RSNS 
RSS 

PASS 
PAWS 

QUALTEA 
02) 
025 
RAWA 
RC 

LPB 
E3) 
E34 
E35 

RAS 
CE 
PERAEO 
PERVAW 
PERVAS 
PRST 
PWSC 
IPHS 
CENS 

LIBS 
CW 
ers 
PWSR 

NOLEVELS n E 108 1st yrs. 

2387** 
1834** 

-0807* 
-<>671* 
0503 

-0122* 
0260* 

-0981** 
1405** 
0403 

-0040 
6357 

-0191 
0653 
1654** 
0368 
1394** 
0255 
1433** 

0049 
-0334 

0098 
0841* 
0522 

-1027** 
-0122* 

1146** 
0875 

-0653 
0288 
0141 
2779** 

-0133 

1595* 
2708** 

-0794* 
-109)** 

1153** 
0105 

-0708 
-0454 

1449** 
1069** 

-0368 
0526 
0481 
0962** 
1102** 
0527 
0996** 

-0593 
0814* 

-0352 
-0014 
0010 
1309** 
0267 

-0929** 
-0669 

1621** 
0628 

-0747* 
0121 
1046** 

-0626 
0169 

2286** 
1447** 

-0730** 
-0583 
-0326 
-1562** 
0761* 

-1015** 
0351 

-0400 
-6264 
0209 

-0765* 
0140 
1522** 

-0608 
1147** 
0819* 
1487** 

0346 
-0640 

0257 
0634 
0417 

-0935** 
-0834* 

0482 
0543 

-0707 
0334 
0190 

-0022 
-0374 

2349** 
1041** 

-0911* 
-0412 
-6795* 
-1838* 

0861* 
-0245 
-0216 
-0655 
-0317 
-0515 
-<>657 
-0090 

1441** 
-0891* 

1390** 
0881* 
1377** 

0757* 
-0751* 

0619 
1038** 
0514 

-0673 
-0638 

0178 
0216 

-0718* 
0557 
0803* 

-0562 
-0031 

* 
** 

statistically significant at p' 0.10 
statistically significant at p" 0.05 

1642** 
2217** 

-0161 
-1219** 
-0716 
-0393 

0366** 
-1773** 
-1049** 
0616 
0516 
0247 

-0442 
0848* 
1026** 
0702* 
0789* 

-0454 
0570 

-1771** 
-0374 

0057 
0657 

-0051 
-0759* 
-0532 

1543** 
0571 

-0170 
0503 

-0789* 
0066 

-1281** 

PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 

~ 

-0320 
-0604 

0497 
-0567 

0184 
-1179** 

1286** 
0087 
0877* 

-0029 
-0130 

0368 
1060** 
0973** 
1385** 
0399 
1762** 

AVLSP FINCEP FINCEPST FINCEPLT 

CONTROLLING FOR YEAR 

-0282 
-0735* 

1229** 
0450 

-0980** 
-0131 

1406** 
0781* 
0390 
0131 
0499 
0711 
0541 
1081** 
0926 

-0251 
0993** 

-0317' 
-0510 
-0334 
-1470** 
0736* 

-1327** 
0248 

-<>662 
0589 

-0532 
-0687 
-0104 

1000** 
-0041 
-1160** 
0880* 
1810** 

-0542 
-0422 
-0805* 
-1800** 

0889* 
-0125* 
-0308 
-0885* 
0522 

-0793* 
-0564 
-0310 
0957** 

-0335 
1420** 
0857 
1127** 

0301 
0959** 
0754* 

-0148 
-0548 
-1632** 
0983** 
0342 
1214** 

-0109 
-0427 

0612 
0514 
1230** 
0832* 

-0200 
0775* 

0057 -0100 0280 0604 -1637** 
-0086 0265 -0428 -0561 -0138 
-0264 -0337 -0064 0311 -0257 

0345 0762* 0227 0691 0166 
0503 0362 0370 0432 -0001 

-0577 -0640 -0504 -0239 -0455 
-0398 -0441 -0526 -0332 -0300 

1286** 1774** 0617 0318 1671** 
0951** 0733 0607 0277 0656 

-0156 -0257 -0257 -0324 0279 
0270 0244 -0540 0122 -1551** 

-0701 0224 -0540 0122 -1551** 
2709** -0717 -0345 -1044** -0166 

+ YEAR ALREADY CONTROLLED FOR ... 

~ 

-0549 
-0400 
0576 

-0431 
0004 

-0390 
1419** 
0271 
0153 
0164 
0240 
0550 
1432** 
0560 
1294** 
0620 
1365** 

0392 
-0189 
-0041 
0520 
0661 

-1028** 
-0692 

1183** 
0934* 

-0430 
0164 

-0237 
2670** 

-0133 

AvrSP FINCEP FINCEPST FINCEPLT 

CONTROLLING FOR COURSE AND YEAR 

-0430 
-0600 

1287** 
0558 

-1117** 
0452 
1487** 
0912* 

-0108 
0261 
0436 
0834* 
0770* 
0812* 
0852* 

-0118 
-0706* 

0116 
0203 

-0191 
0882* 
0461 

-0937** 
-0633 

1705** 
0713* 
0439 

-0060 
0560 
0717 
0169 

-0536 
-0311 
-0283 
-1366** 

0581 
-0589 

0345 
-0510 
0125 

-0363 
-0807* 
0055 
1353* 

-0481 
1065** 
1105** 
1432** 

0608 
-0535 

0156 
0392 
0517 

-0931'" 
-0810* 
0498 
0580 

-0541 
0242 

-0089 
-0568 
-0374 

0775* 
-0214 
-0766** 
-1705** 
0734* 
0093 
0224 

-0735* 
-0218 
-0628 
-0684 
-0152 

1319* 
-0802* 

1331** 
1089** 
1334** 

0954** 
-<>676 
0550 
0875* 
0586 

-0667 
-<>618 
0186 
0240 

-0600 
0493 
0619 

-1048** 
-0031 

0159 
-0824* 
0807* 

-0046 
-0683 
-1151* 

1061** 
0470 
0755* 
0020 

-0505 
0737* 
0750* 
0958** 

-0754* 
-0063 
0412 

-1449** 
-0208 
-0104 
0280 
0096 

-0756* 
-0495 

1600** 
0634 
0102 
0367 

-1266** 
-0418 
-1281* 

I 
I--' 
U1 
a:> 
I 
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Appendix 10.11: Bivariate Relations with PROBS, PROFORN, ADAPTIVE CAPACITY 

Spearman's Rank Correlation 

Critical 
Psychological 
States 

Personal 
Character
istics 

Environmental 
Illiberality 

Systemic 
Differentiation 
Systemic 
Integration 

Systemic 
Supportiveness 

Systemic 
Uncertainty 

Variable 

TRAISAT 
JOBSAT 
NTCO 
NCO 
RC 
RAWA 
RAS 

CE 
PERAEO 
COURSE 
YEAR 
LPB 
E33 (Manifest Anxiety) 
E34 (Extraversion) 
E35 (Neuroticism) 
Sex N = 104 
NOLEVELS N = 102 

RSS 
RSNS 
QUALTEA 

PAWS 
,PASS 

PERVAW 
PERVAS 
PRST 
PWSC 
IPHS 
CENS 
LIBS 
D23 
D25 

{ Cyl 
CTS 

PROBS 

3142** 
2966** 
2183** 
3125** 

-2885** 
-2319** 
-1240** 

1443** 
-1019** 
0295 
0021 
0149 

-1267** 
-0965** 
-1139** 
-1452** 
0010 

0365 
0210 
2055** 
0944** 

-0791* 

-1628** 
-7776** 

2564** 
2595** 

-3024** 
1953** 
1440** 
2543** 
1879** 

-0289*', 
-0800* 

** - statistically significant with p ~ 0.05 

* - statistically significant with p ~ 0.10 

PROFORN 

0541 
0656 
2598** 
2972** 

-0159 
0769* 

-0735* 

1335** 
-0328 
-0801* 

1160** 
0700 

-0201 
-1164** 
-0491 
-0535 

0326 

-0098 
1523** 
0866* 
1627** 

-0684 

-0385 
-1714** 
01169** 
0828* 

-0437 
2124** 
0822 
3377** 
0476 

-0892* 
-0015 

FADAPI 

-1359** 
-0447 

0412 
-0349 

1250** 
0794* 
0088 

0566 
0991** 

-0372 
-0099 
0183 
0341 

-0098 
-0216 
-1201 
0598 

0370 
1297** 

-0657 
1024** 
0584 

1138** 
0612 

-1221** 
-1445** 

2316** 
0876* 

-0940 
0314 

-0513 
-0186 
0548 

FLEXI 

3349** 
1557** 
1446** 
1360** 

-2337** 
-0929** 
-1167** 

0553 
-1524** 

0990** 
0303 
1817** 
0847* 

-0397 
0432 
1544* 

-0421 

-0822* 
0329 
1890** 
0316 

-1024** 

-1038** 
-2737** 

2389** 
2193** 

-2066** 
4346** 
0897 
1817** 
0950** 

-0181 
-1119** 

INNOI 

2907** 
1388** 
1275** 
2289** 

-2666** 
0682 
0188 

0811* 
-0972** 
-0395 
0468 
1531** 

-0364 
-0058 
-0445 
-1372* 

2225** 

-0579 
-0518 

1747** 
-0632 
-0152 

-2913** 
-1868** 

2826** 
2658** 

-2896** 
2917** 
1108** 
1433** 
1618** 

-0450 
-1001** 
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List of Abbreviations Used in Appendices 10.12a, 10.12b, 10.13 and 10.14 

DR - Director of Nurse Education 

ASST DR - Assistant Director of Nurse Education 

ST - Senior Tutor 

T - Tutor 

CT - Clinical Tutor 

DNO - District Nursing Officer 

Div NO - Divisional Nursing Officer 

NO - Nursing Officer 

SR - Sist~r/Charge Nurse 



App:endiJl: 10.12.: Kanardal De.crJ.e:U.oe. o€ the Oood: ~ 

Idealistic 1_~ a.late to 't'ec""icall~ Efficient I.aqe 
MoreU tl and Rule Obedience tlttO~e 

....---.-. Other_ ~ ..-----.. Int@lIigent 
,. ... , Stil'lUlatl!' 

<=OIIIpa.sionate Motivation AbUlty to _ledgeablo C~ Sen .. Aelldf!'WIically 
Self DlSCipUne Agreeable Ability to Learninq 

Oft.ire to C~du.ent Coura9'l CC-untcate ",.UeJpeu Skilled GeU on with Sen~ of Good Able. Relate ... HabUit)' Self Control Manner .nd Mana:ge- Critical, No 

c .... bthu.t ... Deul'WinaUan ..... tJtr - Sor. IIorIt - .... ltll to all Diacipline. Inte4}1'ity Self ... opeet Dispo.ltlon Oel~ate Professlonalt. Innovative Re:sponr. 

TEACHING STAfT 

1 r4! 1 
2 -'SST DIt 5 4 
} A..f:iST Z. 5 ! 
4 5T 5 1 
5 ST 5 2 4 
6 ST } 5 2 1 
7 T 5 2 4 
8 T 4 1 
9 CT 5 4 ] 2 

10 CT 4 2 1 

SEItV ICE STt.FP' 

tHJ 2 
nlv OHO 

I 

J Nv DI«) 

4 I-' 

• SNO 

0'\ 

5 51«) 
2 I-' 

I 
6 NO 4 
7 NO • 8 sa 5 

Total $cor.-. 54 26 l 15 U 2l , , 27 19 13 

Ranktng' 6 

Key, Soal. of 1-5 _. f..-1Iot ~ to Very IIIp>rtaftt 



!'rpcndix IO.12b: Ward Sist@r/Charge Nurs. neacr!pt!on of a Good Nurse 

It.:.~.~~~ 

21 Ward Sist.ers 

Julnt 
Answers 

Id('.)h~t1c Image 

~ 
CCItIlIMsslanate Ptoti va tj on 

Dfogire to COINI'Iitment 
Care Enthusla .. 

Coura.ge 
Det.ena1nation 

Relate to 
Other. 

AbUity to 
CObnunicate 

!>apathy 

Anticipate 

Nee"" 

Technical I~g. ----------... 
Knowledgeable 

Skilled 
Sa.fe 

Efficient IJlage 

--------C~n Sense 
Gets On with 

No'" 
Sen!!. of 

RU!IIIOur 
Good 

Health 

Intelligent 
Academically 
Able. Relate 

to all Disciplines 

o 

o 

ibral.1ty dod ~ule Obedier;ce In.Jr;e = . ----......,.. 
Self Discipline "greeClhle Ability to 

~eHabiUt)' Self Control Mclnner and Manage-
Inteqrt.ty Self Respect Disposition Deleqate Professionalism 

51 Jnu 1 .1tes 
I.(>.'lrninq 

rrit ie.,l, No 
Innovative Respons" 

I 
I-' 
0'1 
I\J 
I 



Factor 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

_ 163. _ 

Description 

Amount of clinical teaching by ward and School staff. 

Amount of theoretical teaching by ward and School staff. 

The quality of teaching by School and ward staff. 

Resource scarcity in School. 

Resource scarcity on wards. 

The organizational climate in School. 

The organizational climate on the wards and in hospital. 

The degree of co-o~dination between experience on wards and 

education in School. 

9. Personality of learner. 

10. Educational qualifications. 

11. Intrinsic job factors e.g. job variety, level of responsibility, 

autonomy, recognition. 

12. Extrinsic job factors e.g. pay, hours, night duty, travelling. 

13. National and regional unemployment. 

\ 



Appendix 10.13: Managerial Opinions of the 

Determinants of Learner Withdrawal Rate 

Factor 
TEACHING STAFF 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1 DR 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 
2 ASST DR 2 1 3 2 3 2 3 3 ' 2 2 3 1 1 
3 ASST DR 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 3 3 3 
4 ST 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 
5 ST 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 
6 ST 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 
7 T 3 2 3 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 
8 T 3 2 2 1 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 
9 CT 3 2 2 1 3 3 2 3 3 1 3 2 9 
10 CT 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 

Average 1.9 1.9 2.5 1.6 2.4 2.3 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.0 2.5 1.9 2.1 

SERVICE STAFF 

1 DNO 3 2 3 2 1 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 
2 Div NO 3 2.5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 1 
3 Div NO 2 2 3 3 1 2 2 2 3 1 3 2 3 
4 SNO 1 9 2 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 
5 SNO 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 
6 NO 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 
7 NO 3 9 3 2 9 1 2 1 3 3 3 2 9 
8 SR 2 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 

Average 2.25 2.4 2.75 3 1.9 2.5 2.8 2.1 2.9 2.1 2.6 2 2 

Key: Scale of 1-5 goes from Not Important to Very Important. 
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Appendix 10.14: Managerial Opinions of the 

Influences on Learner Absenteeism Ratio (GAR) 

Factor 
TEACHING STAFF 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 131 

1 DR 2 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 1 2 2 3 
2 ASST DR 2 1 3 2 3 1 3 3 ' 3 2 3 1 1 
3 ASST DR 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 3 3 2 
4 ST 1 1 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 
5 ST 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 
6 ST 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 
7 T 3 2 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 
8 T 3 2 3 1 3 3 3 2 3 1 2 2 1 
9 CT 3 2 2 1 3 3 2 3 3 1 3 2 9 
10 CT 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 

Average 2 1.7 2.5 1.5 2.5 2.4 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.5 2 1.7 

SERVICE STAFF 

1 DNO 3 2 3 1 2 2 3 2 3 1 3 2 1 
2 Div NO" 3 2.5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 1 
3 Div No 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 1 3 2 2 
4 SNO 1 1 2 1 3 1 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 5 SNO 3 2 1 1 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 1 1 6 NO 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 3 3 1 7 NO 3 9 2 1 9 1 2 1 3 1 3 2 9 8 SR 3 3 2 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 3 2 1 

Average 2.6 2.2 2.3 1.5 2.7 1.9 2.6 2 3 1.5 3 2.1 1.3 

Key: Scale of 1-5 goes from Not Important to Very Important 
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